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EDITORIAL

Sorrow will come to many a heart to hear that our be

loved brother, V. Gelesnoff, the founder and editor of

Unsearchable Riches, has fallen asleep. Quietly and

gently he passed away to wait for the presence of Him

Whose voice will rouse the dead and draw him to Him

self, Whose power will transfigure his frail form into a

glorious likeness of his Saviour. Often, in the last few

years, was he on the verge of death, but always was he

restored to us. But now the weakness and the weariness,

and the appalling pain are past. He is at rest.

He came to the Pacific Coast because of his health

about ten years ago. While comparatively free from

suffering for long intervals, he was subject to periodic

attacks of severe illness, which grew worse and more

frequent as time drew on. For the last few years his

life has depended on the faithful and skillful nursing

of his beloved wife, who attended him constantly, and

greatly lightened the burden of his last years by her

loving devotion and unwearied service.

The next number of our magazine will be a Memorial

Number, containing an account of our beloved brother's

life and labors. Those of his many friends who knew

him in his early ministry before he came to the Pacific

Coast, are invited to contribute facts which shed light

upon that portion of his career.

Much of his story will never be told until that day

when he receives the praise of Him Who judges right-
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eously. What he suffered for the truth, as well as what

he did, will appeal to the One Who suffered when He

served.

For some seven months he has been in San Francisco,

under special medical care and treatment. But when

ever he seemed in a fair way to recover, a severe relapse

would lay him lower than before. Finally he, became

so weak that, without a struggle or a groan, his heart

ceased its beating and he breathed his last. It was the

early morning of Monday, October 3d. The funeral was

held in San Francisco. A memorial service will be held

in Los Angeles, where many of his friends reside.

The magazine has sustained its greatest possible loss in

the death of its founder and editor. Because of his

frequent infirmities, the burden of the work was grad

ually shifted to the shoulders of his co-laborer, and, for

the present, will be carried on in its feeble way as the

Lord gives grace and strength. Much of our brother's

ministry was spoken. Many an exposition called forth

the comment, "That ought to appear in the magazine !"

Notes were taken of some of his discourses and it is hoped

that we shall be able jto have an article from him as

usual in each issue. In this number we reprint a revision

of one of his early pamphlets, issued before the magazine

was started, and unknown, perhaps, to most of our read

ers, called The Great Commission. Among his last words

he uttered a regret that an article he was preparing for

the magazine was still unfinished.

We have received a pamphlet on that blessed hope, en

titled "Does the Church Pass through the Great Tribu

lation?" We are in hearty accord with the main con

tention that it does not, as well as the eminently scrip

tural evidence which is presented. The coming of our

Lord is a marvelous theme which, we are glad to see, is
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receiving more and more recognition among the saints.

Were it not that others are presenting this truth we

would give it a large place in our magazine. We strive

to give what cannot be obtained elsewhere. This booklet,

however, is not the ordinary kind, and deals with the

subject from the standpoint of a correct division of truth

for Israel and the church. In this issue we present the

evidence for and an explanation of the word eh, out, in

1 Thess. 1:10. While this differs from that offered in

this booklet, the resultant position is the same. Quite a

few " difficultiesM vanish when we take due account of

the form of the Greek verb. The Concordant Version

aims to make these dictinctions, but students do not al

ways take kindly to them at first. The booklet may be

obtained from H. W. Martin, 1119 29 Ave., N. E., Min

neapolis, Minn., for 25 cents. The article in this issue

on the structure of Acts may also be had in pamphlet

form, at the same address, for 10 cents, 3 for 25 cents.

In all the published attacks on the Version there has

been no attempt to offer any evidence for the calumnies

that are hurled against it. It is called a "camouflaged"

version, when the least possible amount of candor would

compel the critic to admit that, of all charges which

might be brought against it, this is the most unjust

and unwarranted. Where is the evidence in the version

that it is designed to deceive ? Give us an example where

we have concealed anything or deliberately misrepre

sented!

. It is insisted that it is propaganda for universalism.

If the editor were an adept in the art of "camouflage"

he would not have let it be known that he believed the

passages which teach universal justification and vivifi-

cation and reconciliation. He could easily have side

stepped these issues in the notes. But the notes are

published, not to hide his opinions, but to expose them,

so that, even though the plan makes it a practical impos

sibility for him to color the version to any appreciable
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extent, all may know what bias, if any, should be ex*

pected.

For instance, the new Chinese version changes "that

God may be All in all" to "that God may be Lord over

all" in 1 Cor. 15:28. They did so deliberately lest any

one should fall into the error of believing what this

scripture teaches. Does the editor of the Concordant

Version retaliate by changing it to suit his views? No.

He leaves it just as it is in practically all other transla

tions because it truthfully and accurately represents

the original. He could not change it, for these words are

always so rendered in every other place where good

English allows it. Which version is " camouflaged", the

Chinese or the Concordant?

And so with all the passages which deal with this

subject. Who can point to a single one in which we have

not rigidly adhered to the true principles of translation?

Is there one which we have disguised to suit our views ?

If there is we want to know it. We are not above cor

recting our errors. If we have injected anything of ours

into the scriptures we are anxious to eliminate it.

Henceforth, therefore, brethren, instead of wild ac

cusations, let us have facts. - To support the grand

charge against us, that the version teaches universalism,

show that the pertinent passages have been deceitfully

altered and the evidence hidden, so as to deceive readers

into believing what is not in the original.

In the world the charges against us are libelous. But

we have appealed our case to the supremest court. The

day is coming when we all must stand before the judg

ment seat of Christ. There the judgment will be accord

ing to the facts.

If you cannot produce evidence for your charges,

your only course is to make a public retraction which

will in some measure undo the wrong you have done to

the saints and to one of God's slaves, whom He is well

able to protect.



THE GREAT COMMISSION

The object of this paper is to call the attention of the

Lord's people to a portion of Holy Scripture which has

suffered greatly at the hands of men; and which, having

been wrongly referred to the church, has done much to

help forward the confusion and bring about the present

lamentable condition of affairs. "We allude to the so-

called Great Commission, recorded in Matt. 28:18-20;

Mark 16:15-18; Luke 24:46-49; and John 20:21-23.

The command to disciple all nations, given to the

apostles upon the Christ ys ascension into heaven, is looked

upon as the Magna Charta of Christian Missions. Matt.

28:19 is the scripture habitually read at missionary

meetings, the invariable text for missionary sermons and

addresses, and the motto of home and foreign mission

boards. It is the foundation stone in the constitution of

young people's societies and guilds promotive of evan

gelistic interest and aggressive Christian work; and is

pointed out to prospective missionaries as the authorita

tive order for their departure to, and service in, the re

gions beyond. Let us be understood. We neither dis

countenance nor discourage missionary effort. We simply

enter a plea to base it upon the proper scriptures.

Two things stand out conspicuously in this command:

—In the first place, it is national in character; and, in

the second place, baptism and a cluster of miraculous

promises—casting out of demons, speaking with new
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tongues, taking up of serpents, drinking of deadly things

without experiencing harm, recovery of the sick by the

laying on of hands—is inseparably joined to it.

There is no authority for consigning these signs to

the apostles, as has been so violently attempted. The

Son of Man solemnly announces that His hand, vested

with all power in heaven and on earth, has woven into

one cord two separate strings of promise:

"He that believeth; shall be saved:

Them that believe; these signs shall follow."

The former bestows salvation, the latter miraculous signs

upon all believers. Both rest on the same condition of

faith, and neither is hedged by restrictions of any sort.

"We are not at liberty to unbraid this twofold cord, hold

ing fast to the first thread because we can appreciate its

advantage, and flinging the other back because it finds

no place in our doctrinal system. So- closely intertwined

are these promises of salvation and miracles, that we do

not see how any one can have the hardihood to stretch

down the one to the end of the gospel economy, and con

dition the other with a date. We are not at liberty to

throw one-half of this great command into eclipse, and

bring the other into sharp relevancy. The words of

Christ are emphatic and admit of no possible limitation

to those to whom they were first spoken. The miracles

are an integrant part of the commission; and, as if to

safeguard them from the attacks of that licentious exe

gesis which seeks to gloss over whatever displeases its

taste or transcends the level of its comprehension, it is

forthwith added: 'l And they went forth, and preached

everywhere, the Lord working with them, and confirm

ing the word by the signs that followed" (Mark 16:20).

It is an incontestable fact that these signs have not

followed in the wake of missionary enterprises succeed

ing the apostolic age. A true interpretation should be
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able to account for this fact, and that by leaving scrip

ture intact, without either detracting or adding, and

without straining its obvious grammatical meaning.

Those who read the Bible only to escape the stigma of

ignorance, or in a perfunctory way, from sheer sense of

cold duty, may view the subject with equanimity and

deem it unworthy of their thought. But to those who

sincerely love the Lord, and whose aim is to please and

serve Him—to those who have deeply drunk at the well

of Divine love and proved the vitalizing energy of God's

living oracles, and who draw from its gushing stream

with a view to know the Father's will, and, as far as

possible in the present state of probation, translate it

into the realm of daily experience,—the question of mir

acles is one of vast importance. How many Christians

have needlessly shuddered, pondering the Great Com

mission with mingled feelings of anxiety and fear, won

dering what cause to assign for the total absence of those

signs which the Lord said would inevitably follow them

that believe! How many perplexities of mind and

anxious searchings of heart has the reading of these

chapters caused to many reverent souls! Is it lack of

faith and prayer ? Is it some hidden sin, lack of con

secration, or unwillingness to bear the cross?. A thou

sand doubts, springing from a sincere desire to serve

God, but fanned by Satan's hand, have invaded many

an inquirer's mind; while his trembling heart has

swayed from one doubt to another, eagerly grasping

every fresh suggestion in hope of finding relief.

With unfaltering confidence in God's faithfulness,

relying on this command, some have ventured into

heathen darkness, braving disease and danger, only to

leave behind sorrow-stricken friends to bewail their pre

mature death, and scoffing infidels to deride faith in

God and denounce it as fanaticism. Others, claiming
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to have these signs, have made of themselves a sad ex

hibit, learning from painful experience that our

"claims" are powerless to veer God's purposes to the

support of our ideas.

The solution obviously hangs on either of the two

horns of the dilemma: either the Lord has failed to keep

His promise, or else we have utterly misunderstood His

teaching. Can we waver in the decision ? The first sup

position is inadmissible: "He abideth faithful, He can

not deny Himself". "We are therefore driven to the

other alternative.

The confusion is due to failure to differentiate be

tween the kingdom and the church, and one stroke of

right division will do more to extricate the entanglement

than the tons of literature that have been dritten on the

subject.

Matthew ends his gospel abruptly with the words

of the Commission; and John, after the pronouncement

of the charge, winds up the narrative by recounting

Christ's appearance to the disciples. In Mark's gospel,

the words of the Commission are followed by a weighty

declaration: "So then the Lord Jesus, after he had

spoken unto them, was received up into heaven, and sat

down at the right hand of God. And they went forth,

and preached everywhere, the Lord working with them,

and confirming the word by the signs that followed".

These words direct us to expect a sequel and prepare us

for the message of the treatise called Acts, which takes

up the narrative at the exact point where it was dropped

off in Mark. The disciples baptised (Acts 2:38). They

cast out demons (Acts 5:16; 8:7; 16:18; 19 :12). They

spake with new tongues (Acts 2:4; 10:46; 19:6), took up

serpents (Acts 28:3-5), laid hands on the sick, and re

covered them (Acts 5:15, 16; 8:7; 9:12).

There is, however, another sign in apostolic ministry
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claiming attention. They raised the dead (Acts 9:40;

20:9, 10). This is not without significance. When the

"Twelve" were sent off to proclaim the kingdom, He

charged them: "Heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse

the lepers, cast out demons: freely ye have received,

freely give" (Matt. 10:8; Lu. 9:6). Healing and mir

acles are the indispensable addenda to "the gospel of

the kingdom". The salvation of the soul included the

healing for the body. "And Jesus went about all Gali

lee, teaching in their synagogues, and preaching the gos

pel of the kingdom, and healing all manner of disease

and all manner of sickness among the people" (Matt. 4:

23; 9 :35 ; 10:1, 8; Mark 6 :7; Luke 9 :1, 6; 10 :l-20). Now

the Great Commission, as recorded by Mark, and as car

ried out by the apostles in Acts, is along the same lines

as that of the Twelve and the Seventy, and differs from

them in only one particular, namely, that whereas those

limited the preaching to the lost sheep of Israel, this one

extends it to every creature.

The opening sentence of the Acts of the Apostles

links it with Luke's former treatise, and proclaims that

the ministry of the apostles, about to be related, is a con

tinuance of the kingdom ministry, begun by the Lord

Jesus in the Gospels. The same fact is repeated in a

solemn warning to the Hebrews: "How shall we escape,

if we neglect so great salvation ? which having at the first

been spoken through the Lord, was confirmed unto us by

them that heard (i. e., heard Him, namely, the lTwelve'),

God also bearing witness with them (cf. Mark 16:20),

both by signs and wonders, and by manifold powers,

and distributions of the holy Spirit, according to his

own will" (Heb. 2:3, 4). Clearly, therefore, the apostles

acted upon the commissions recorded in Mark and Luke.

In harmony with the former, they baptised and wrought

miracles; in harmony with the latter, they preached re

pentance.
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The command in Matthew, unlike Mark's and Luke's,

is not transported into the Acts. The Twelve never used

the three-fold formula in baptizing, and never went to

the nations, but confined their ministry to the '' Circum

cision " (Gal. 2:9). To account for this circumstance

by a charge of disobedience is to make the cure worse

than the disease; for it is an explanation that not only

does not explain, but it actually creates a new difficulty.

The apostles were men of like passions with us; and

whatever plea of ignorance and failure may be made

against them, to account for so'me (to us) strange pro

ceedings, may in fairness be allowed some force; but to

presume that throughout the entire period of ministry,

extending over 30 years, all the apostles went deliber

ately contrary to Christ's injunctions is altogether inad

missible.

We shall be assisted in our quest by keeping in mind

Israel's place in the divine counsels respecting the earth.

The entrance of the nations into the kingdom follows

Israel's conversion. It is when the "set time" to favor

Zion has come, and Israel's penitent sons pity her dust,

and take pleasure in her stones, and the Lord shall ap

pear in glory, to build Zion, that the nations shall fear

the name of the Lord, and all kings of the earth His

glory (Ps. 102:13-18). Salvation comes from the Jews

(Jno. 4:22). It is when the fountain for sin and un-

cleanness is opened in Jerusalem, that idols shall be cut

off and no more remembered (Zech. 13:1, 2). The de

cree of peace to the nations shall go forth from exalted

Zion (Isa. 2:1-4). Our Lord's command, being in ac

cordance what "what is written", provides that repen

tance should be preached "beginning from Jerusalem".

Now the Command in Matthew concerns the Gentiles

exclusively; its carrying out was consequently dependent

on the reception accorded to the witness of the Twelve
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at Jerusalem. fThe hostile attitude of the nation made

it quite evident^-their eyes having been opened by the

Lord to understand the scriptures—that the time for

the discipling of the nations had not yet arrived.

In the Day of the Lord, the Jews will return (pre

sumably) in unbelief to the land of their fathers, and

Jerusalem will become (as before) the center of God's

operations. The Israelitish remnant will'then preach the

gospel of the kingdom unto all the nations for a testi

mony (Matt. 24:14; Rev. 14:6), and the Lord will be

specially present with His servants as in the Pentecostal

days. Then, too, when the dragon, the wild beast, and

the false prophet will be on earth, and mankind, seduced

by the lying marvels and harangues o-f the false prophet,

induced to worship the wild beast and receive on their

foreheads his hellish brand, the worshippers of God will

be baptized in the name of the Father and the Son and

the holy Spirit. May not "the seal of the living God"

(Apoc. 7:2) be a sign received by the tribulation saints

at the time of their triune baptism?

Peter's testimony in Jerusalem met with a storm of

opposition and culminated in the martyrdom of Stephen.

Samaria received the word of God more favorably, but

not extensively. The preaching in Judea provoked a

torrent of indignation, civil and ecclesiastical authorities

joining hands in persecuting God's assembly. Jerusalem
and the whole land of Israel were exulting in rebellion

against Messiah.

But God will not be balked of his purposes. "While

certain prophets and teachers at Antioch ministered

unto the Lord and fasted, the holy Spirit said, "Separate

unto me Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunto I

have called them" (Acts 13:2). It is well to note in

passing, that Paul and Barnabas were the first apostles

sent forth by command of the holy Spirit; the Twelve
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having received their commission from the risen Lord

before His ascension.

This gospel, which Paul is so particular in telling

he received not from the Twelve, but by revelation of

Jesus Christ, while not fully revealed in the Old Testa

ment scriptures, was promised in them and compatible

therewith. Though its medium, the Gentiles were
brought into tne blessing of the Abrahamic covenant

and made heirs of righteousness and heirs of the world

independently of the legal and ceremonial standing of

the Hebrews. These assemblies of the Gentiles (some

Jews being associated with them) occupied a distinct

place, and had the hope of being saved from the wrath

to come (Rom. 5:9; 1 Thess. 5:9). For the time their

position was in the kingdom, and their hope connected

with the parousia, or Christ's presense. Their standing

was recognized by the Jerusalem Council which issued

a " decree" to safeguard them from any possible moles

tation on the part of the "churches of Judea which were

in Messiah ".

The commission connected with that economy was

the following:

"To Him Who is of power tp make you strong by

my gospel and the heralding of Jesus, Messiah, in har-

mo-ny with the unveiling of the mystery silenced

throughout the lapse of former eras, but now fully

brought to light by means of prophetic writings (in line

with the decree of the God of the ages) and, with a view

of obedience to the faith, is made known among all the

Gentiles-—to God, the only wise, by Jesus, Messiah, even

to Him be the glory throughout all the ages!" (Rom.

16:25-27).

The rendering of the Authorized Version (with

which the Revised agrees), "the scriptures of the proph

ets " is misleading. The Greek is graphon propheetikon
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—prophetic writings. Now as these writings set forth

a mystery, silenced during the course of the eras, it is

evident that "prophetic writings" is an appellation be

stowed on the Pauline Epistles.

The opening and closing verses of the Roman letter,

which Prof. Godet has aptly styled "the cathedral of

Christian faith", show the relation between "the Gospel

of God" (1:1-4), and "the Mystery of the gospel" (16:

25-27; Eph. 6:19), thus:

THE GOSPEL THE MYSTERY

1. Promised afore 1. Silenced through form-

er eras,

2. To the prophets, 2. Now made known to

Paul,

3. In the holy scriptures, 3. And fully revealed by

namely the Old Testa- prophetic writings,
ment (Acts 17:2; 18: i * i. t> i-

28; Rom. 1:2; 2 Tim. 3: name^ the Patdme
15 \ Epistles.

The Gospel of God, or the good news of God imput

ing righteousness to the sinner on the principle of faith,

was promised afore,—has already been the subject of

divine testimony. It is according to the scriptures (1

Cor. 15:1-4). The grace entrenched in its message was

prophesied by the prophets (1 Pet. 1:11). The right

eousness of God therein revealed is witnessed by the law

and the prophets (Rom. 3 :21), while the heart of its mes

sage—justification by faith—was testified to Abraham

(Gen. 15:6), proclaimed by the prophets (Hab. 2:4),

and taught by David (Ps. 32:1, 2). Abraham's justifi

cation in uncircumcision prefigured in shadowy outline

the position into which the Gentiles were now brought

by Paul's ministry.
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The Mystery of the Gospel (Paul's) was foreseen

and dimly foreshadowed in the Old Testament. The

gloomy age bounded by Adam's fall and Moses' rise, con

spicuous by its exhibition of Satan's sway over human

kind, is its type (Rom. 5:14). Paul is sent forth to

herald it among the Gentiles, and commissioned to bring

it to full view by prophetic writings. The epistles writ

ten during this period, especially Romans and 2 Corin

thians, elaborate its Old Testament type and prove its

compatibility with the prophets. Of the nine epistles

to the churches only the three prison epistles—Ephe-

sians, Philippians, and Colossians—contain the Secret

Economy. The others were written during the tran

sitional period when the apostle was "separated unto

the gospel of God" (Rom. 1:1; c/. Acts 13:2).

When at length Paul's gospel had been "fully

preached" (Rom. 15:19), Paul repaired to Jerusalem

to take thither the contribution for its poor saints from

the Gentile "debtors" who had been made partakers of

their spiritual things (Rom. 15:25-27). Seven days after

his arrival, as he entered the temple, the Jews caused

an uproar which resulted in his arrest. Note well that

the Jews of Asia were the prime movers in this sedition.

The Jews in the land had long ago rejected the holy

Spirit's offer; and now those of the Dispersion joined

hands with their rebellious brethren in Jerusalem. From

the outset, they had watched with bated breath and in

tense rage Paul's progress among the Gentiles. They

would fain have forbidden him to speak to them

(1 Thess. 2:16), and their malice laid many an obstacle

in his way and brought him many a cruel persecution.

At last their rage was gratified. Their bitter enemy

was a prisoner in chains and could no more go about his

priestly ministry of "offering up" the Gentiles. The

guilt of Messiah's death is now fastened upon the twelve
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tribes (Acts 26:6, 7). Paul's journey to Rome, the capi

tal of the Gentile world, and therefore also of the tribes

of the Dispersion, brings about the final crisis. The last

appeal to the chief Jews falls on deaf ears, and only

yields fresh evidence of Israel's hostility to Messiah. The

final "word" is uttered. The sentence goes forth against

the sinful nation. The Roman armies stand ready to

destroy those murderers and burn their city (Matt. 22:

7). God's face is hid from them until that far distant

day when they shall look upon Him Whom they have

pierced, and wail for Him as one that mourneth for

his only son (Zech. 12:10).

The outlook for the world was fearfully gloomy. The

people through whom Jehovah had counseled to fill the

earth with blessing had dismally failed. They had cru

cified God's Son; they had withstood the holy Spirit and

become guilty of an eonian sin. Man's wickedness had

reached the climax. What will be God's answer to the

sinful race which has trampled under foot the blood of

the covenant and done despite unto the Spirit of grace?

Will He engulf it in a fiery cataclysm ? A secret hid in

Him from all eternity—a secret which explores the

depths of love and scales the heights of glory—is brought

to light and proclaimed to mortal ears. He lavishes His

favor upon wrath-deserving rebels, and makes them an

object lesson of His grace—a theatre for the display of

His wisdom to the heavenly intelligences now and the

transcendent wealth of His favor in the coming eras.

Such is the answer brought forth by Israel's apostasy.

A new economy is brought forth from God's bosom,

and a new commission given to Paul "to show in a clear

light what is the secret economy which from the eras

lay concealed in God, the Creator of all" (Eph. 3:9).

The decree of the God of the ages to herald the mys

tery of the gospel among the Gentiles superseded the
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commission given to the Twelve, and is now merged into

the Secret Economy. With the dawning of this econ

omy, the signs and ordinances which once accompanied

the preaching have ' * waxed aged'' and vanished away,

giving place to spiritual realities. To introduce the sym

bols and ordinances of those past economies into the

present one, is as contrary to God's purposes as would

have been the bringing into Solomon's temple of the

utensils of the Tabernacle!

"We are, then, ambassadors for Christ, as God en

treating through us. We are beseeching for Christ, 'Be

conciliated to God' " (2 Cor. 5:20).

May the Lord enable us to " rightly divide" the

Word of Truth, and make us faithful stewards of "the

mysteries of God".

V. G.



THE STRUCTURE AND SCOPE OP

THE BOOK OF ACTS

One of the least understood books in the scriptures

is the book of Acts.

It is usually treated as a history of the early church,

but the church is not the subject of that book.

What then is the Book of Acts? A treatise on the

kingdom of God, which is to be established on this earth,

and which belongs peculiarly to Israel.

Pentecost was not the beginning of the church, but

the preparation of the disciples for this kingdom testi

mony.

In order to understand correctly any book in the

Scriptures, it is absolutely essential that we first dis

cover the structure and scope of the book.

The scope of the book is shown by the structure, hence

we must first of all discover its structure.

A careful study of the Acts shows that its main struc

ture calls for three divisions, as follows: The introduc

tion, (Chapter 1:1-11) the main body of the book, (1:

12-28:29 which has to do with the progress of the king

dom proclamation and its results, and the conclusion

(28:30, 31).

These main divisions will sub-divide into many

smaller members, revealing a structure in which each

member answers to its corresponding member with ab

solute and methodical precision.

In this brief analysis of the Acts, we will ignore these

smaller subdivisions, but the subjoined structure will
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show the main subdivisions of the body of the book (1:

12-28:29). Here we see a rhythmic movement of twenty

successive triads, (which in the structure are designated

B, C, D) calling to our attention in regular order (B)

a Preparatory Interlude, (C) a Proclamation or Minis

try, (D) an indication of the Rejection and Recall of the

kingdom offer.

The Introduction (1:1-11) shows that the Acts of

the Apostles is a continuation of what the Lord Jesus

began to do and to teach (verse 1). That beginning,

as Luke 4:43; Matt. 4:17 and other scriptures show, had

to do with the kingdom of God or the kingdom of

the Heavens. Acts 1:3 agrees with the thought that

the twelve apostles were to continue this ministry, for

here we see that for the forty post-resurrection days

they received intensive instruction, concerning the king

dom of God, from the Lord. This kingdom is to be

established on this earth, and is to embrace all the king

doms under the whole heavens (Dan. 7:27). It is to be

set up by the God of the heavens after Antichrist's uni

versal dominion is destroyed (Dan. 2:44). Hence it is

called the kingdom of the heavens because set up by the

God of the heavens, (its source) and because it embraces

all the kingdoms under the whole heavens (its lo-cation).

It is spoken of as the kingdom of God when the emphasis

is to be placed on its spiritual aspects, and the sovereignty

which must be acknowledged by all who would enter that

kingdom—namely the God of the heavens. It is the

Jewish hope; "the hope of Israel"; (Acts 28:20). The

Gentile nations who enter that kingdom will enter as

subject peoples—Israel will be the ruling people, as well

as the channel of blessing to the nations, when that king

dom is set up. It will be a restoration of the kingdom

to Israel (Acts 1:6). It will be set up when the Lord

Jesus returns to this earth, and stands with His feet
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upon Mt. Olivet, from which He ascended (Acts 1:11).

The proclamation of that kingdom was to begin when

the apostles had received power from on high (Acts 1:8).

Their ministry was to be in three parts (Acts 1:8).

First they were to proclaim the kingdom in Jerusalem;

then in all Judea and Samaria, then to the furthest parts

of the land. There is nothing in the Acts to indicate

that the twelve apostles ever went beyond this tripartite

ministry.

But how were the Jews o-f the dispersion (those

scattered among the Gentile cities and nations), and the

Gentiles who were to be blessed with and through Israel,

but subordinate to them—how were these to be reached

by this kingdom proclamation? Saul of Tarsus is called

and commissioned for this purpose (Acts 9:15; 22:17-21;

26:16-17).

All through the balance of the Acts, Saul (or Paul, as

he is afterwards called) carries on a double ministry. In

the synagogues, he proclaimed the gospel of the kingdom

to the Jews and to Gentiles who were wont to congre

gate there. After being driven forth from the syna

gogues (as he invariably was) he proclaimed to all who

would listen to him (Jew and Gentile alike) the gospel

of God, or justification by faith, which was a distinct

gospel to which he and Barnabas were separated, (Acts

13:2; Eom. 1:2; Gal. 1:11, 12, etc.) a gospel which was

never proclaimed by the twelve,. The book of Acts (deal

ing with the kingdom hope) does not enlarge upon this

distinct ministry of Paul, but records only as much of

it as is in harmony with the theme of the book. But it

was during this period that all the earlier Pauline epis

tles, i. e. Thessalonians, Corinthians, Galatians and Ro

mans were written. During this period the assemblies

that were being gathered together by Paul's proclama

tion of the gospel of God were being baptized in one
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spirit into one body (1 Cor. 12:13). This distinct min

istry, (independent of the twelve) is briefly touched

upon in the thirteenth and fourteenth chapters, and

is typified in Saul's initial ministry in Damascus, (where

he proclaimed the Lord Jesus as the Son of God and the

Christ) where Saul was working independently of the

twelve, as regards both their teaching and their author

ity (Acts 9:19-25). The church, or one body, began at

Pisidian Antioch where the gospel of God, or justifica

tion by faith, was first presented (Acts 13:14-39, see

especially verse 39). But though the church or one body

began at Pisidian Antioch, all through the Acts period,

until judicial blindness is pronounced upon Israel, (Acts

28:25-29) these assemblies (the fruits of Paul's minis

try) were considered as belonging to the kingdom of

God, the earthly kingdom of the Old Testament proph

esies, and therefore were considered as subject to Israel

(See Acts 15:14-18, R. V.). Hence the Jerusalem coun

cil (which represented that kingdom) issued its decrees

for these assemblies to keep (Acts 16:4) thereby claim

ing, and these assemblies, in the reception of these de

crees, acknowledging, the political and religious su

premacy of Israel. Hence in the earlier Pauline epistles

everything was to the Jew first (Rom. 1:16; 2:9). The

Jew had a prior place and an advantage over the Gen

tiles (Rom. 3:1, 2).

The second phase of Paul's ministry (that in asso

ciation with the twelve) is recorded in Acts 14:28-28:29.

The appeal to the council at Jerusalem, and the issuance

of the decrees by that council, was a virtual acknowl

edgment of the Gentiles' dependence upon Israel and

Israel's hope. From this time on, Paul works in associa

tion with the twelve; they proclaiming the gospel of the

kingdom to the Circumcision in the land; he proclaim

ing the gospel of the kingdom to the Jews of the disper-
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sion, and the gospel of God to the Gentiles and Jews

who would receive it. This ministry is typified in Paul's

brief initial ministry in Jerusalem, (Acts 9:26-30) where

we find him working in association with the twelve, his

work among the Grecian Jews (or Jews of the disper

sion) being emphasized.

What was the result of these ministries of the twelve,

and Paul's ministries? The question of Acts 1:6, "Dost

thou at this time restore the kingdom to Israel?" is the

pertinent, outstanding question of the book. This ques

tion is gradually answered in the structural triads

(lettered B, C, D in the structure) of the central por

tion of the book (1:12-28:29). After the proclamation

of the kingdom in Jerusalem (2:14-7:56) we have an

indication of the rejection and recall o-f the kingdom of

fer (7:57-60). After the proclamation in Judea and

Samaria, (8:4-40) in the letters of authority to Saul of

Tarsus for a more intensive and extensive persecution of

the believers in Messiah, (9:1, 2) we see similar indica

tions. After the proclamation to the farthest parts of

the land (9:32-11:30) we again see similar indications

(Acts 12:1-23). All through the sections devoted to

Paul's ministries, we see similar indications of the re

jection and recall of the kingdom offer, all these indica

tions being designated in the structure by the letter

"D". As these ministries are being developed through

out this main central section of the book, it becomes in

creasingly manifest that the answer to the question

11 Dost thou at this time restore the kingdom to Israel ?''

—will be "no". In Acts 28:25-29 we have the final

answer. Israel is judicially blinded. The kingdom is

set aside for the time, until the fulness of the Gentiles

has come in (Rom. 11:25-27). The salvation of God

is sent to the Gentiles.

In the Introduction (1:1-11) we have the Spirit's
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ministry to all Israel (verse 8). In the conclusion of

the book (28:30, 31) we have the Spirit's ministry

(through Paul) to individual enquirers, who receive in

struction similar to that in the Hebrew epistle, which

would tend to establish them in their kingdom hope, and

cause them to emulate the heroes of faith even to the

extent of dying in the faith, "not having received the

promises, but having seen them and greeted them from

afar, and having confessed that they were strangers and

pilgrims on the earth/' (Heb. 11:13) if "the times and

seasons" set within the Father's own authority (Acts

1:7) should make necessary the withholding of the king

dom until beyond the day of their death.

After the question of Acts 1:6 has received the

definite answer "no" (Acts 28:25-29) Paul's later epis

tles, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Philemon, Titus

and Timothy are written. Here it is revealed that the

church, or one body, that had been gathered together

through Paul's ministries, during the Acts period, does

not belong to the kingdom of God or the earthly sphere

of blessing, but to a heavenly sphere (Eph. 1:3). As

Israel had never received any promises regarding this

heavenly sphere of blessing, Jewish and Gentile believers

in this one body are on an absolute plane of equality—

joint heirs, joint members of the body, and joint par

takers of the promises in Christ Jesus through the gos

pel of which Paul was made a minister (Eph. 3:6, 7).

After the fulness of the Gentiles has been brought in

through these later Pauline ministries, the gospel of the

kingdom will again be proclaimed to Israel; their blind

ness will be removed; all Israel will be saved; the king

dom will be established upon this earth, in which Israel

will be the ruling people, and the Gentiles subject

peoples, blessed with and through Israel (Rom. 15:10-

12). See Rom. 11:25-27. Then those who had received
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the gospel of the kingdom in the Acts period and re

mained faithful unto death (Heb. 11:3) will receive the

fulfilment of the kingdom promises in the resurrec

tion (Heb. 11:39, 40). .

In our study of the book of Acts it is of supreme

importance that we should recognize that those who

were gathered together by the proclamation of the gos

pel of the kingdom (whether through the twelve or

through Paul) were gathered together for an earthly

sphere of blessing, and a place in the kingdom of God,

which is to be set up after the church has been removed

to heaven. Those who were gathered together through

Paul's proclamation of the gospel of God, were (though

considered during the Acts period as belonging to the

kingdom of God) gathered for a heavenly sphere of

blessing, as one body of which Christ is the Head. Here

we have two distinct spheres of blessing; two distinct

companies of believers; two distinct hopes—the king

dom hope or ''hope of Israel" (Acts 28:20) and the

hope connected with the one body, (the fruit of Paul's

ministries) spoken of as the Gentiles' hope (Col. 1:27;

Eph. 3:1).

These two hopes, and two distinct companies of be

lievers, were never amalgamated, and must be kept sep

arate by us if we would understand the Acts, as well

as all other books of the Scriptures. These books must

all be properly apportioned between these two hopes

and companies of believers, or we will have confusion

and error instead of truth.

The subjoined structure of the book of Acts is de

signed as an aid for individual study along the lines

of this analysis. The letters A, B, C and D are simply

used to indicate which sections have corresponding

themes.
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STRUCTURE OF ACTS

A1: 1:1-11. The Spirit's ministry to all Israel, through the
twelve, in three parts—verse 8, for the answering of the
kingdom question, verse 6.

B1: 1:12—2:13. Preparatory interlude to tripartite min

istry of the twelve.

C1: 2:14—7:56. Proclamation of kingdom in Jerusalem.

First part.

D1: 7:57-60. Indication of rejection and recall of
kingdom offer. Stephen stoned to death.

B2: 8:1-3. Preparatory interlude. Scattered abroad
throughout Judea and Samaria.

C2: 8:4-40. Proclamation of kingdom in Judea and
Samaria. Second part.

D2: 9:1-2. Indication of rejection and recall of
kingdom offer. Letters of authority for more

intensive and extensive persecution.

B3: 9:3-19-. Preparatory interlude. Call of Saul of Tarsus.

C3: 9:-19-22. SauPs ministry outside of the land, in
dependent of the twelve. Typical of Paul's inde
pendent ministry in Acts 13-14.

D3: 9:23-25. Indication of rejection and recall of

kingdom offer. v Jews take counsel to kill Saul.

B4: 9:26-27. Preparatory interlude. Barnabas introduces

and vouches for Saul.

C4: 9:28-29-. Ministry of Saul in association with the
twelve. Typical of Paul's ministry in association
with the twelve from Acts 15:36 to Acts 19:21-.

D4: 9:-29-30. Indication of rejection and recall of
kingdom offer. Grecian Jews seek to kill Saul.

B5: 9:31. Preparatory interlude. "Rest" gives opportunity

for third part of ministry.

C5: 9:32—11:30. Proclamation of kingdom to the
farthest parts of the land. Third part.

D5: 12:1-23. Indication of rejection and recall of

kingdom offer. James beheaded; Peter impris
oned; Herod—the type of Antichrist.
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B6: 12:24-13-3'. Preparatory interlude. Barnabas and Saul
separated for special ministry.

C6:13:4-7. Beginning of special ministry independent of
the twelve.

D6: 13:8-12. Indication of rejection and recall of
kingdom offer. Elymas— a type of Jewish un
belief and their blindness for a season (I Thess.
2:15; Rom. 11:25).

B7: 13:13. Preparatory interlude. John Mark, not separ
ated to this ministry, leaves Barnabas and Paul.

C7: 13:14-49. Special ministry continued. Gospel of
God proclaimed and church begun at Pisidian Anti-
och.

D7: 13:50. Indication of rejection and recall of king
dom offer. Jews stir up persecution against Paul
and Barnabas.

B«: 13:51-52. Preparatory interlude. Driven forth to
Iconium.

C8: 14:1-4. Special ministry in Iconium.

D8: 14:5-6-. Indication of rejection and recall of
kingdom offer. Jews stir up onset against Paul
and Barnabas.

B^: 14.--6. Preparatory interlude. Flight unto Lystra,
Derbe and regions of Lycaonia.

O: 14:7-18. Special ministry in Lycaonia, Lystra and
Derbe.

D9: 14:19. Indication of rejection and recall of
kingdom offer. They stone Paul, and leave him
for dead.

Bio: 14:20-. Preparatory interlude. Resurrection. Time
of visions and revelations of 2 Cor. 12:1-7.

C10: 14:-20-26. Special ministry concluded. Return to
Antioch.

D1**: 14:27. Indication of rejection and recall of

kingdom offer. A rehearsal of Jewish unbelief
and Gentile faith.
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B": 14:28-15:35. Preparatory interlude to ministry in as

sociation with the twelve. The Council at Jerusalem

issues the decrees for the Gentiles to keep.

C11: 15:36-17:4. Paul's ministry in association with the
twelve—the decree delivered. New fields entered.

D1]: 17:5-9. Indication of rejection and recall of

kingdom offer. Jews stir up an assault upon the

house of Jason.

Bi2: 17:10-. Preparatory interlude. Flight to Berea.

C12: 17:-10-12. Paul's ministry in association with the
twelve.

D12: 17:13. Indication of rejection and recall of
kingdom offer. Jews of Thessalonica stir up
trouble at Berea.

B13: 17:14-15. Preparatory interlude. Flight to Athens.

C13: 17:16-18:11. Paul's ministry in association with the

twelve.

D13: 18:12-17. Indication of rejection and recall of
kingdom offer. Jews bring Paul before judg
ment seat of Gallio.

B14: 18:18. Preparatory interlude. Journeying.

C14: 18:19-19:12. Paul's ministry in association with
the twelve.

D14: 19:13-20. Indication of rejection and recall of
kingdom offer. The sons of Sceva, a Jewish

chief priest, apostatize, while Gentiles burn their
books on magical arts.

B15: 19:21-22-. Preparatory interlude. Paul's priestly min

istry, (Rom. 15:15-21) in association with the twelve,

ends. Paul purposes to pass through Macedonia and
Achaia preparatory to going to Jerusalem and Rome.

C15: 19:-22. Paul stays in Asia for a season. Reveals
Conciliation in the writing of the Roman and Corin
thian epistles.

D15: 19:23-41. Indication of rejection and recall of

kingdom offer. Ephesian riot stirred up by the
Jews. See verse 33.
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B16: 20:1. Preparatory interlude—Paul's departure for
Macedonia.

C1G: 20:2-3-. Ministry in Macedonia and Greece. Next
goal—Jerusalem. See 19:21.

D16: 20:-3-. Indication of rejection and recall of
kingdom offer. Jews lie in wait for him, and
compel him to alter his course.

Bi7: 20:-3-21:17.' Preparatory interlude—on the way to
Jerusalem.

C1?: 21:18-26. Paul follows James' advice and attempts
association with the ministry of the twelve, after

such association had been brought to an end by later
revelations—the conciliation.

D1?: 21:27-36. Indication of rejection and recall of
kingdom offer. Jews of Asia seek to kill Paul.

B1*: 21:37-39. Preparatory interlude. Paul's interview
with the chief captain.

C18: 21:40-22:21. Paul's testimony in Jerusalem to the
Jews of Asia.

D1S: 22:22, 23. Indication of rejection and recall of

kingdom offer. Jewish multitude cries concern-

Paul, "away with such a fellow," etc.

B19: 22:24-30. Preparatory interlude. Paul reveals Roman
citizenship to chief captain.

C1*: 23:1-9. Paul's testimony before the council.

D10: 23:10. Indication of rejection and recall of

kingdom offer. Delivered by chief captain from
fury of Pharisees' and Sadducees' contentions.

B2o; 23:11-28:16. Preparatory interlude to next goral—

Rome. See Acts 19:21, also 23:11. Intervening events.

C2°: 28:17-23. Paul's testimony to the chief of the Jews
in Rome.

D20: 28:24-29. Rejection of kingdom offer complete.

Offer recalled. Judicial blindness pronounced
upon the Jews. The salvation of God sent to the

Gentiles.

A2: 28:30, 31. Conclusion of the Spirit's testimony. King

dom instruction to individual enquirers while Jerusalem
still remains undestroyed.
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NOTE. Sometimes part of a verse belongs to one

member of the structure, and part of it to another mem

ber. This is indicated, in the structure, by a small

dash before or after the verse. An illustration of this

is found in chapter 20, verse 3, see structure. In C16,

the dash after verse 3, indicates the first part of the

verse. In D16, the dash before and after verse 3, indi

cates the middle part of the verse. In B17, the dash

before verse 3, indicates the last part of the verse.

H. W. Martin
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THE THRONE

The Throne Section of this scroll which we now enter,

fills the next eight chapters and comprises the Seals, the

Trumpets, and the Thunders, each of which has an in

troductory vision. As the Trumpets are but an expan

sion of the seventh Seal, the breaking of the Seals is the

dominant thought throughout this section. The first

vision not only introduces the Seals but serves as a key

to all that follows. One of the secrets of getting a clear

understanding of this prophecy lies in viewing each sub

ject in the light of its introductory vision. All the char

acters and events up to the Temple Section—the Seals,

the 144,000, the vast crowd, the Trumpets, the locusts

of the abyss, the terrible cavalry, the Thunders and the

two witnesses—all these must be viewed in the light of

the opening vision of the Throne.

The preliminary vision itself is divided into two

parts, the first of which is concerned with creation (4:

1-11), and the second with redemption (5:1-14).

When creation is in view we are occupied with the

throne, the elders, and the four animals. When redemp

tion comes before us we are engaged with the Enthroned

One, the sealed scroll and the Lambkin. Thus the judg

ment proceeds upon two distinct lines which are, how

ever, blended in its execution. He acts as the Creator

toward His rebellious creatures, and He rights His

people's wrongs as their Redeemer.
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It will be of immense value to us in our study of

this unveiling if we view each detail in the light of its

immediate context. The fact that the elders and the

four animals are introduced to us in the section on

creation should have effectually prevented most of the

interpretations which have been put forth concerning

them. The introduction of the sealed scroll in the section

on redemption should have been sufficient to indicate

what it signifies. We. shall devote a full article to each

of these themes, but confine ourselves at present to the

general features which first occupy the attention of the

seer.

The throne section of the Unveiling solves the sub

ject of supremest interest in the world today. It is the

political redemption of the earth. The world has be

come an armed camp. The sittings of peace conferences

are disturbed by the din of drums and the building of

battleships. More than nine-tenths of the cost of gov

ernment is wasted in war or in preparations for war.

The world is weary of war but every effort to prevent

it seems doomed to failure. Once we were told that the

Hague tribunal would avert all further strife. We know

better now. Then, after the most awful clash of arms

the world has ever seen, the nations hailed the League

of Nations as the saviour of mankind. But the very

nation which proposed and fathered the scheme turned

against it ere it was consummated and now proposes a

different plan to keep the world's peace.

How futile are all man's efforts! The cry is, "Peace!

Peace!" when peace is apparent nowhere. Even in

the nations not at war there is constant internal strife,

often leading to bloodshed. And all are busy preparing

for war which, they say, will never come.

Those who know the page of prophecy are well aware

that the time of the end is an era of wars and rumors
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of wars. Nation will rise against nation, the East will

be pitted against the West, and there will be no peace

until the false respite under the false messiah.

Mankind is striving for good government. Mon

archies are being turned into republics, despotisms into

Soviets, and vice versa, democracies into kingdoms. There

is a world-wide delusion that, if government could only

be given into the hands of the people, all would be well.

Democracy was the slogan of the world war. But we

know that, in the reaction from democracy, the world

will yet welcome the most absolute despot and dictator

it has ever had. The political redemption of the earth can

not be accomplished by man. His methods are all fore

doomed to failure. He has not the power to accomplish

such a tremendous task.

But we know that there will be peace. We are sure

that the world will yet enjoy a righteous rule. How

will it be brought about ? By uplifting humanity ? By

education ? By the gradual influence of religion 1 Noth

ing of the kind. It will be ushered in by force, unstinted

force. From above the artillery of heaven will be trained

upon rebellious man, from beneath the infernal cavalry

will take a terrible toll of human lives, the thunders of

God's wrath will exhaust themselves upon the race.

No peace conference ushers in the long delayed mil

lennium. Its approach is heralded by the breaking of

seals, the blowing of trumpets and the clapping of

thunder.

Such is the import of the section we are about to

enter. It is concerned with the government of mankind.

At its close the world kingdom becomes our Lord's and

His Christ's (11:15).

The first thing John sees is a door which has been

opened in heaven. This is most suggestive. At the pres

ent time the door is shut. There is no public connection
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between heaven and earth. God does not interfere, di

rectly in the world's affairs. He overrules rather than

rules. The reason for this is apparent. He could not

maintain His present attitude of peace if He should

deal with mankind as they deserve. Hence God's gov

ernment is hidden. Its public manifestation waits until

man's day is done and the day of Jehovah is due.

It is probable that the quaint, but crude, traditions

concerning heaven have their rise from this vision. As

there was a door, it was, not unnaturally, taken to be

an enclosed space, having a definite location, concerning

which there is a great deal of speculation. Some would

have it in the center of the visible universe. Others sup

pose that it is beyond the range of the strongest telescope.

All seem agreed that it is very far away and that the

visible stellar universe is not included in it.

But is it wise to take a vision as literally as that?

There is One in this vision with Whom we are closely

acquainted. He appears as a Lambkin. No one takes

this literally. The invisible God appears in visible form

as the Enthroned One. This cannot be literal. In these

cases the apostle's eye meets characterizations of the of

ficial roles assumed by God and Christ, rather than ac

tualities. This should assure us that this vision, like

all visions, is not a record of fact, but a representation

of truth. Communication between heaven and earth has

ceased. Heaven is virtually closed to earth. This is

suggested by the opened door, for communication is

about to be resumed.

The true idea of the heavens should be gathered

from the whole range of revelation. Its opening state

ment divides the universe into two parts, the heavens

and the earth. Hence all beyond the confines of the

earth is heaven. The very air above our heads is re

ferred to, time and again, as heaven, for the oft repeated
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phrase "fowls of the air" (Gen. 1:30), is, literally, the

birds of the heavens. The dew comes from heaven (Gen.

27:28). Weather signs are in heaven (Mt. 16:3). The

clouds are in heaven (Mt. 24:30).

But heaven is not confined to the immediate vicinity

of earth. It includes all stellar space. Heaven is not

somewhere among or beyond the stars. The stars are

in heaven. The sun and moon, and all celestial lumin

aries are embraced in the vast sweep of this comprehen

sive term. It includes all of creation above or beyond

the earth.

The Hebrew word for heavens probably signifies i' on

high". The Greek word is very suggestive. It is com

posed of two elements which may be rendered "see-up".

Whatever we see, when looking up, is heaven.

Heaven, then, is not some small confined, invisible

location either at the center or beyond the bounds of the

visible universe, but it is the universe, excluding the

earth.

This is of special moment to the body of Christ.

All our blessings are among the celestials. The sphere

of our activities will not be confined to some choice loca

tion, but will be unbounded, stretching beyond the limits

of our present comprehension. We will reign, not in

some well defined capital of the universe, but throughout

the starry fields of space.

The opening of heaven's door is not only in contrast

to the present, when there is no communication between

God's throne and mankind, but is the prelude to the

time when heaven itself will be opened and the White

Horse Rider comes forth with the armies of heaven.

The partial communication between heaven and earth

suggested by the opened door leads to providential judg

ments. When heaven is opened Christ appears and deals

out justice openly and publicly. As a result the mil-
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lennial eon will differ greatly from the present, not only

because of earthly conditions, but because of its close

connection with heaven. It will be the kingdom of the

heavens.

The natural tendency to see something symbolic and

mystical has made a great deal of John's ascent into

heaven. Those who study the Scriptures as though they

were a puzzle picture in which the church is everywhere

skillfully concealed, see in his ascent a type of the rap

ture of the church. But this seems to be one of those

common cases in which one error suggests another. If

the second and third chapters give a history of the

church it is evident that the church does go through

the tribulation. Those who know that this cannot be are

at a loss to account for the fact that the " rapture" of

the church is nowhere mentioned and seize eagerly on

John as a type of those who are caught up to meet Him

in the air.

But how can John, an apostle of the Circumcision,

figure the ecclesia which is Christ's body? John is a

type, a spiritual representation, of those who tarry till

the Lord comes (Jno. 21:22) to His people Israel, but it

will not do to single out one of his acts as symbolic of

that in which he has no share. At the time of this vision

the church has left the earth and seems to have no appar

ent part in the dispensation of earth's judgment which

this scroll records. Its activities are among the celestials.

It dispenses grace, not wrath.

After John is called, and came to be in spirit, his

gaze is greeted by one of the grandest and most august

visions recorded in holy writ. The central and dominat

ing object is a throne. Nothing is said of the appear

ance of this seat of Sovereign Majesty, .so that we will

be wise not to add any imaginary details. It is symbolic

of government and dominion. It may, indeed, refer to
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the same throne and the same time of which Daniel the

prophet speaks, "I beheld till the thrones were set, and

the Ancient of days did sit, whose throne was like a

fiery flame" (Dan. 7:9). The throne seen by Ezekiel

was like sapphire (Eze. 1:26).

On the throne was One sitting. Here we have one

of the few representations of the divine Majesty outside

of Christ. As the deity is invisible spirit, no man has

seen nor can see the God of our Lord Jesus Christ. Even

the Father can be seen only in Him (Jno. 14:8-10). Only

in visions are we granted any symbols of the divine pres

ence. It is manifest from this how inadequate and lame

our theological language is when we are continually

speaking of "God the Father" as the one expression of

the divine character which serves to distinguish Him

from His Anointed. As the Lambkin appears in this

vision also, it is usual to refer to the Enthroned One

as "God the Father". But the symbols used do not give

us the least suggestion of fatherhood. Indeed, nothing

could be further removed from the affection and solici

tude of a father than the awful Enthroned One. Rather

are we reminded of the terrible scenes associated with the

giving of the law, when Sinai burned with fire. Here we

have the visible token of the truth that "Our God is a

consuming fire" (Deut. 4:24; Heb. 12:29).

The jasper is a purple gem. Carnelian is red like

a ruby. The combination gives us the lurid brilliance of

a fiery flame. Add to this the hard, unyielding charac

ter of the stones, and we have a marvelous representation

of One Who is arrayed for judgment. Let us not for a

moment imagine that this is a fixed likeness of the God of

our Lord Jesus Christ. It is no more so than the repre

sentation of Christ Himself as a little Lamb. It is an

assumed appearance, suited to the action of the vision

and the work of judging the earth.
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The figure on the throne was doubtless a human
form, such as Ezekiel saw in his vision (Eze. 1:27), for

such phrases as "the right hand of Him Who is sitting

on the throne" (5:1) would not be intelligible otherwise.

In the midst of judgment God remembers mercy.. In

deed, judgment is God's strange work, and, in its ul

timate analysis it is a work of mercy. It always holds a

promise of an aftermath of blessing. This is especially

true of the judgments of this unveiling, for they will be

followed by blessing upon blessing, such as this earth

has never known before.

Surrounding the fiery splendor of the throne is the

encircling rainbow. Like a halo it hovers over the ter

rible tokens of fiery indignation. It surrounds the throne

with the promise of peace. Unlike the normal rainbow

it has but one color, an emerald green, delightful to the

eye and restful to the spirit. It, too, is like a stone, for

God's promises stand, even in the midst of judgment.

No doubt the rainbow also stands as a token that God

remembers His ancient covenant with every living crea

ture (Gen. 9:9-17). The condition of the world has

once more become as it was before the deluge and in

vites a like doom (Mt. 24:37; Lu. 17:26). But of one

thing we may be certain. The judgment will not be

by water. There will be no deluge to drown the dis

obedient, no flood to destroy the offenders.

To the anointed eye the scene thus far gives a clear

intimation that the crisis of earth's history is impending.

The truce which has existed is withdrawn. The Divine

Majesty appears as a consuming fire. Peace is no longer

present, but appears as a promise. We have come to the

turning point of God's dealings with mankind. He is

bent on blessing, but the first act in the drama of earth's

restoration is fraught with fiery judgment.

The gathering tempest about to break upon the world
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of rebels is further intimated by the lightnings and

voices and thunders which issue from the throne. These

are the tokens of His anger, the vents of His wrath. In

nature lightning is dangerous when it strikes, but most

beneficial in its effect. The overcharged and unbalanced

state of the atmosphere before a storm is very disturb

ing to one of a nervous temperament, and, if suffered to

increase, would make life unbearable. What a relief,

after a storm has cleared the air and brought the powers

of nature into balance once more! It is worth the terror

of the lightning flash and the trembling of the thunder

crash, to find the elements in accord again.

The transformation of God's present throne of grace

to a throne of judgment finds a corresponding change in

the aspect of His ministers. We read, "Who is making

. . . His ministers a flame of fire" (Heb. 1:7). Here

they are represented by seven torches of fire, burning

before the throne. These are the seven spirits who are

associated with Jehovah and Christ in the opening greet

ing (1:4). Later on they are presented as the seven

horns and the seven eyes of the Lambkin (5:6). No

doubt they are to be identified with the seven messengers

who stand before God and who sound the seven trumpets,

for that action is in perfect accord with their appearance

in this opening vision. They are not torches for light,

but torches of fire. They are prepared to consume and

to destroy. They are ready for i' the day that shall burn

as an oven, and all the proud, yea, and all that do wick

edly, shall be stubble, and it shall burn them up, that it

shall leave them neither root nor branch" (Mai. 4:1).

These are the ministers that do His will, the executives

of the throne.

What warrant there may be for taking these seven

spirits as the one Spirit of God we know not. Indeed

it seems most incongruous to take the Spirit of God in
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its plenitude down from the throne and place it before

the throne. If there could be any such division in God

we would see the Spirit on the throne, for God is spirit.

The fact that these seven spirits are also described as

the horns of the Lambkin—the instruments which He uses

in the judgment—makes it sufficiently clear that they are

not the one Spirit of God. Christ is God's Executive,

and they are the ministers who put His commands into

effect. All the symbols of judgment so far were sug

gestive of fire. The world must be purified by fiery

judgments ere it is a fit place for the reign of righteous

ness. But all of this is based upon a previous judgment,

by water. This is symbolized by the floor on which the

whole scene is staged. It is like a glassy sea, solid water,

like ice. The world was once purified by this fluid in the

flood and God's judgment proceeds upon this fact. This

is the foundation for the fiery vengeance which ensues.

Purification by water is a physical, outward cleansing.

Its results were not radical or permanent. Something

more is needed. Hence a new agent is employed. In

matter it brings about a radical, chemical change which

endures. It purifies intrinsically, not merely on the sur

face. Past judgments, the disruption of Genesis 1:2, and

the deluge, were by water. Future judgments, the day

of wrath which we are about to study, and the dissolution

of the earth and the heavens after the thousand years,

are by fire. Hence they introduce us to permanent and

abiding results and usher in the eons of the eons. Well

may we thank God for the severity of these judgments!

A. E. K.
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SAVED OUT OF COMING

INDIGNATION

1 Thessalonians 1:10

C. V. . . . Who rescues us from [subl. out

A. V. . . . which delivereth us from

of] the coming indignation,

the wrath to come.

As the sublinear shows, the Concordant Version,

if rendered literally, should read, "out of the coming

indignation". This seems to land us in a dilemma.

Rom. 5:9 tells us that we shall be saved from the indig

nation of God. In this very epistle we are distinctly

told that God did not appoint us to indignation (1 Thes.

5:9).

The reading out of for from is practically certain.

None of the editors who had the evidence we now have,

except perhaps Bishop Ellicott and Alford, favor the

old reading. Indeed it is no longer included among

readings which are in any doubt. All three of the great

uncials have it out of. As this is a more unusual read

ing than from, it would not be very likely to take its

place. Even should it occur with one copyist, it would

hardly be done by three different persons working in

dependently. We shall find that the evidence for out

of is so strong that no one, unless (as in our case) they

wished it to be otherwise, would dare to change it.
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We will touch but lightly on the minor points of

difference between the versions. We use Who of Christ

rather than which. Rescue is one of eleven words which

the A. V. translates deliver. They render three words

wrath. This one they translate anger in Col. 3:8, where

it is followed by another term, which they render wrath.

It is notable how often the translators were forced to

the correct meaning where there is a series of words

of similiar significance. When a number of words of

similar meaning came close together, the translators

often had to follow the concordant method, and dis

tribute the English equivalents with a greater degree of

accuracy. Had they used the meanings thus obtained

elsewhere it would have added much to the value of

their work. For instance, if this word means anger when

it comes before another term which means wrath, it al

ways means anger and never tvrath, even though there

is no. synonym to crowd it out of its wrong place. Once

they render this word indignation (Rev. 14:10). It evi

dently means indignation in a good sense, and anger in

a bad. Used of God it should always be indignation, for

God's anger is always justified.

But the most important change, at first sight, seems

to have little effect on the sense of the 'passage. The

text has no "infinitive", to come. It should read com

ing. But what difference can there be 'between the

wrath to come, and coming indignation?

There is a vast difference and, as this distinction is

the clue to the real understanding of the passage and

removes all the difficulties to which the reading out of

gives rise, we will study it at some length.

To take a well-known example: the slave in Matt. 16:
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3 said he was ashamed to beg. This means that he had

not begged. . Had he said that he was ashamed of

begging, we would infer that he had been'doing it. The

ending—ing—gives us the impression of an action go

ing on at the time.

Now, if we will turn to our passage, and consider

the old rendering carefully, we will find that it, too, 'has

difficulties. We can understand how those who remain

to the coming of the Lord will 'be delivered from the

divine indignation which follows their removal from

the earth. But the deliverance, or rescue, here spoken

of is not that future deliverance, but was effective in

their case, and is in ours, though they never came near

the "wrath to come". This shows us that we must view

this indignation not merely as something future, but

having a vital relation to the Thessalonians and to us

in the present. Thus the logical thought and the gram

matical form are in accord. Our rescue is not out of

indignation, but out of coming indignation. We shall

not only avoid it when it comes, but we are already

free from the dread and despair which its coming in

volves. We are at peace with God.

To illustrate: The wrath to come may be figured

by a terrific storm, such as most of us have seen, com

ing to devastate and destroy. By lying on our faces

we may be saved through it. Some of Israel will endure

through the great time of affliction. Or we may be

saved out of it, as a ship may ride out of a storm which

has overtaken it. But with the storm warnings of these

days, ships escape out of a coming storm by getting out

of its path before it reaches their position. We can

imagine with what relief the passengers read of a com-
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ing hurricane out of which they will be rescued by

storm warnings, though they never see the storm itself.

In English it may seem a little strained to speak of

rescuing out of coming indignation. "We would prefer

from and have so rendered it in the version. Yet, in the

livelier language of inspiration there is nothing out of

the way, indeed, the very reverse.

This change makes this passage intensely practical.

As in the days of the Thessalonians God's indignation

is coming. Not a distant, far off prophetic event, but

a constant gathering of forces which will some day

engulf the world in ruin. But we not only know that

they will never destroy us in their future manifestation,

but we have a present realization of being outside the

sphere of their operation. In Christ we are perfectly

safe outside the path of coming judgment.
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All-gracious God, midst scenes of strife,

We bow in adoration pure,

And ask that Thy exhaustless grace,

Which through all ages doth endure,

May grant us faith to trust Thee still

And frame our hearts to work Thy will.

All-gracious God, the hand of time,

Forever moving, as it must,

Brings man's proud boastings to the mire

And sinks earth's splendor in the dust.

That we change not, be with us still

And frame our hearts to work Thy will.

All-gracious God, this heedless world,

Absorbed in things of sense and time,

Grasps only after gods of gold,

And slights the gift of love divine.

That we respond with worship still,

O frame our hearts to work Thy will.

All-gracious God, our days are few

And spent in gathering empty lore.

So teach us wisdom that we may

Acquire Thy lessons, taught of yore,

And learn of Thee, our Teacher still

To frame our hearts to work Thy will.

V. G.



VLADIMIR MICHAEL

GELESNOFF

In his father's old villa, in the beautiful city of Florence,

Italy, Count Vladimir Michael Gelesnoff was born on

October 19, 1877. When he was about two years of age,

his mother returned to the family home in Moscow, Rus-

sia. Vladimir was the youngest of seven children. He

had four sisters and two brothers, the eldest of whom was

entering college at the time Valdimir was old enough to

go to school.

His mother came of aristocratic British and Italian

ancestry, although many of the members of her family

lived in Eussia. The family history of Vladimir's father

dates back as far as the year 1425. His forefathers were

Tartar leaders who accepted Christianity, and were bap

tized and received into the Greek Church at Moscow,

under Grand Duke Basil II, when they passed into the

Russian service. During the centuries, a number of

members of the family held important positions, either

doing scientific work, or discharging official responsibili

ties. Vladimir's father was a man of character and

stern experience; was a member of the Russian nobility,

and served in the Imperial Council, during the reign of

Czar Alexander III. But, because of his very democratic

ideas and public utterances, especially along the lines

of education, he was frequently and severely criticized.
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His chief diversions were portrait painting and archae

ology.

For the information regarding his early life we are

indebted to a member of the English embassy at the

Russian court and a classmate at the university.

Vladimir's father and mother were both highly in

tellectual and versatile people, and being possessed of a

considerable fortune, gave their four daughters and

three sons every educational advantage. All were col

lege graduates, spoke a number of languages, and inter

ested themselves in some line of research or philan

thropic work. Vladimir seems to have inherited more of

his father's democratic spirit than any of the others.

Returning to Vladimir's childhood, we find him ex

periencing his first great sorrow when he was only four

years of age. His beautiful mother died very suddenly.

Although she had become a member of the Greek Ortho

dox Church at the time of her marriage, out of respect

for her early religious views a Congregational church

clergyman was called in to conduct the funeral services.

Vladimir's father never married again, so his maiden

sister undertook the direction of the household.

Before being sent to school Vladimir had learned to

speak Italian, French, and German, as well as his pater

nal Russian tongue. He was a timid, rather serious look

ing boy, absorbed in his studies, and under the direction

of tutors, every year he accomplished a great deal more

than the average child. During the summer vacations,

he happily roamed over his father's country estates,

gathering fruit and wild flowers. When only fourteen

years of age he had gathered, mounted and labelled a

very fine collection of wild flowers, and one of insects

and butterflies. These he afterwards presented to one
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of the colleges. As a very little boy he dreamed long

dreams, and nature to him was always an open.book,

which he delighted to learn to read.

He was still very young when he entered the Univer

sity of St. Petersburg. His father supervised the educa

tion of all of his sons as far as it was possible for a busy

government official to do so. The eldest brother was

educated as a naval engineer, the second brother as a

military engineer, and the father determined that Vladi

mir should prepare to enter the diplomatic service, after

he received his degree.

"While he thoroughly enjoyed his work in languages,

history, and political science, Vladimir's deeper and

greater interest was in the science of chemistry, partic

ularly metallurgical chemistry. He showed such marked

genius in doing original work in this subject, that even

the college professors, one of whom was the great Men-

deleef, endeavored to persuade his father that he should

be allowed to do scientific work, instead of preparing

for the government service. The result was that Vladi

mir took both courses. He learned to speak eight lan

guages, and read twenty-one. He also showed consider

able facility in the arts of poetry, music, and painting.

While pursuing his studies in history and economics

at college and seeing conditions as they were in his travels

during summer vacations, he became greatly agitated

over existing social and economic conditions in various

countries at that time. As frequently happened, he was

called upon one evening, to entertain at dinner some of

the University professors, while his father was unex

pectedly detained by his official duties. During the

course of a conversation Vladimir unburdened his mind

to these mature men, the elder of whom replied, "My
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boy, have you not learned that this world at this minute,

is just where God wants it ;to be?" Vladimir was

startled, but resolved to ascertain, if possible, why God

wanted the world to be in this seeming chaotic condition,

and who was responsible for it. Such questions as,

Whence came the universe? What is it course? What

is human destiny ? and Is God supreme ? presented them

selves for solution.

This was the starting point for Vladimir's studies in

the philosophies and religions of the world. Having

read the ancient and modern philosophers and finding

nothing satisfactory, he became absorbed in the study of

the Hebrew Scriptures. In them he found the only satis

factory answer to the questions which perplexed not only

his youthful mind, but the minds of mature men with

whom he came in contact.

At the age of seventeen, while studying the Hebrew

and Greek Scriptures, in the quiet of his father's library,

the love of God in the marvelous work of Christ burst

upon his spirit.

He completed his university work in preparation for

the diplomatic service, and in compliance with his fa

ther 's wish. He also took the work in mining and metal

lurgy, spending his summer vacations at mines in various

parts of the empire, studying more particularly the

geology and workings of nature about these places.

Having grasped the idea from the Hebrew Scriptures,

that God was the source of everything, that He was

the author of nature's laws, he conceived the idea that

there were not nearly as many elements as he had been

taught to believe that there were, in his chemistry classes.

All through his life, and in his work, there were evi

dences of what a tremendous power this idea proved to
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be in his investigations. At the same eariy age at which

he formed the opinion that the metals and many other

things were not elements, he also conceived the idea that

the Hebrew language was not based on etymology, but,

as a primitive language, was based on natural relations.

At this time the foundations were laid of that strict

habit of mind which led him to avoid all hypotheses,

however seductive, which were not supported on a sound

basis of experimental facts defying refutation, an atti

tude of mind which later found expression in his original

studies in ancient Hebrew as well as those in metallurgy.

As is shown in his writings on Scripture, and as was

demonstrated to scientific men who observed him in his

laboratory, he had a rooted objection to taking things

on trust. All through his life he never stopped at ideas,

but passed directly on to their verification. As a student

his energy and enthusiasm were boundless, and he re

mained a student all his life.

As he was about to graduate from the university, and

was planning a trip to Crimea, Egypt and the Far Bast

with his father, we again find Vladimir in deep sorrow.

His beloved father died suddenly of pneumonia.

When Vladimir graduated from the university he

refused to subscribe to the tenets of the Greek Orthodox

Church and those who were appointed by the authorities

to administer his father's estate seized upon this pretext

to disinherit him, and inform him that he was too demo

cratic to remain with the family in Eussia.

Only God knows what his great affectionate heart

suffered, as he parted with his brothers and sisters, es

pecially his youngest sister* who was much nearer his

own age than any of the other members of the family.

For him to follow the teaching of God, as he saw it,
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meant not only the giving up of social position, and the

fortune which he knew was his by right, the income of

which he had fondly hoped to spend in research work,

but those nearest to him by the ties of nature.

With that marvellous courage and childlike faith in

the wisdom and love of God that so characterized his

whole life, he set out alone, with just enough money to

take him to Italy. Having arrived there he found him

self, as native of the country, liable for military service.

So he entered the army, serving time in two of its de

partments. To every one who knew the atmosphere of

luxury he was reared in, the marvel was that he lived to

endure the hardships of those terrible years, especially

the months in which he was in the Cicilian campaign.

While in this campaign, a machine gun exploded, killing

men and officers around him, and inflicting a number of

serious wounds on his body. For months after this he

suffered agonies in a military hospital.

After he recovered he was stationed at Eome. Here

he attended classes at the University of Rome when off

duty. In order to earn money to buy the necessary books

to study for graduation from the university, he joined

the army athletic team and competed for prizes, many

of which he won.

While in Rome, a high official of the Russian govern

ment was taken suddenly ill, and needed an interpreter

and secretary, who could use a number of languages. It

happened that Vladimir Gelesnoff was the young man

selected to do the work, even being called to interpret

for the King of Italy. This incident led to a further in

vestigation of his educational qualifications, with the

result that he was transferred from the regular army to

special government work, which necessitated his taking
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long journeys into foreign countries, and his coming into

contact with people in every walk of life. One of these

journeys brought him to America.

He resigned from his position and went to work with

a firm whose head office was in New York City. For

several years, however, his engineering work took him

frequently to Europe. Being well trained in natural

sciences especially botany, geology, physics and chemis

try, and with a keen mind, quick and accurate in his

observations, and with a remarkable memory, he began

his life work by setting himself some definite problems

of practical moment to work out. In his investigations, as

almost invariably happens, one step led to another and

the experience gained in one piece of work qualified him

to follow in some definite direction, and not to plunge

into the unknown at random. At that time platinum

and palladium were coming into more general use and

great difficulty was experienced in separating these met

als from ores containing both without vitiating either one

or the other. Vladimir Gelesnoff worked out the very

simple and satisfactory method for recovering both which

has since been used. The great practical work of his

life, that of discovering simple methods of handling re

fractory ores, followed almost as a necessary consequence

on this, his first achievement. His researches were mas

terpieces of thoroughness, and exhibited so much experi

mental skill, intuition and power of careful observation,

combined with clear judgment, that even though his

career was cut short at such an early age, those who

were intimately connected with his work have no hesita

tion in recognizing in him one of the most remarkable

and exceptionally gifted of investigators.

He had studied carefully the geological formations
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where precious metals and stones were found in order to

determine, as he expressed it, "How nature worked."

His pre-eminent power of seeing what others had failed

to observe was exemplified in his discoveries. His inven

tions in the field of electro-chemistry are examples of

the combination of rare experimental skill and precision

with consummate deductive power and stand as some of

the most remarkable and artistic achievements in the

annals of chemical science.

He worked out and perfected formulas and appara

tus for making nine varieties of precious stones, which

experts said were essentially the same as those found in

nature. He did not make any of them by fusion, as is

commonly done in the case of the commercial synthetic

stones. He put the constituent chemicals together, used

his own devices in connection with osmotic pressure, and

the crystals were formed as in nature. These he sub

jected to great heat in an electric furnace, after which

they were cut and polished by a lapidary. He simply

discovered nature's processes, and accelerated them in

his laboratory.

He invented electric batteries, which he charged

solely with the light of the sun. These he made for

laboratory use very shortly before his death. One of

these batteries he hoped to perfect for therapeutic pur

poses. One brilliant discovery succeeded another in

rapid succession, but he was not permitted to live to see

the practical perfection of the one which, in respect of

its wide and fundamental significance in relation to the

economy of nature, was, in his opinion, his greatest

achievement. It had occupied considerable of his time

and thoughts for over twenty years.

To those who had the privilege of seeing him work in
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his laboratory these discoveries were illustrations of his

penetrating scrutiny of the smallest detail in the phe

nomenon which passed before him. He had an ex

tremely ingenious method of ascertaining nature's laws,

and all his researches were directed by his profound

knowledge of them, aided by an exquisite appreciation

of the methods which science possesses for their revela

tion. One of his chief characteristics was the extreme

care, accuracy and attention to detail which he gave to

everything he undertook. Practical application of

science occupied a large part of his attention.

He had extraordinary power of concentrating his

attention upon a single subject and perhaps the most

important part of his work was done in those hours when

he would sit silent and immovable, deep in thought, oc

cupied with some difficult problem, allowing nothing to

disturb or distract him until he had found the solution.

But when he had discovered the key, the whole expres

sion of his face would change. He would become radiant

with delight and say to those around him, "Soon I'll

have something to show you!" And that something was

always shown.

During all the years that Vladimir Gelesnoff was en

gaged in this research work in the field of electro-chemis

try, and in practical engineering, he did some work in

landscape painting and carried on his investigations iv

the Greek and Hebrew Scriptures. For years his lec

tures were in demand in New York and other cities and

towns where he happened to be. In these lectures he

opened up the marvellous richness of the Scriptures,

pointed out the great scope of their teaching and the

striking interdependence of their parts, showing that

one portion of Scripture often holds the key to the mean-
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ing of other portions. He analyzed these Scriptures with

the penetration of a deep student and in his lectures

carried the pre-occupied air of a man whose whole habit

of life is an insatiable searching of the truths of Scrip

ture. He seemed like a man who in his study saw the

problems of life like visions and saw them whole. He

saw the responsibility and supremacy of God in every

thing. The personality of Christ was to him a tremen

dous reality. The wisdom and the love of God as he saw

them revealed in nature and in the Scriptures were to

him constant sources of inspiration. The God he saw

and presented was pre-eminently worthy of the love and

adoration of the creature. Notwithstanding the fact that

he was reared in the atmosphere of the Eussian court he

possessed that almost terrible simplicity that underlies

the Russian temperament. He was tolerant and broad

and saw only the great common reality of truth behind

all philosophy.

His lectures on scriptural subjects were listened to

eagerly because he combined the rare qualities of a great

Bible scholar and an unpretentious layman, because of his

helpfulness of thought and because of his gentle, Christ-

like spirit. He was not the "whirlwind" nor the "fire",

but "the still small voice". People were amazed at the

breadth of his thought and the exactness of his positions.

He spoke with a "Thus saith the Lord." He was a true

explorer into the deeps of scripture and brought to his

public teaching the accuracy of the writer and the en

thusiasm of one who is dealing freshly with constantly

enlarging visions of truth.

On the rostrum he appeared as a man of rather slight

build, tall and slender, with a soft, gentle voice, easy

and graceful in his movements but possessed of an in-
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tense earnestness, impressing his hearers at the very

outset as a "man with a message." He was scholarly

and yet simple. When he told a story or an anecdote at

all during a discourse it was not for the purpose of en

tertaining, but illustrating—and his story perfectly il

lustrated the point.

He had a horror of rousing the emotions before he

had secured the conviction of the intellect. Faith is

founded on facts. Always he began by the presentation

of facts; by the unfolding of laws which he felt should

make their own appeal to the common sense and natural

conscience of man. He never talked beyond his ex

perience; in action he never seemed to fall behind his

faith. He seemed to create a spiritual climate free from

the nipping frost of cant, and warm with sincerity, in

which it was as normal and natural for a soul to open

out to God as it is for a flower to open in the sunshine.

When asked concerning his quiet method of teaching he

would reply, "I would rather get one man to think than

get a thousand excited."

The history of his spiritual achievements, which far

transcend his work in the domain of physics, begins with

his ministry in the city of New York. Here he came

into touch with the so-called "Brethren", as well as

those who popularized their teaching in Conferences and

Institutes and magazines. Nevertheless, he was not

fettered by fragments of truth, and it was soon seen that

he had more to give than they. A letter recently re

ceived describes one of the meetings held at 125th street

in such a graphic way that we can imagine ourselves

present, in spirit, and we listen to his earnest, yet quiet

words, as he expounds the salvation of Christ. The

letter follows:
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Dear Bro. Knoch: The news of our brother Geles-

noff Js departure from this scene of sin brought sorrow to

my heart. My mind went back to those days when he

was in our midst here in New York. What a joy it was

to go to his meetings and listen to his ministry of the

word of Christ! It was so different to what we had been

accustomed to amongst the Brethren, where instead of

getting bread we often got a stone. Thank the Lord for

those days; they were the beginning of days to me! He

broke the bread of life for us in such a way that our

hungry souls were satisfied and we rejoiced in spirit.

It seems to me now that those of us who accepted the

truths he taught were being prepared by the Lord to re

ceive them for years before. I can well remember the

first meeting in 125th street that I had the privilege of

going to. All throughout that day I was conscious of

the presence of the Lord and knew that He was going

to be with His servant. I also remember telling one of

the older Brethren, whom I met in the meeting (as we

were both in early) that we were going to have a mes

sage from the Lord that night that would make our

hearts rejoice, and as we sat there waiting for the time

to come for the meeting to begin, what liberty of spirit

there was and how easy to speak to the Lord in prayer!

And then when he came in and walked up to the front

platform in his quiet gentle manner and took his seat,

what a stillness fell upon the meeting! Everyone seemed

to hold their breath. There was not a sound until he

gave out the opening hymn. •

And as I listened to the message that night I was

filled with joy, and I believe all were blessed. The por

tion of the Word that he spoke from was John 5:6:

"Wilt thou be made whole»"
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Now his labors are over and the One Whom he served

so faithfully has gently hushed him to sleep; and we

who are left behind do mourn our loss. But we look

forward to that time when with him we will all be called

on high and united to our great Head. Even now we

rejoice in spirit as we meditate on that glorious event.

And has He not told us "to rejoice in Him always"?

and lest we should make a mistake He repeats the gentle

command for He says, "Again, I say rejoice!" So that,

while we sorrow because our brother was taken away

from us, we rejoice because we know his work was done,

or his Lord and ours would not have taken him away

until it was finished. None will miss him more than

you, but God is able to give you the wisdom and the

knowledge and the strength to do the work He has ap

pointed for you to do, and He also will do it, for is He

not our All in everything we are and do ? And now we

will say, Blessed be His name, as we look onward to that

time when everything that hath breath shall praise Him.

Yours in Christ, J. Glasgow

It was at this time that his life-long fellowship with

one of his dearest friends began. Alari Burns was drawn

to him with more than the ordinary ties of affection and

was led to help in the ministry of the word, both by

tongue and pen. The beginning of this friendship, is

best expressed in his own words:

Fifteen or sixteen years ago, perhaps a little more

than that, it began to be rumored that a "great teacher"

had arrived in New York City. Talking in calm, dig

nified language his "manner of speech" aroused the

curiosity and interest of those who listened to him. His

passion for the Bible—evidenced in his way of concen

trating his hearers attention on the book—appealed to
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every heart that throbbed in sympathy with its divine

Author. It was soon apparent to those who heard him

speak that he did not come before them to talk about

himself, or his experiences. Nor did he seek to entertain

his auditors with humorous incidents. Indeed, the writer

has known how much he discountenanced anything de

tracting from the sacred character of a Bible teacher's

sacred mission. First, last, and all the time "God's

Word first" was the dominating note of his introduction

to New York Christians—a note sustained all through

his ministry there and elsewhere.

It was while ministering the Word at Fulton Street

Prayer Meeting that some small pamphets were written

by him. One I remember was on the "Book of Job".

Another, if I remember aright, had for its subject the

"Lord's Prayer". While ministering in various

churches in and around New York City, he came in con

tact with the Christians known as "Brethren" or

"Plymouth Brethren". A year or so before this period

the writer had become acquainted with the views of Dr.

E. W. Bullinger of London, through his magazine

"Things to Come", and he was one night agreeably sur

prised to hear Brother Gelesnoff mention something that

seemed in accordance with Dr. Bullinger's point of view.

After the meeting we were in the train together and he

acknowledged to me his indebtedness to Dr. Bullinger.

The truth (which none of us at that time saw more

clearly than "as trees walking") was now working, and

in a mind and heart as loyal to his beloved Master as

Brother Gelesnoff's was, truth had to run its appointed

course. Our dear brother gave practical evidence in his

subsequent ministry, that truth was his goal, and not

the adulatory hand-clap of an unthinking crowd. He
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would have his intelligence worship as well as his emo

tions, and not recognizing any virtue as being inherent

in ignorance, he sought to "follow on to know the Lord"

through His word.

The appreciation of Mr. Gelesnoff's ministry contin

ued. A whisper spread that Mr. Gelesnoff was in reality

'' Count Gelesnoff". Titles are mighty magnets for many

to whom truths have no attraction. Our brother, how

ever, was anxious that souls should come to hear God

and not Gelesnoff. And if he was ever advertised as

"Count Gelesnoff" it was in opposition to his own pref

erence in the matter.

'' Where is the truth concerning the Church'7 was the

title of the first booklet published by him which caused

great commotion, in some eases approaching consterna

tion, as many felt their own peculiar ecclesiastical edifice

being tested by the searching winds of truth. Especially

when the said edifice rested upon a certain interpretation

of the Book of Acts, it was alarming when an examina

tion of that book, without the special-colored spectacles

of tradition, showed that interpretation to be opposed to

the real facts of the case. The whole question of Bap

tism was reopened, and controversial articles were swift

in appearing, some of them unfortunately more personal

and pointed than polite. Brother Gelesnoff refused con

sistently to enter an empty controversy, or take part in a

mere mud-slinging contest, and by his quiet, uncom

plaining attitude of meekness gave evidence that he was

indeed a member of the nobility—one of God's gentlemen.

The writer is not aware that Brother Gelesnoff was

ever actually "read out" of any of the Brethren's meet

ings, as some of his associates were. But, nevertheless,

the hands that would gladly have clapped at his earlier
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ministry were soon reaching for stones to stone the man

that questioned their pretensions as "the people". The

rancor of creed-adherence to a traditional point of view,

as shown by a people whose creed is unwritten—the tyr

anny of a supposedly unsectarian ecclesiasticism—the

soul-crushing dogmatism of a professedly "unorganized"

system—were soon felt by our beloved brother. A mere

handful of Bible lovers remained with him, and after

teaching for a time in New York Brother Gelesnoff re

moved to Minneapolis.

It would be impossible to write a satisfastory history

of Brother Gelesnoff's ministry in New York. How

could we know much of one who never spoke about him

self ? He was a "voice crying in the wilderness". A

voice, not an echo. If he had a difficulty J. N. Darby or

W. Kelly were not final authorities upon it. And if he

was not swayed by others' opinions, neither could he be

purchased by others' wealth. He lived "unto the Lord".

Beloved Brother Gelesnoff! Our Master in pity and

love has closed your tired eyelids in the sleep of death!

No bitter or unkind word can longer wound your gentle

spirit! Soon that frame of yours will thrill with life im

mortal when the finger of God shall touch your dust

within the tomb, never again to know an ache or a pain,

or feel your heart grow weary with an unrequited love!

Then shall you see in broad expanse the truth you loved

and lived and died for, and we with you shall know as

we never knew before the love that "passeth knowledge".

Until then, dear fellow-servant of our Master Christ,—

until then—Good Night! A. Burns

The gracious and simple character of his ministry in

those early days is beautifully preserved for us in " The

Pathway of Faith", which gives a condensed report of
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a series of lectures delivered at the Fulton street meet

ings in 1906. With inimitable simplicity and power he

presents the spiritual careers of Abraham and Isaac and

Jacob and Joseph. In it we find an echo of his own

spiritual life and the great purpose he had formed, to

put God's word above all else. While holding meetings

in a Canadian town, a minister came to him at the close

of the service to express his appreciation of the address.

He said, "You have given us solid meat, but you know,

we preachers must use spices." To this he gave the

characteristic reply: "My brother, herein is the trouble;

we have devoted altogether too much time to the prep

aration of spices and have neglected the meat."

Notwithstanding the lack of spice in his speaking,

opportunities for service were opening up on all sides.

In February, 1905, he spoke in Buffalo; in March he ad

dressed the Park Street Church of Boston. In 1906 he

lectured in the Marble Collegiate Church in New York.

The truth which was uppermost in his investigations

at this time is evident from the booklets which he pub

lished at this period. One was entitled, "Where is the

Truth about the Church?" It first pointed out distinct

ly one of the great guiding principles which enabled

him to make such unprecedented progress in his later

investigations. As in his chemical researches, he used

a rigid test to determine the presence or absence of a

given substance, so, in the Scriptures, the name of Paul

became to him the test of present truth.

"Where is the Truth about the Church?" definitely

declined to extract the truth concerning God's present

work of grace from any part of the Divine records ex

cept Paul's epistles. As a result, he not only had a clear

and unconfused insight into the peculiar grace in which
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we revel, but all the rest of the Scriptures, being rid of

an incubus which they were not able to bear, open up

their treasures to him.

'■'The Great Commission" was written along the same

lines. He became convinced that the gospels were never

intended to be applied to the present, and the charge to

disciple all nations at the end of Matthew's account can

have a fulfillment only in the coming kingdom of Christ.

A private letter, written at this time, reveals his in

sight into the spiritual confusion and the only scriptural

remedy. An extract follows:

'' I doubt whether more truth is preached in New York

than in Los Angeles, although I certainly think your city

can beat New York in the variety of sects. This great

city with its population of 4,000,000 is overdone with

churches, chapels, missions, and halls of all kinds. Every

imaginable fad is seized and made a specialty by a num

ber of professing Christians (and some real ones too)

who seek to keep it up before the public as the cure of

the church's ills. But, alas, the truth of God—the. truth

rightly divided—is not preached. The confusion result

ing from the neglect of Paul's injunction in II Tim. 2:

15 is already so fearfully bewildering that most people

don't know where they stand. What will things come

to if the Lord's people will not turn to God and receive

His word properly divided?"

Some years after he came to- New York he met and

married Miss Ernestine Cesan. She was a very devout

Christian woman and was much impressed with the

popularity of her husband's lectures on Biblical sub

jects. She was very anxious for Mr. Gelesnoff to give

up all of his research work and most of his engineering

and devote all of his time to- the teaching of the Bible.
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She finally persuaded him to do this. For some years

he gave lectures but was ill a part of the time and was

obliged to undergo a serious surgical operation as the

result of an accident.

At this time a circumstance occurred which altered

the whole current of his life and led to his association

and co-operation with his fellow laborer, Mr. A. E.

Knoch. The latter had written a pamphlet, "On Bap

tism " and as it was an answer to the dispensational po

sition then taught by Dr. E. W. Bullinger, the editor of

"Things to Come'V a London publication, it was sent

to him, though with scant hopes that it would be read or

published. In the providence of God, Dr. Bullinger was

just about to leave for a vacation in Scotland, and had

ample time to consider its teachings.

As a result he proposed to publish it in his paper,

and announced it beforehand as a forthcoming series.

This was seen by Theo. B. Freeze, a friend of Mr. Geles-

nofFs, who wrote to Dr. Bullinger, asking to be put in

touch with the writer of the articles on baptism. He

thus obtained a copy of the manuscript and showed it to

Mr. Gelesnoff, who forthwith asked for permission to re-

publish the series in pamphlet form after they appeared

in "Things to Gome." Dr. Bullinger kindly had plates

made from the type before it was distributed and these

were sent to New York.

Thus was formed the nucleus which has since de

veloped into a list of several dozen publications, which

treat quite fully of the great truth which seems to have

mastered his mind in those days.

At this time also he was deeply interested in so-

called " prophetic" truth. Here he was quite as for

tunate in finding a key to unlock the secrets of prophecy.
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He formed the friendship of a profound scholar whose

prophetic teaching was most helpful. He divided proph

ecy into various periods, and showed that the prophetic

outlook was gradually developed as time went on so that

the later prophets saw much of the future which was

invisible to the earlier seers. But Mr. Gelesnoff did not

rest with the light thus received, but carried it on to its

logical conclusion, showing that there was truth in Paul's

epistles beyond what all the prophets have revealed. He

has since set forth a brief outline of this scheme for the

study of prophecy in a small pamphlet, "Five Great

Prophetic Periods."

Throughout his ministry he made much of future

prophecy, and his elucidation of Daniel is a notable con

tribution to eschatology, as presented in "The Coming

Conflict, or The Time of the End". But it never be-

came a passion with him as some other truths, such as

the problem of evil, prophecy in its past accomplish

ments, or the reconciliation of the universe. The rea

son for this doubtless lies in the fact that prophecy has

its proponents with whom, in a large measure, he was in

agreement, but he felt the need of championing such

truths as found only opponents, and were buried under

theological rubbish heaps, waiting for some one who

dared to bring them forth.

In the summer of 1908 he gave lectures on the Old

Testament at the Northfield Conference with much ac

ceptance. A minister who heard him told a friend that

he never in his life had heard such a remarkably able

exposition of the Old Testament as Mr. Gelesnoff gave

there. The London Christian of September 24,1908, had

this to say of him, "Among the most highly esteemed

Bible teachers at Northfield, Mass., is Mr. W. Gelesnoff,
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of New York. A Russian by birth, Mr. Gelesnoff is

deeply versed in Holy Scripture, and for some years past

has been in growing request for addresses on the teach

ing of God's Word. It is understood that in the near

future he will be more free to respond to requests to

conduct meetings in series."

We next find him devoting his time to the work of

''The Evangel and Bible Study Movement." This con

sisted of a committee organized with the object of pro

viding courses of systematic Bible instruction, evan

gelistic meetings and special services to meet the spirit

ual needs of the churches.

In 1909 he removed his headquarters to Minneapolis

and spent considerable of his time lecturing there and

in other parts of the Middle West. He lectured in Gait,

Paris, and Toronto, Canada, and in a number of cities

and towns in Illinois, Minnesota and Wisconsin. He

gave a series of lectures at the Northwestern Bible School

in Minneapolis.

Up to this time his public teaching had not been suf

ficiently heretical to call forth much opposition. He

was so greatly encouraged by the hearty reception he

received and the attendance at his classes that he urged

his California friend to join him and together they would

carry the truths they both loved to the many hungry

saints.

But while in the Northwestern Bible School differ

ences of doctrine and other causes led to a severance,

and he continued his classes in a private house. The

fruit of his labors was a small class, which has continued

ever since, and which is still loyal to the truth which

he taught them. '

While Mr. Gelesnoff was in New York he contributed
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to a little magazine gotten out by his dear friend Alan

Burns, called "Grace and Glory". It was fondly hoped

that this would find sufficient support to become a per

manent exponent of the new truth which was breaking

forth from the Word of God. Its issuance depended,

humanly speaking, on the voluntary help of a few friends,

who did the type-setting and printing. "When these

failed, however, the magazine was discontinued.

But the effort was not in vain. It became clear that

oral testimony was insufficient to effect any marked im

pression, or win many hearts for the fresh truths he

had found. The true students of the Scriptures are

none too plentiful in any given place. They are scat

tered over the world, and a printed exposition might

reach thousands entirely outside the range of the speak

er rs influence. So, after the repeated urgings and solici

tations of many friends in various parts of the country

he was prevailed on to undertake the publication of a

magazine. By this medium the truth has reached many

in the British Isles, it is known in Canada and Australia,

and has reached China and India and the wilds of Africa.

How our hearts rejoiced at the prospect of this new

testimony to the truth of God! There was a surfeit of

religious publications, but almost all were like the prayer

wheels of the Hindoo worshiper, a continual monot

onous round which led nowhere. Others gave out pre

cious truth, but nothing fresh and new. We were con

vinced that we had only touched the fringe of the gar

ment of revelation. Our appetites had been whetted by

the progress accomplished through a few students like

Dr. Bullinger. A letter was received asking us to sug

gest a name for the new publication. We suggested

"From Glory to Glory", but were glad to withdraw it
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for "Unsearchable Riches". Thus was born this little

testimony for the hidden truths of God's Word, which

has been the greatest spiritual factor in the life of V. G.,

as he commonly signed his articles. A biography can

only suggest the spiritual excellencies which appear on

every page from his pen. One has well said, "No matter

what subject he touches, he always sheds fresh light

upon it.''

The aim of the magazine was stated in the opening

editorial. It is so characteristic that we quote a short

paragraph:

"The aim we have in view is the recovery of truth.

Much of it was lost immediately after Paul's departure

from this earthly scene. Some has been recovered, but

a great deal still remains buried beneath the rubbish of

decayed theology. Current teaching, especially on the

subject of Paul's ministries, needs readjustment."

There is an unbridged chasm between the mere ex

position or defense of the truth and its recovery. This

involves study, research, investigation, experiment—and

these were the delight of his life. He would rather re

cover a single gem from the storehouse of truth than

be able to repeat the whole round of traditional ortho

doxy.

But the fate of the explorer always awaits those who

wander from the beaten path. There is not only the

hardship of the quest, but the sneers and insults of those

who sit at ease in the midst of established doctrine. The

deep and humiliating conviction that our opinions are

not the truth (which must ever precede any real search)

is forgotten by those who charge the discoverer of new

light with conceit and pride. As a result the magazine

has become like the early believers—it is everywhere

spoken against.
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The first aim of the magazine was the right division

of the word of truth—the principle which, as we have

seen, exercised the mind of Mr. Gelesnoff for several

years before, during his residence in New York. The

contents of the first number is evidence that this is the

special aspect of truth which was to be recovered. The

leading editorial was along this line. The first article

was on "Bightly Dividing the Word". It was followed

by "The Pentecostal Blessing", of similar import, and

concluded with "The Divine Mysteries" which also em

phasized this important point. Only one article "The

Christ of God" was along devotional lines, and formed

a somewhat pleasing relief from the "solid food" which

the bulk of the magazine contained.

It speaks well for his genius in delving into the dark

corners of divine revelation to note that, during all the

subsequent years, no articles were reprinted from other

magazines (unless it be in the "Signs of the Times")

and few, indeed, were the numbers which did not bring

some truth out of the obscurity in which it had been

hidden. Some truths, indeed, regarding the nature of

God, he thought best to delay until the time seemed ripe

for its promulgation.

A mind which concentrates so intently on the sub

ject in hand is not easily diverted to other channels.

Hence we may learn much of his ministry in Minnea

polis from the articles published in the early volumes of

the magazine. Indeed, it was his custom, in later years,

to write upon the same subject upon which he was dis

coursing, for one exercise aids the other. So we find

him writing a series on "The Acts", illuminating its

pages by applying the principle of a correct division.

Of special note in the recovery of truth was an article
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from his pen on "The Overthrow of the World". It

sets forth the principles on which the meaning of scrip

tural words may be decided from their usage in the

Scriptures themselves. Yet it was far more than the

recovery of an interesting and important word. It re

vealed the laws and procedure by means of which any

term may be tested and its meaning settled. This method,

which he called the "Concordance Method" was, he de

clared, responsible for almost all the truth which has

been recovered since the Reformation.

He did not fully realize the importance of this prin

ciple at the time, but, in the providence of God, it re

ceived a remarkable confirmation. His fellow editor had,

quite unknown to him, prepared an article on the same

word, and had used the same method, and reached the

same conclusion. At first it was thought useless to pub

lish two articles so nearly alike, but, when a scholar

wrote against the position taken, and gave as his only

reason, that no "authority" he had consulted corrobo

rated the discovery, it was deemed best to publish both.

An important milestone was thus passed. He definite

ly broke away from traditional'"authorities" and

founded his belief on divine evidence. This is the secret

of all true progress in the knowledge of God. Many a

Protestant is as much enslaved to "authorities" or lead

ers, as those who leave all their religion to be settled by

the prisoner of the Vatican.

During the year 1910 Mr. Gelesnoff met with a pain

ful accident in which his back was injured in the region

of his kidneys. Mrs. Gelesnoff had also developed a

serious malady, so it was decided that they should go to

a warmer climate. San Diego was chosen, and they lived

there for more than a year before coming to Los Angeles*
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In San Diego Mr. Gelesnoff did a little work in chemis

try but devoted most of his time to Bible study and

teaching, as well as gospel preaching.

While in San Diego his mind was much occupied with

the problem of evil. Hitherto attempts to solve it had

only shelved it. His intellect was too acute to be satisfied

with the usual explanation, that Satan, and not God, was

responsible for evil. Even if the proposition were granted,

the real difficulty remained, for Who was responsible for

Satan 1 Were there two first causes, and, consequently,

two Gods? Who created evil? Theology thundered,

Satan. The Scriptures declared that God Himself cre

ates evil.

Here was the simple and satisfactory solution to the

most perplexing of all human problems. The initial re

volt of the mind trained in tradition against the plain

statement of Holy Writ, soon fails before a further

search in the sacred text. Mr. Gelesnoff's findings were

published in a popular tract, "The Problem of Evil",

which was followed by "The Problem of Evil in Job"

and "Free Moral Agency". His studies in Ecclesiastes,

"The Word and Works of God and Man" explores some

of the details of this theme.

His stay in San Diego, while he was busy with the

magazine and taught a Bible class, and sometimes preach

ed in one of the churches, was more like the stay of

Paul in the desert of Arabia. There he found the true

God'Who is responsible for all that exists in His universe,

and Who does hot seek to shift the blame to the shoul

ders of any of His creatures. Here, indeed, was the Un

known God, serene and supreme, above all the turmoil

and strife which clouds His creatures, calmly account

able for all that is. .
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In a sense, this discovery only deepened the dark

problem of the future. Once allow the great truth that

God is supreme, the theological doctrine of an endless

hell of torment becomes intolerable. It is only a weak

irresponsible god who could find any excuse for tor

menting his creatures forever. To this perplexing prob

lem he now applied himself. True, he, like many a saint

who has drunk deeply of God's grace, had often won

dered if there were not some terrible blunder, and that

a more careful investigation of the Scriptures would not

reveal some grievous error. But, so long as the Bible

seemed to teach the eternity of evil he would abide by

it. But there were passages which taught the opposite.

The Bible refuted itself. That the original text con

tained no such contradiction was axiomatic to one who

fully believed it to be the inspired word of God. What

was the error that caused all this confusion ?

The answer was found in an investigation of the

time periods in Scripture, which are associated with fu

ture judgment. It did not elude his keen scrutiny that,

if there could be a forever and ever, then forever itself

cannot connote endlessness.

So important did he deem these investigations that

he made a special journey of several hundred miles for

a few hours' consultation with his fellow editor, who

was on a ranch not far from San Jacintoy California.

The country was mountainous and highly mineralized,

with hot springs and full of interest to a nature lover

and geologist, such as he was. But so intently was his

mind fixed that he seemed to see and hear nothing of the

world around, and we climbed a lonely trail in order to

be alone and counsel together, regarding these great

truths and their publication in the magazine. The time
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was too short, so, some months later, he invited us to

spend a month with him at San Diego, in order to search

into the matter more fully. We both had some idea what

it would cost and we dreaded the taking of any ill-ad

vised step. As it was, the magazine did not meet its

actual expenses and there was still much truth which

we wished to present to our readers.

When, some months later, he began his articles on

the ages, it soon stirred up a storm. A large proportion

of our subscribers would not even consider it and many

dropped their subscriptions.

Meanwhile, as there was to be a conference at Cal

vary Baptist Church, in Los Angeles, he was given a

place on the program. His audiences were most enthusi

astic. He was called upon to deliver several special ad

dresses beyond what had been printed on the announce

ments. He made many friends, some of whom continued

faithful to the end.

He had now reached the most critical crisis in his

ministry. Far from robust, with no resources worth

mentioning, with a magazine which did not even pay its

expenses, he weighed the matter carefully and did not

flinch. We consulted seriously as to whether we should

give up the work entirely or go on and give out the

truth. We decided to go on, but, a little later, as the

condition of his wife's health did not allow her to keep

on with the clerical work and it became imperatively

necessary to economize on the printing, the publication

and printing was undertaken by the associate editor, who

was a printer by trade. In this way the work managed

to survive even though the opposition to his ministry

and magazine became more and more pronounced. His

hands were strengthened, at this juncture, by two not-
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able series of articles on the great truth which he had

espoused. One was by his close friend, Alan Burns, en

titled "Human Destiny". The other was an analysis

of the Eonian Times. Both are not found in the booklet

"All in A11M. Aa)

These added the witness of two others to his testi

mony. The great truth of the ultimate salvation and

vivification of all mankind, and the reconciliation of the

universe, for which he had dared all, was gradually es

tablished on such a firm scriptural basis that it could not

be shaken.

The fondest dream of the alchemist is to transmute

a base metal into gold. Should Mr. Gelesnoff succeed

in this, how would it compare with the transmutation of

the base god of Christendom from a sentimental weakling

into the sovereign God of love, out of Whom, and through

Whom, and for Whom the universe exists ? He created

evil and can not only cope with it, but will banish it

when it has wrought His will. He will use it to trans

form His innocent creatures into reconciled enemies. It

provides the channel for the outflow of His affection.

Having discovered God's ultimate purpose for the

universe, his later studies, though interrupted by suffer

ing and service, led him into the highest theme of revela

tion—the nature of God Himself. Though he privately

expressed his dissatisfaction with the tenets of theology

on this subject, he left no record of his findings.

For many years he had made a close study of the

Hebrew Scriptures, especially the Minor Prophets. Sun

day after Sunday he continued his fascinating discourses,

condensed accounts of which he prepared for the maga

zine. At the very last he expressed his regret that he

had not sufficient strength to finish a manuscript on the
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prophet Habakkuk, on which he was working at the time.

In the hope that some day the Concordant Version

would include the Hebrew Scriptures, he did consider

able preparatory work of a critical nature, correcting and

revising Pike's Hebrew Lexicon. His comparison of

Hebrew with Assyrian, especially the proper names, led

him to several important conclusions regarding the for

mation of Hebrew words and the use of the quiescent

letters, which much simplified the derivation of the words

and reduced their number.

When Mr. Gelesnoff came to Los Angeles, Prof. Mel

ville Dozier was conducting a Bible class every Sunday

morning, *to which he invited various speakers. He in

vited Mr. Gelesnoff, and so fully was his ministry appre

ciated, that he was tacitly given the place of permanent

teacher. This he held to the end, his place being tem

porarily supplied by others of like mind when he was

ill or away from the city. The following is an appre

ciation from the pen of Prof. Dozier:

In our journey through life we come in contact with

many characters of widely different attributes.

To some we are instinctively drawn as by a magnetic

power that instills confidence, sympathy and fellowship;

by others we are instinctively repelled with a sense of re

vulsion, or held at arm's length by a conscious lack of a

unity of spirit.

Of all men with whom the writer has been associated,

the subject of this brief sketch, Vladimir M. Gelesnoff,

possessed the most varied, the most unique and the most

lovable qualities of mind and spirit.

A scholar, a poet and a teacher, he was yet as gentle

as a woman and as diffident as a child. Beneath a calm

and placid exterior flowed a deep stream of thought,
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penetrating in its analysis and as rigid as steel in its

logic.

A master of many languages, both ancient and mod

ern, the literature of the world and of the centuries was

at his command.

A profound scientist, especially versed in the mys

teries of chemistry, he pursued original investigations

the results of which caused his friends to wonder in

amazement, and revealed the power to revolutionize much

of modern accepted scientific thought; yet he kept the

secrets of his discoveries largely to himself when he might

have startled the world by their revelation, so deeply

rooted in his being was the rare quality of modesty.

A varied experience in life was his, yet one that al

ways struggled against some opposing influence which

kept his marvellous genius from asserting itself in a way

that would command and rivet public, attention.

His mind was so absorbed in profound reflection, and

his spirit so in love with the peace and quiet of study

and investigation, that he preferred and sought the ob

scurity of private life, the fascination of the library and

of the laboratory.

His entire being was saturated with spiritual fervor,

and it was along the lines of Biblical study and exposi

tion that he accomplished the most valuable and most

enduring results. .

His power of analysis exceeded that of any man of

whom I have any knowledge; and this power, combined

with his familiarity with the original texts of Scripture,

his deep spirit of reverence for God's Word, and his

unwavering moral courage, made him a teacher of re

vealed religious truths whose equal I have never met.

Yet the very forcefulness of his expositions, carry-
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ing conviction, as they did, to the mind of those who

gave sincere and candid thought to his teaching, aroused

the antagonism of those who prefer to cling blindly to

the errors of a man-made theology, and he was made

the vietim of a denunciatory criticism as unchristian as

it was unsound and illogical. But none of these things

moved him in his firm and uncompromising adherence

to the literal and unvarnished significance of God's rev

elations, and he died as he had lived, a devoted disciple

of the Truth that had made him free.

By nature an athlete, and engaged in early man

hood in occupations requiring physical vigor and endur

ance, he had the great misfortune some years ago to meet

with serious injury in a railroad accident. This unfitted

him in great measure for physical activity during the

remainder of his life and was the ultimate cause of his

death. But, while it greatly hindered his power of

achievement in the ordinary walks and business of life,

it did not cloud his brain or dampen his spiritual ardor

and love of study; and the fruits of his labors along

these lines will live to bless humanity for all time.

Mr. Gelesnoff combined the natural instincts of a

true gentleman with the excellence of genuine culture

and the grace of an unassumed modesty. He was a lov

ing husband and a steadfast friend, and, though a

martyr to continuous and excruciating pain, he was un

remitting in his devotion to the God Whom he loved

and revered, and, in the strength of a clear conscience,

he breathed the pure air of mental and spiritual free

dom to the end. Melville Dozier.

The only extensive journey in the interest of the truth

which he undertook on the Pacific Coast was a visit to

the northwest, where he spoke at a Chautauqua and other
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assemblies. This awakened considerable interest, espe

cially in Seattle.

Some time after Mr. Gelesnoff came to Los Angeles,

he was called to San Francisco, where he remained for

some months quietly and diplomatically straightening

out the tangled threads of an exceedingly unfortunate

business undertaking, in which he himself had had no

part whatsoever, but which involved two people con

nected with his family, and some men in Russia, France,

and this country. Even though he had been cruelly

disinherited, he bore no malice, and his nature was too

finely organized to endure seeing those he loved in dis

tress. The detective work alone connected with this dis

tressing affair involved the risking of his very life.

But, having the assurance that he was doing what

was right, he undertook every problem connected with

the intricate affair with the same quiet fearlessness that

so characterized him in everything. To the great relief

of his close friends who knew his physical condition, he

succeeded in adjusting the whole matter, in a satisfac

tory manner to all concerned, without making the stren

uous trip to Russia and other parts of Europe. The

heavy work, the financial strain and the anxiety con

nected with the whole affair proved to be too much for

his strength, and he suffered a severe breakdown in

health almost immediately after he returned to Los An

geles. Later, when one of his friends expressed regrets

that a whole year of valuable time had been lost from his

research work, Mr. Gelesnoff replied, "Yes it was hard,

but it was God's way of sending me to some of those

men with His message even though it put me under a

cloud for a while."

After he came to Los Angeles he had several serious
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illnesses and the anxiety connected with his wife's con

dition told on him considerably. However notwithstand

ing his own acute physical suffering and his increasing

anxiety concerning his wife, he engaged in assaying and

other work, and lectured regularly on Sundays most

of the time.

Mrs. Gelesnoff passed away suddenly in 1916. Mr.

Gelesnoff, in a critical physical condition, was taken to

the home of old friends of his family. He underwent a

dangerous surgical operation. His case was most skil

fully handled by the operating surgeon, Dr. A. B. Cecil,

and Mr. Gelesnoff always felt that he owed a debt of

gratitude to this truly scientific and large hearted man.

Several months later Mr. Gelesnoff plunged into his

research work in the field of electro-chemistry, but was

greatly handicapped because so many chemicals were

unobtainable on account of the war. He continued his

studies in Hebrew and prepared a considerable part of

the Hebrew lexicon which he expected to publish at some

later date. This lexicon, he planned should be much

more concise than any published heretofore, and should

be such that it could be used by the layman in checking

for himself the errors that have crept into the English

translations of the Old Testament.

In the midst of this work he was again stricken down

with a very critical illness.

This time he was operated upon by the well-known

orthopedic surgeon, Dr. C. P. Thomas, ;to whose skill,

accuracy and speed in the performance of the very dif

ficult operation, Mr. Gelesnoff felt that he owed the sav

ing of his life. The character of the operation was such

that his recovery was slow and painful and called for

all the patience and endurance of which his noble nature

was capable.
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After he recovered he married Mary Cameron Bert-

rand, who had been more or less associated with him in

some of his work.

Six months after his operation Mr. Gelesnoff was

again pursuing his studies and working in his laboratory,

where he completed the work spoken of in the former

pages of this article. His indomitable courage and en

ergy were rewarded in that he had the immense joy and

satisfaction of perfecting a few of the many processes

and inventions that had originated as dreams in his brain,

and of having demonstrated some great principles,

fraught with tremendous possibilities which should open

up to future generations a vast field for endeavor and

research.

In summing up Vladimir Gelesnoff's short life one

may say it was a very strenuous one and work was done

under difficulties and discouragements, He suffered

from loneliness for his family, for even the occasional

correspondence was very formal and he saw only two

members of the family after he left Russia. The acci

dents that he met with from time to time exacted a ter

rible toll of physical suffering. However, the sympathy

which throughout his life, he craved, was never failing

during the last years of his life, and he often said that

the loyal and loving support he received at all times

helped to sustain him through those great physical trials

which fell so heavily upon him.

When he put forth his ideas on the nature of the

atoms of chemical substances, they were at first greeted

with ridicule and branded as visionary, and that by

those who should not have ignored the fact that all ideas

originate as visions; that the transition from the visual

to the actual stage is brought about by patient research,

application and intelligent hard work.
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But his confidence in his own results was not to be

shaken by that kind of criticism which is based on rev

erence for tradition, nomenclature, and classification, nor

was he disturbed by those who called him names and

thought they had met his arguments. His attitude to

ward his opponents was open minded, firm and uncom

promising. He knew most of the modern languages and

the literature and scientific works of them. He knew

Greek and Hebrew and their literature. He w,ould dis

cuss frankly not only the fundamental reasons for posi

tions assumed, but attitudes, methods of thought, and

varieties of experiments. His simple and incisive lan

guage displayed his clear grasp of a question whilst the

spirit of animation of his conversation combined with

the restraint imposed by a rigid adherence to strictly

logical reasoning, and his complete laboratory demonstra

tions had a marked influence in eventually winning rec

ognition for applied science from those who held ever so

strongly to the old standards. Just before his death he

came into the full sunshine of the enthusiastic support of

most of his opponents by the truth and talent which

were in him.

After his back was injured he was unable to do

the heavy work that had been in a measure' lucrative.

He not only endured his physical suffering and that

occasioned by his opponents, but was always handi

capped by a lack of money with which to carry on either

his literary or his scientific work. It was only by the

strictest economy that he was able to accomplish what

he did.

Just as he had received some recognition for applied

science, and was in a position where he was warranted in

anticipating the early realization of a good competency
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he was stricken with ptomaine poisoning. A complication

developed and he went very low. He rallied, but one

relapse after another during the months which followed

exacted an inexorable toll of physical suffering. This he

bore with wonderful patience and_ Christ-like resigna

tion, his only comment being, '' I would like to finish my

work if the Lord would only give me a little strength.''

Two months before the end, a friend seeing him in pain

asked him if it was worth while to live and suffer the

way he did. His face lighted up, and his voice grew

firm, as he replied, "I don't let myself think of the suf

fering, I have so many interesting things to do, I'd like

co live a thousand years/' He did not want to leave this

world till he had revealed what lay within him. It seems

as if the measure of his soul was his ability to disregard

hindrances and concentrate his energy on achievement.

He was calmly resolute in duty, brave in conflict, patient

in suffering, keeping to his chosen pathway and neither

swerving from it nor loitering in it. And the suffering

which overshadowed these last months did not sully

the brightness of his intellect or dull the keenness of his

perception. It was in his belief in the final adjustment of

all things, his wide knowledge of science, and still more

his original vision of nature and of God, that at least in

part we find the secret of the serenity, the healthy ob-

jestiveness and the courage of Vladimir Gelesnoff's life.

During the last years of his life his scientific dis

coveries brought him into association with men of high

standing in the State. Melville Dozier, Jr., an engineer

at the head of the State reclamation service, took an

active interest in his work, and proved a faithful friend

during his last days in San Francisco. He has written

the following tribute;
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Unfortunately for me, my acqaintance with Mr. Geles-

noff was entirely too brief for I knew him but one short

year, the last that he was spared to us in person, but his

influence will continue to the end in the minds and lives

of those who were permitted to listen to his wisdom and

his teachings. I esteem it a privilege to have known him

and a blessing to have enjoyed his regard and friendship,

and shall always treasure and revere his memory.

The life of Mr. Gelesnoff was a short one as reckoned

in years, for he was in his early forties at the time he

was taken, but his varied experience (which covered a

considerable portion of the globe), the vast amount of

information which he had gathered, his habit of continual

study, and his remarkable mental capacity gave him a

breadth of vision which few men attain. His presence

and manner were quiet, gentle, retiring, and dignified,

yet he did not hold aloof those who knew him, but rather

placed one at ease, for he was always ready to give out

information from his storehouse of knowledge to anyone

who desired it. In his character and life simplicity at

tained its highest virtue.

To an unusual and remarkable degree Mr. Gelesnoff

combined the knowledge and understanding of the scien

tific laws of nature with a well-balanced and sound in

terpretation of the laws of God and of the teachings of

Christ, and in his own life he united the spiritual and

practical, in fact he made the spiritual practical. In

chemistry, and particularly in some of its more intricate

ramifications he had few peers anywhere, and probably

no superiors. His originality along this line amounted

to genius.

But his research into the spiritual realm was as

thorough, as deep, and as penetrating as that into the
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scientific world. The forcefulness of his logic enabled

him to successfully instruct and guide others, both in re

ligious and scientific studies. His religious writings

which fortunately are available are such choice specimens

of English, and his rhetorical elegance is so pleasing that

it is apparent that he was worthy of a high place in the

literary world as well as in the scientific and spiritual.

During the last years of his all too short life Mr.

Gelesnoff quietly and bravely fought against a physical

disability which was the result of a railroad accident.

The suffering which he endured at times was beyond all

comprehension, except to those who were in daily touch

with him, and it was only his powerful will and deter

mination which kept him from going long before his

Master finally claimed him. But in his suffering and ex

treme illness he was still a teacher and a leader, for his

beautiful patience when suffering and in excruciating

pain was an example and a lesson which cannot but

leave a deep and lasting impression all of those who came

in contact with him.

While not demonstrative, yet Mr. Gelesnoff was al

ways thinking of the welfare of others, never of self, and

devising ways for advancing the welfare of humanity.

During the last year of life, and when his suffering was

most intense, he was away from most of his associates,

and most of his friends, yet he maintained a cheerfulness

and hopefulness to the very end; nor did he even in his

extreme weakness and illness cease his study and re

search, for it was not only his habit, but his life, to work

and to endeavor to attain results, which he felt would

benefit mankind. This attribute was shown, when some

years ago, he was asked in a letter why he continually

worked long hours and did not permit himself the leisure

and recreation which so many other men take,—his reply,

characteristic and beautiful, was the following:
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MISUNDERSTANDING

Said the Ant, "Oh yes, you're pretty

With your light and gauzy wings,

But it seems an awful pity

That you don't do useful things.

Ill admit that you're a beauty,

And you live a life that's free;

But you never 'tend to duty,

And you'll perish presently."

Said the Butterfly "You never

Seem to have a bit of fun,

And your life's one long endeavor

And your work is never done.

Why not flit like me? Why cherish

Duty in sueh plodding style?

Be a sport, and if you perish

Well, at least you've lived awhile!"

So they talked to one another,

Argued on to beat the band.

But they did not "get" each other

For they could not understand.

This plain axiom I utter

That the Ant must work, not play,

And the Butterfly must flutter,

Just because they're built that way.

Melville Dozier, Jr.

Sacramento, Calif.

Personally he was one of the most lovable of men.

His extraordinary fund of general, as well as special in

formation, his keen sense of humor, his poetic imagina

tion, his sensitiveness to the thoughts and feelings of

others made him a delightful companion. Looking for

the best in others he gave the best of himself. His gentle
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sympathetic nature and unfailing courtesy gave him a

wide circle of warm friends, and he won the loyalty and

affection of those who came in close association with him.

He was a man of integrity, and in the highest sense ex

emplified the scholar and the gentleman. His real no

bility was that of brain and heart. People turned in

stinctively to him not for counsel merely, but for instruc

tion in the deeper things of God, and for the inspiration

which men seek only from the purest and most loving

of their kind. He was unswerving in his purpose, un

remitting in his labor, never depressed or appalled by its

requirement, and fruitful in accomplishment. He was

strong and forceful in his character, with a zealous love

for truth. He made a very definite contribution to his

generation and left a name which will long be revered.

His work took his hours but it did not take his heart.

His devotion to his home, his wife and his sister-in-law

was his very life compared to which his business, his love

of his books, and even his research work were of much

less account. To understand him at all one must have

known him in the home. During his last long illness,

his thoughts were ever of his loved ones, and he did not

wish to be a burden.

In a terribly weakened condition he was taken to Dr.

Albert Abrams, in San Francisco. To his unbounded

delight he found in this great scientist-inventor, and

benefactor of mankind, a man who held many of the

same views with reference to the nature of the atoms of

chemical substances as he himself held. When he learned

that Dr. Abrams had worked out, and was using the elec

tronic system, for diagnosis and treatment of disease, he

felt that he had found a man who- could really put him

on his feet again. Dr. Abrams took the deepest interest
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in his case and Mr. Gelesnoff improved very rapidly. At

the end of six weeks' treatment he was able to get on his

feet to do a little scientific work and had begun to do some

writing again when severe colds became epidemic. He

took one and it seemed to settle in the delicate tissues of

the abdomen. Peritonitis set in and he suffered intense

ly for days. After the pain ceased he grew weak and at

the end of a month the brave fight ended. In the early

hours of the morning of October third, 1921, he entered

into rest. A simple funeral service was held in San Fran

cisco and after cremation the ashes were taken to Los

Angeles for burial.

Good night, beloved brother in Christ and in the

Lord! We sorrow, yet not as the world sorrows, for we

shall meet thee in the morning, transfigured into the

glorious likeness of our Lord. Thy sufferings are o'er.

Thy warfare is ended. Thou hast kept the faith. Thou

hast fought the good fight. Poor thyself, thou hast made

many rich, and who shall measure thy reward?

Good night! To thee was granted the highest boon

that heaven has for mortal man—to suffer for His sake

Who bled upon the accursed tree. Thou art written on

our hearts as one who dared to stand for God and for

His truth, even though it meant a martyr's life. Good

night!

A reprin t of this number on fine paper with art cover, 35c each
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BEING THE THIRD NUMBER OF VOLUME THIRTEEN J

EDITORIAL

Our grateful thanks are due to many for their kindly

expressions of sympathy in our recent bereavement. We

have not been able to reply in each case as we would de

sire to do, and take this means of assuring all who have

written of our deep appreciation of their loving words,

their helpful counsel and their assurance of continued

interest and love.

It does not seem to be the Lord's will that we should
leave our testimony in its present incomplete condition,

hence the magazine will be continued so long as He gives

the ability to carry it on. Besides this, the interest in

our message is growing and increasing as never before

and we confidently look for many, whose hearts the

Lord is preparing, to rejoice with us in the transcendent

truths to which we testify.

The future is in His hands. "We make no promises,

for of ourselves we can do nothing. On the other hand,

weak and helpless instruments as we are, we are con

scious that our ministry is of such a vital, fundamental

nature that there are possibilities of blessing far beyond

our fondest expectations. We feel that, if our friends

could only get a vision of the tremendous potency of

these divine verities, and their power for good, and their

marvelous unveiling of God's glory, they would redouble

their efforts to spread it abroad.

At this crisis it seems well that we confide to our

readers some of the hopes and plans which we cherish

for the magazine. We are not drifting aimlessly along,

but have a definite purpose, a distinct goal in view. It

is to present a testimony mature and complete in all the

will of God. It is to offset and counter the prevailing

apostasy by the closest adherence to the inspired oracles.

We recognize the insidious nature of the present apos

tasy. The adherents of creeds and confessions are satis-
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fied that they have "the truth" and that all else is

false. They exalt human deductions from the Bible above

the Scriptures themselves and denounce all who do not

bow down to their dictum. O that the saints would

awake to the deceptive nature of the present day delu

sion ! The errors of the last days will be labeled " truth"

and will have a vast following. They will appeal to

numbers and to human authority, but will shun the ex

actitude of the original text.

Our effort to present our readers with the facts of

the original is not a trivial attempt to satisfy their curi

osity, or provide entertainment. It has become a vital

necessity of all who wish to escape from the coils of the

destructive apostasy which is crushing the life out of

Christendom. Let us rid ourselves of the idea that we are

pure, that we have no error, and that we can apostatize

only by departing from our present position. Almost all

of the saints are stupified by this fond delusion. It takes
no reasoning power at all to show that the conflicting

camps in Christendom cannot all be right. That is pos

sible for only one. And, since that one has so many

arrayed against it, it is probable in none.

Let us rather take every doctrine and subject it to the

rigid scrutiny of the inspired text. Let us hold it subject

to such modifications as the further study of the Scrip

tures may impose. In other words, let us hold to God's

word and not cling to creeds. This, we hope, will char

acterize the magazine in the future as it has in the past,

and, we fondly believe, will give it a value infinitely be

yond ordinary expositions.

"We have received letters replete with theological

words and formulas, insisting that we either subscribe to

them or be denounced as a heretic.

Just as the Pharisees and the Herodians sent some to

see if they could not catch our Lord in His talk (Mk. 12:

13) so traps are being laid for us in order to get evidence
against us and discredit our efforts to open up the Word

of Gfod. The method is exceedingly simple. First, they

are searching our published writings with the sole object
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of finding something incriminating. Next we are urged

to subscribe to certain theological formulas, which are

not found in the Scriptures.

It may save much wasted effort and misunderstand

ing if we define our position on this matter clearly once

for all. We are well aware that our refusal to subscribe

to man-made statements of doctrine may be made the

basis of serious charges against us. Nevertheless we

wish to repeat that we absolutely refuse to sign any un-

scriptural or extra-scriptural creed or doctrine even if

we believe it. A statement which cannot be expressed

in the words of divine inspiration is inspired by the

enemy of truth, and has no claim on the man of God.

No human creed, no statement of theology not found

in the scriptures, calls for our allegiance or belief. We

may consider it and accept it tentatively, but it is always

subject to the divine word itself. We have no right to

ask or urge anyone to sign such a creed or adhere to its

tenets, even though they are thoroughly convinced of

its truth. Creeds which conform to the truth of the

Scriptures are useless; those which do not are dangerous.

If we believe a truth of Scripture let us express it in

the language of Scripture. It is almost invariably the

case that any change from the inspired form of sound

words indicates a deviation from the full and perfect

truth itself.

We desire to believe all that God has spoken, and to

reject all that man has imported into it.

In general, we hope to make the magazine more easily

understood. We will continue delving into new depths

of truth, but shall give more space to detailed expositions

of what has already been announced, as well as articles

in its defense.

We hope to have, in each issue, one or two contin

uous expositions of some book of the Scriptures. The

articles on the Unveiling will be continued. A lengthy

and exhaustive treatise on the book of Acts, by W. H.

Martin, of Minneapolis, will form a feature of the mag

azine for some time. This is greatly needed and should
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prove very helpful. Readings in Romans will also be

given by Alan Burns, whose writings have proved so ac

ceptable in the past.

The truth of the ultimate salvation of all mankind

has been firmly established and will be vigorously de

fended and further unfolded.

Among the provinces of truth concerning which there

is urgent need for definite research and teaching, is

God's method of saving unbelievers. If all are to be

ultimately saved and reconciled to Him, how does He

bring it about? Now that we have learned God's purr

pose to be the Savour of all mankind, and have grasped

some of the details of His special salvation for believers,

the way ought to clear to examine the process by means

of which the whole race will be brought to acknowledge

Him and His love. This involves an examination of

God's judgments, especially that of the Great White

Throne. We hope to have a series on this subject, and

request the fellowship of our readers in prayer that

this may prove a timely help.

Our next volume will contain a series on the book of

Job, by our departed brother Gelesnoff. We hope to

add this lovely little exposition to our permanent list of

publications.

We also take pleasure in announcing a special series

on Inspiration by Professor W. T. Broad, at one time

associated with Dr. Bullinger in preparing for the Com

panion Bible. The article in this issue on Mosaic Legis

lation is from his pen. As a graduate in law from the

Universities of Wales and London and Liverpool, he is

specially qualified to compare modern law with the an

cient code of the Scriptures.

Dr. Wm. H. Walker has already contributed to the

magazine. All will enjoy the devotional spirit of his

articles on God's Purpose for this Lost World. William

Mealand has contributed three gems on The Life of the

Ages, The Highway of Grace, and The Rich Man.

The prime purpose of the magazine, which is the ex

ploration of realms of truth which have become lost in
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the mists of human tradition, will not be entirely neg

lected. And here we must beg the forbearance of our

readers. Perhaps some such plan as was proposed to

prevent war might help those who cannot bear to have

their favorite doctrine demolished. Before definitely de

ciding against any new unfolding give yourself a year

or two for patient consideration, and the probability is

that your opposition will cool and melt away as further

facts are offered.

The special realms of truth which are still obscure

in the minds of most might be succinctly stated as Cos

mology and Theology, the teaching of Scripture as to

the world of matter and its beginning, and the doctrine

of God, especially the relation existing between the Spirit

and God and between the Son and God. Christianity is

sorely dogmatic on these themes and, to defend it own

illogical and unscriptural position, loudly insists that

they cannot be understood. That orthodoxy cannot be

understood is beyond any question, but the Scriptures

were given for the very purpose of revealing these things.

They are clear and can be understood.

We hope to devote a few pages to helpful discussions

of Concordant translations, concerning which our read

ers have sent in questions.

We prefer not to make public statements concerning

money matters lest it should seem to border on begging.'

But it will save much correspondence to make plain our

position on the subject.

So far no one has ever received anything out of the

publishing fund for writing or reading proof. This has

all been done gratuitously. To save expense the maga

zine is published by the Editor who thus gets lowest

rates on all labor and supplies necessary for its produc

tion. The presswork and binding is done at most rea

sonable rates by a friend of the truth. No charge is

made for management, or rent, or profit. The make-up

of the type pages is done by the Editor, for which he

charges ordinary wages.

As a result, the whole work is on the most economi-
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cal basis. Paper and labor is still twice what it was be

fore the war. Yet we have not raised the subscription

price, which was barely sufficient at that time.

The exchange rate has made it advisable to leave

money in foreign countries as long as possible and use

the credit for carrying on the work. This has reached

its limit, so an effort has been made to get printing and

supplies abroad. It was found, however, that, while

prices in the United States are much higher than in

England, our system of eliminating all profits and ex

penses for supervision, made it possible for us to deliver

goods in London cheaper than they could be done there.

Our custom is to use all available funds in the work,

so that the treasury is practically empty at all times.

In fact, if all obligations were met, it would be a minus

quantity. Like the widow's barrel of meal and the-cruse

of oil, we depend on the Lord to provide our every need.

There is always more to be done than the funds allow.

At present several series which have appeared in the

magazine are waiting to be reprinted in pamphlet form.

Before the war we gradually accumulated a stock of

literature. The sale of this helped carry us through.

Now we are confronted with the task of replenishing the

supply besides carrying on the current publications.

All in All has been reprinted, and we hope to renew

all our present pamphlets as they are used up.

It must be remembered that many receive our pub

lications free, and many more are two and three years

behind in their subscriptions.

We hope that this explanation will serve to free us

from all question as to the use of funds entrusted to

our care, not only in the past but in the future. "We

have not taken as much as wages for the mechanical

work and would gladly forego that if it were not in

cumbent on us to make due provision for a livelihood. In

order to carry on this work we refuse steady work at

good wages for lack of strength to do both. We work for

wages at intervals to keep from using funds due us,

but which are needed to keep the work under way.
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In legal, apostate Israel each one was required to

give a tenth to Jehovah. They lived on nine-tenths of

their income. The Levites, on the other hand, received

one tenth from each of the eleven tribes, so that they

could probably enjoy eleven tenths of the average in

come. In other words, Jehovah provided more liberally

for those devoted to His service than for the others.

By no means let us enslave ourselves with the yoke

of the law, yet let us remember that, by the power of

the spirit, we fulfil the righteous requirements of the

law even though we do not walk after the flesh. We are

not to bind ourselves to a tax of one tenth of all we ac

quire to the Lord's, work. This is mere justice, and

far too low a standard for those who revel in God's

grace. Eather let us be ashamed if we do not gleefully

give far more.

But what would be the effect of such a course f Then

a congregation of ten families would be ample to provide

for the wants of a pastor! But what hireling would take

a church as small as that f It is evident that, in the

matter of giving the present apostasy is far worse than

Israel ever was.

Yet grace has another side. It is the privilege of the

man of God to provide for his needs with his own hands.

So long as our failing strength makes this possible we

shall exult in this service. We would greafcly desire,

however, to enlarge the work to the point where it will

require sufficient work to provide a livelihood.

In conclusion, let us take courage. Since we are

oil God's side, we ought to be able to enjoy even disap

pointment and defeat. And how much more ought

we to exult when signs of blessing abound? Let us go

6n in His strength, glorying in His grace. God is work

ing. Let us work with Him. The very opposition has

stirred up hearts to inquire into the truth. More meet

ings are being held. A larger hall is needed in one city

to* hold the numbers who come. The magazine list is

growing. Let each one seek to have his share in dispens
ing the blessing.
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Some time ago we published a reply to an article on

The Larger Hope, which, it was confidently asserted,

fully answered our position. In order to be perfectly

fair, we offered to print any rejoinder which our detrac

tors might wish to make, so that, if we are wrong, they

would have the opportunity of reaching our readers

with the truth. Of course, we ought to have the same

privilege in their publications, in which to answer their

arguments, but we waived this, for we were certain that

they would not dare to publish the facts which we would

present to their readers. We do not hesitate a moment

in publishing any point which even appears to contra

dict our position. We want the truth. If we have it,

we should not be afraid of submitting it to any scrip

tural test.

Their course is the opposite. They suppress facts.

They refuse to allow their followers even to read, much

less consider, the truth. They warn them not to read our

writings. The weapons of their warfare are carnal.

Since they cannot answer our teaching they descend to

personalities and abuse. While this may serve to de

lude their own followers, candid and honest hearts will

see in this the damaging admission that they cannot an

swer us. When the Jews could not withstand the force

of his inspired argument, they stoned Stephen. So do

these brethren to us. The following is their reply to

our invitation. We fear it will convince very few of

our readers. It simply shows that they are desperate.

MARKS OF ERRORISTS

Meddling with the simple but solemn declarations of the
Word of God concerning the eternal destiny of the wicked
seems to be the common goal of all errorists. One can trace

certain marks in all of them. There is the claim of "new

light" and "original research" independent altogether of
others. They tell us that they receive it all from the Lord.
One does well to be suspicious of any teacher who claims
this. Such have often been found out reproducing the works

of other men. Strange and fanciful theories about certain

doctrines are invented. True there is a continued outcry
against traditionalism, creedal theology, etc. The utterances

and teachings of some of the greatest gifts of the Lord to
His church are set aside and belittled. This is done with an
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astonishing boldness, which must be the result of a colossal
pride. The impression* is created by these men that till they
came no one ever knew the truth of God. An intellectual
superiority is likewise in evidence; they reason with the
shrewness of a trained lawyer. They use Greek, of which
they know little; they quote a few words in Hebrew, of which
they know less. It is a veritable show of learning.. It takes
with some people and if the person is fascinating a following
is soon assured. Then they follow the "new light" without
discovering that the old prediction is anew verified "also of
your own selves shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to
draw disciples after them." But somehow these men always
lead on to the denial of something concerning the future state.

In a monthly, published on the Pacific Coast we saw the fol
lowing statement:

"Endless punishment is no longer accepted arid pro
claimed as it was; among those who resolutely adhere to
the foundation truths of the Gospel, the conviction pre
vails, though many may not express themselves fully,
that the doctrine in its old, legal, mechanical, sensuous

form of statement is not true. In its creedal form, it is
not believed by the people. The impression prevails and
conviction deepens that the doctrine needs revision and
restatement."

In other words, the doctrine concerning the endless, con
scious punishment of the lost, as revealed in the Word of
God, as believed by the apostles, as taught by the great
men of God in the past, the noblest men of deepest piety and
the most mature and real scholarship, needs revision.

It is very true "endless punishment is no longer accepted
and proclaimed as it was," but this is a part of the apostasy.
Millennial Dawnism and all the other Satan cults are
marked by the same denial of eternal punishment and all
have "revised" the doctrine to suit themselves.

Some of these charges would be amusing if the whole
were not such a sad exhibition, of jealous impotence. If

we are so pitiably ignorant, surely it would be a simple

matter to give some tangible proof. But if you cannot

answer such simpletons as we are— The logical deduc

tion would make us appear to be throwing stones, which

we steadfastly refuse to do. No, my dear brethren, we

need not inquire into your qualifications to sit in judg

ment on one of God's servants, for the spirit which actu

ates you is not the spirit of God, but the spirit of the
Slanderer^ You condemn without evidence, you seek to

exercise dominion over the faith of your followers.
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You seek to convince by intimidation and defama
tion. And we do not wonder at this. Your god is vin

dictive, vengeful, and unutterably cruel, and you can
not help imitating him. Eemember, whenever you show

a spirit so totally at variance with the spirit of Christ,
the bitter fruit bears evidence that it is rooted in error.

The destructive doctrine of the eternal conscious torment
of the wicked leads you to lash your fellow slaves. The
amazing truth of the universal reconciliation of the

universe at the consummation (Col. 1:20) leads us to

entreat you no longer to reject God's gracious word, and

dishonor His holy name, but to believe that, through the
suffering and sufficiency of His Son, God will become

All in all (1 Cor. 15:28).

SPIRITISM TESTED

We are in receipt of several copies? of a booklet by Geo.

Aldridge on " Spiritualism Tested by Revelation, Reason
and Common Sense." It is published by the New Zea
land Evangelistic and Publication Association, Auck

land, New Zealand. Price, sixpence. It is a reply to

two lectures delivered by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. In

the compass of a small pamphlet the author shows the

utter lack of reason or sense in the claims of the spirit

ists, as well as their clash with the Scriptures of truth.

We heartily commend it to all who are interested in the

subject.

THE CHIHLI MISSION

Mr. and Mrs. Heidal, of Kaoyisien, Chihli, North China,

report encouraging progress in the gospel. Their rented

chapel is too small and the mission has bought a piece

of ground on which they hope to build this spring or

summer, if the Lord will. They request the prayers of

the saints in this undertaking. Those who wish to help

in mission work would do well to aid in establishing this

beacon for the truth in the midst of dense darkness.

See the announcement on front inside cover. v
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THE LOST VISION

Prepositions are the smallest and yet largest words

which we use in our theologizing. The statement that

man must " believe in Christ" will never be apprehended

until the preposition is understood. Its importance may

be seen in the apostles at times using the expression ci be

lieved into Christ"—an intensification of the idea. Men

have argued and labored over the possible meaning of the

larger term, the verb "believe". The preposition has

always contained the clue to every imagined problem in

the phrase. Men are ever apt to look for God in the

thunder and the storm, but He Who speaks with a "still

small voice" uses the little things of life and scripture

to reveal His meaning. "In" tells us of identification.

"Into" is the process of identifying. Millions "believe"

—they form the corrupt mass of leavened Christendom.

Individuals, some here and some there, have "believed

into" Christ and are all that this battered, storm-swept

world knows of Christianity.

In a preposition lies the secret of mankind's loss of

the vision of God. Romans one records the dimming

of man's eyesight when it failed to see the "power and

deity" through the things the Creator made. The Eng

lish statement that "the invisible things... are clearly

seen" in "the things that are made" does not quite

tie up with facts, as may be seen in any article by mod

ern astronomers, geologists, or scientists, where even a

reference to the Creator's "power and deity" is truly

an "invisible thing". Astronomers have scanned the

heavens and seen suns and systems invisible to the naked

eye but they have not "clearly seen" the invisible God.

Geologists have quarried the depths of earth and brought

to light geological stratas, fossilized bones, and natural
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laws, but the excavator's spade has never disclosed the
"invisible things" which are said to be "clearly seen".
There is a reason for this, a reason which rests on a prep
osition, as we will show later on.

Professor Godet's comment on this passage is of
value here. "The complex phrase noumena kathoratai,

are spiritually contemplated, contains two intimately
connected, ideas: on the one hand a viewing with the out

ward sense; on the other an act of intellectual percep

tion, whereby that which presents itself to the eye be
comes at the same time a revelation to our consciousness.

The animal sees as man does; but lacks the nous, under

standing, whereby man ascends from the contemplation

of the work to that of the worker." In phenomena we

have that which is seen when, animal-like, we look at

creation. In noumena we have that which is seen when

we look through "the things that are made". The dif

ference lies incarnate in the preposition. '

The origin of all heathenism, ancient and modern,

scientific and otherwise, lies in the fact that men have

contented themselves with looking at and not through

the world of material things. Looking at the operation

of nature our modern scientists have seen law. Had they

looked through they would have beheld the Lawgiver.

Looking at the heavens above and the earth beneath and

around, artists and poets have painted and sung the

praises of "Nature". Had they looked through they

would have joined the Psalmist in his praises of God.

The people of by-gone ages looked at the sun in its fiery

magnificence and their awed souls bowed idolatrously to

it. Had they but looked through their spirits would

have joyed in worshiping him. A Pantheist is one who

looks at "the things that are made" and, thinking they

are the exhaustion of God, worships them. A Theist is

one who views these same things as an expression of

God, a part and not the sum of His being, a segment and

not the circumference of His substance, and who, look

ing through, sees the vision of God. Blind eyes cannot

see through the things that are made to.behold the in

visible. But the opened eye, touched by redemption's
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magic power, can and does "clearly perceive". A ren

dering of the phrase "clearly to be seen" by "may be

deeply seen" is one that has much appeal to the writer

as suggesting the spiritual vigor, or intuition, necessary

to brush aside the phenomena to behold the noumena

hidden within, or behind, the physical facts of creation.

"Deeply" the invisible truths of the invisible God do

surely lie. So deep, indeed, that, while they are de

cried by the eye of simple faith, they are yet so deep

that godless curiosity, however scientific it may think

itself to be, cannot reach them with shovel or spade,

scalpel or lancet, cannot analyze them with acids, or view

them with either telescope or microscope.

When you look at it, Nature is a dead wall that for

bids your passing beyond itself, a screen or curtain like

the veil that barred man from the Holiest of All. When

you look through, however, the veil is rent and you hear

hidden harmonies which lie "deeply to be heard" in the

song of the nightingale and thrush, the chirp of the

cricket and the glad carol of the lark. The whisper of

every passing breeze contains within its depths the sigh

of a compassionate God brooding over a ruined creation.

The petals of the rose but "deeply" veil within them

selves a passage-way to the beauty of God. Hid deeply

in Nature's bosom is a highway to the heart of God.

His voice may be heard in the rumbling of the sea, the

roar of Niagara, and the gurgle of every tiny brook.

The "footprints of the Creator" are "deeply to be seen"

in the library of the rocks. His fingerprints are on the

stars. Like walls of brazen metal the "things that are

seen" prevent the progress of self-sufficient man, who

beats out his brains against the "facts" of Nature in

his attempt to lay ruthless hands on the secrets of life.

But faith perceives the hinges and the seeming walls of

brass become portals into the Temple of God.

Had Daniel looked at the lions he would have trem

bled and shaken, but he looked through and saw the

lions' God. Had David, like Israel, looked at Goliath he
would have fled in terror from the scene with his shep

herd's slirig and five smooth stones. But the eye of
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David's faith pierced Goliath's armor and, looking

^through, David saw a greater than he. The ten spies

saw the giants. Joshua and Caleb looked through and

saw God.

The entire protest of the prophets was against this

natural tendency of Israel to look at, and not through

the sacrifices, as the heathen referred to looked at and

not through the sun. Israel's tendency in this respect

embodied itself in the Pharisee who went into the temple

to pray. Looking at himself, as millions of his kin have

since done, he spread his virtues before himself, and

counted up his spiritual wealth as measured by stan

dards of his own. He looked at his righteousness and

found it beautiful to behold; he gazed at his alms-giving

and determined it was generous; he turned his vision

inward and absolved himself from every spot, wrinkle

and taint, such as "other men" might have. The Pub

lican focused his vision not on "other men"—they had

to answer each for himself—but in a single ray of blind

ing condemnation on himself. He looked through and

not merely at the God before Whom he bowed, for he

saw the heart of mercy, the very Core of the Invisible,

that (expressed its noumena through the phenomena of

the temple sacrifices. That m^rcy was ever "deeply to

be seen" in the shadows and signs of the Levitical econ

omy. But such as had "eyes to see", who could look

TiiROTJGH the dumb signs to the living substance beyond,

could feast their hearts on "the invisible things of God".

Romans 5:3-5 is the property of faith, and only faith,

for faith alone can put its amen to the facts recorded

there. They are facts only to faith, for faith looks not

at but through. In the second verse on the horizon of

hope is seeii the radiant glow of the rising "glory of

God". Thit isa future fact which feeds the joy as it

increases the courage of faith. In the fifth verse we

have Paul's triumphant postscript to the inventory

which he has just catalogued. This Pauline postscript

refers not to a future hope but to a present possession.

We have—does he say it merely, or does he sing it?—•

"the love of God shed abroad in our hearts". The fu-
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ture is therefore already begun in the present, for what,

pray, is the glory of God if it be not His love? But

though love is our companion on the journey, the path

to the dawning glory is one that is covered with thorns.

Is not that why the Master girded Himself with a towel

and so tenderly bathed His followers' feet? Well He

knew the feet that followed the path He trod Himself

must often bleed. But listen to Paul, or rather to Faith,

for it is Faith that speaks here. "We glory in tribu

lations !" G-l-o-r-y does not spell growl! The flesh

growls. Faith glories.

But who has ever enjoyed a passage through a

threshing-machine (that is what the word "tribulation"

means) ? Who has ever found humor in the lion's jaws,

or cause for jests in the headsman's axe or peaceful rest

at the martyr's stake? Pain is never aught else but pain.

Faith does not veneer the fact of suffering with a line

of jargon from a Christian Science text book. Faith

does not deny facts: it faces them. How then does it

find cause for glorying "in tribulations also"?

If Faith has the honesty to recognize the facts of

life, it also has the vision to look through them. Look

at the tribulation or the trouble, and, however small it

may be, it becomes a thing of terror. Look through It,

however great, and it becomes a trifle. Faith looks

through tribulation and sees patience beyond. Faith

still peers into the matter and through patience it per

ceives experience. Faith examines experience and

through it sees the dawning of hope. And then through

hope it gazes on the smile of God.

Alan Burns



CONCORDANT RENDERINGS

1 Corinthians 4:9

God demonstrates with us, the last apostles.

God hath set forth us, the apostles, last

The objection to using " set forth" is that this ex

pression contains two words each of which suggests an

element of the Greek which is not present. Besides it

gives no distinct sense after we correct "apostles last''

to "last apostles". The Greek word here, which is com

posed of the elements prom-show, is translated differ

ently every time in the A. V. They have approved (Ac.

.2:22), prove (Ac. 25:7), showing (2 Thess. 2:4) and, for

the noun, demonstrates (1 Cor. 2:4). If we substitute

"set forth" in any of these occurrences we will see how

far short it falls of giving the true sense. The Jews did

"set forth" many charges against Paul which they could

not demonstrate. Had they rendered the word con

sistently, "laid many and grievous complaints against

Paul, which they could not set forth" (Ac. 25:7), no one

Would follow them. Then why should it not mean more

than this in Corinthians?

; The C. V. rendering may not tickle our ears at its

.first reading but it is consistent and gives a vigorous

sense to the passage. The Corinthians were rich and

reigning. But if that were the ideal for the present,

then the last apostles (i. e., those for the present, as

Paul) should participate in these blessings. But not

so. God demonstrates with them that the true glory of

the present grace is found in the depths. Just as Paul's

call was a pattern for those after him, so the ministry

of the last apostles demonstrates the character of pres

ent service.



THE PURPOSE OF GOD FOR

THIS LOST WORLD

Does God care for this lost world ? is a question often

asked in view of His seeming indifference to its present

sufferings, its many injustices and condition of general

disorder. To some the question takes even a more serious

form, viz., Is there a God at all? If there is, why does

He not do something—if He can ?

Why should God care for this lost world? Because

in the,beginning He created it for His pleasure and

glory. He pronounced it very good, but in its changed

condition, through the work of an enemy preferred by

man to God, it has become such as we could not expect

a holy God to take pleasure in. The world has become

to Him a scene of anarchy, rebellion and disorder, and

under the organized power of an adversary (Bph. 2:

1,2).

God's present seeming indifference towards the world,

is evidence of His deepest interest in it. For God to

come into the world now, would .be simply to execute

judgment. How blind those are who are constantly

challenging God to do something, if He can. Did they

but know it, the very delay is but the evidence of His

long-suffering love, because He would have them saved.

Surely such recognition could not fail to bow them be

fore Him in deepest penitence and submissive love. To

this fact the ambassador's message calls; the fact of the

continuance of the ambassadors here is the deepest

proof of the interest of God in this lost world.
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Thus we see God has not abandoned this sinful world,

but in the fulness of time sent His only begotten Son

into it, to reveal His love and redemptive purpose

towards it; yet, strange to say, this revelation of

Himself in fullest love and richest grace, only re

vealed in man the depth of his hatred to God, and

alienation from Him. Why should God care for the

world after this f What could be expected further from

a world which had no appreciation of the infinite love

and goodness which had been so graciously displayed?

Why not close the scene at once by bringing upon it its

merited judgment?

The answer to this is found in the fact of the purpose

of God formed before the world was ruined, or ever

was, and expressed to us in the following scripture:

"God hath appointed a day in the which He will rule

this world in righteousness by that Man Whom He hath

appointed and hath given assurance unto all men, in

that He hath raised Him from the dead." We have in

this scripture a purpose, a person, a program and a con

summation.

The appointed purpose is to rule this world by a Man.

What is a purpose ? The determining of a certain end

to be accomplished, as also of the means by which it is

to be secured. This involves will, aim, interest.

God could make a purpose, hence we read of "His

good pleasure which He purposed in Himself" (Eph.

1:9). In the execution of that purpose He cannot be

hindered. Human purposes may be thwarted, but God's

purpose never.

It was formed in Christ Jesus before the age times

(2 Tim. 1:9). God could do this for "known unto God

are all His works from before age times" (Acts 15:18).

His purpose is immutable, for He is in one mind and

who can turn Him, for what His soul desireth, even that

He doeth (Job 23:13). His word is, "My counsel shall

stand and I will do all my pleasure" (Isa. 46:10).

There are three great facts existing before the be

ginning of the age times, viz: The love of the Father

for the Son? the sacrifice of Christ, and the choice of the
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believers in Him. May we not add a fourth—the eonian
purpose. (See John 17:24; 1 Pet. 1:19, 20; Eph. 1:
3, 4.)

Among the things involved in the purpose is the

needed time for its accomplishment. This involved the

planning of the ages, which was by the Son (c/. Heb. 1:
1, 2, 11:3), their number, length, principle of revela

tion and responsibility; thus marking the fact of pro
gressive revelation.

The question of the ages has always been, Who shall

rule the world? The ages have given the opportunity

of determining who can rule the world; and they have

all testified unmistakably to the fact of man's incom-

petency to rule himself, much less is he able to rule

others. Nothing could be more impressive than recent

facts that the results of all man's efforts to rule the
world have ended in significant failure. Never did

events cry as loudly to heaven for the competent ruler,

as now. Never more fervently did they breathe the

prayer, "Thy kingdom come."

Who is the appointed Man? We read "The Father

loveth the Son (Jn. 5:20) and hath given all things into

His hands" (Jn. 13:3). God has found one Man Whom

He can trust implicitly with all the interests of the

world. The Man of His counsel, Who has undertaken

the responsibility of delivering back to God a perfectly

delivered world, with all enemies abolished, and all the

works of the devil destroyed (Prov. 8:22-31; 1 Cor. 15:

25-28; 1 Jn. 3:8).

What did this mean to the Beloved Son? It meant

the incarnation. He glorified God in the scene where,

by sin, God had been dishonored. The incarnation also

revealed man—what he ought to be to God and the dis

tance between that and what he is. It was impossible

that the life which was perfect light could do any thing

but condemn the darkness and that the darkness should

seek to put out the light.

It meant also that He must deal with the enemy.

Hence the temptation challenge to conflict, and the vic

tory over the strong man, resulting in the ministry of
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miracles, which was the spoiling of his goods. The devil

never directly attacked Jesus after the victory of the

temptation. The question of the temptation was that

of rule. "If Thou therefore wilt worship me, all shall

be Thine" (Lu. 4:7).

: The incarnation was also in order that the question

of sin might be dealt with as it only could be dealt with

by death (Heb. 2:14). Hence, the cross sacrifice. Here

a righteous God and an ungodly sinner are dealt with

according to the demands of both, in the One Who stood

for man in the judgment which he deserved, and in the

doing of it met all the requirement of a righteous God

with regard to sin.

So perfectly has all this been accomplished that, on

the basis of it, God comes to the sinner and commends

His love, not imputing men's offenses unto them but

beseeching them to be conciliated to Him (2 Cor. 5:19-

21).

Out of this comes the fact of resurrection, which is

the basis of a sinner's assurance of salvation, as well as

the demand and guarantee of the future rule of the

world by Christ. In the resurrection we have a new

supremacy of man in Christ. But now we see not yet

all things put under Him; but we see Jesus, crowned

with glory and honor, (Heb. 2:7-9) far above all prin

cipality and power and might and dominion, and every

name that is named, not only in this age but in that

which is future (Eph. 1:21).

This much of the purpose has been accomplished.

What yet remains to be done ? This will be the subject

of a future article.

W. H. Walker



THE SOCIAL LEGISLATION

OF THE LAW

We often times speak of the Mosaic Law, but the term
is really a misnomer. The laws so-called are not the
laws of Moses at all, and the name is not used in the
Scriptures. Moses made no laws. He was not author
ized to do so, and the power was not delegated to him.
True, he was the leader of God's chosen people, the Is

raelites. . But their government was at first a theocracy,

God was their King, and made laws and regulations for
them. Moses was God's mouthpiece only. When God

wanted to speak to the Israelites, He used Moses as His

spokesman. Moses was a prophet, that is, God spake

through him, and he spake out what God told him to say.

His constant word of introduction to what he said was

"Thus saith the Lord." If we used scriptural phrase

ology, we should say'" The laws of God for the Israelites,

given through Moses." They are not the laws of Moses

at all, but the laws of Jehovah in every case.

With all his genius, Moses had not the ability to

make such laws. They were profoundly wise, exactly

suited in the first case to a nation in the wilderness and

later to a nation settled down in their own land under

conditions of permanency and civilization. They were

sufficient for future needs, as well as for the present

time when first given. Moses never entered the promised

land, and did not know, save by revelation from God,

what their future as a nation would be. Hence it was

impossible for him to provide for the .unknown future.

But God Who knows the end from the beginning, did

know and made laws to suit all the needs of that future.

A study of these laws convinces one of their inspira

tion, not an inspiration of thought merely, but of the

actual words of the code. The code of laws was inspired
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word for word by Jehovah Himself. The separate laws

are the words of God spoken through the vocal organs

of Moses. For '/God spake through the prophets", of

whom Moses was one.

Inspiration is not revelation, or human insight, or

genius, or knowledge. God gave, and gives, all these, to

His servants, as well as unction and spiritual under

standing. Bather, inspiration is. God speaking to us

through a man. The message is inspired verbally by

God Himself. In these days of waning faith and gross

unbelief, it is needful to stress this point, so that God's

people may be abundantly assured that God's word is

inspired, infallible, and inerrant, and one only source

of authority in things spiritual. The vaporings of in

fidelity so current today under the name of "Higher

Criticism", are, when carefully examined by the most

enlightened scholars, found to be the results of gross

ignorance only, on the part of persons who lack the

sense of spiritual insight which God gives to His believ

ing children. We ought to speak of an inspired message,

rather than an inspired man. It is only as the message

is itself inspired that the man uttering it by God's action

through him can in any sense be said to be inspired.

Anyway the prophet was only inspired while uttering

the message.

We cannot study these laws without being pro

foundly convinced of the fact of their inspiration. The

man who denies it must be ignorant of human nature.

The details of the legislation are so perfect that we are

compelled to the conclusion, either that people in an

cient times were infinitely better than we are in genius,

or else that the laws were not man-made but divine. We

start then with the assurance of their inspiriation by

God.

The Jewish rabbis say that the law contains ten

thousand commands. The Ten Commandments are only

a trifling part of these in point of number, though a
summary of the whole. This law code is found in the

Torah, as the Jewish Scriptures call the first five books

written by Moses.
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In Exodus we get the laws given by God at Mount
Sinai. They include the Ten Commandments and the
laws necessary for the nation while traveling in the wil
derness. In Leviticus we get more detail but chiefly
regarding the laws regulating the worship of God. In

the book of Deuteronomy we have the ten addresses of

Moses given by him to the nation just immediately pre

ceding their entry into the land. "And it came to pass

in the fortieth year, in the eleventh month, on the first

day of the month, that Moses spake unto the children of
Israel, according unto all that the Lord had given him

in commandment unto them; ... on this side Jordan,
in the land of Moab, began Moses to declare this law"

(Deut. 1:3), and then follow ten addresses of "the Sec-

and Law" as the word Deuteronomy signifies, giving:

the laws to be obeyed in the land which God had given

them and which they were now going to enter. These

are new regulations suited to the new life to be entered

upon.

The spirit of a law and its method of enforcement

is all-important. Good laws may be badly enforced and

the spirit of the judges may be tyrannical. Within these

last few days in Eastern Canada, a woman was prose

cuted in the law courts for having a bottle of liquor on

her person. She was found guilty, and since a husband

is liable for his wife's torts, her husband, a sailor then

away on a voyage, was sentenced to a month's imprison

ment as a punishment. That is an instance of tyrannical

enforcement of a good law.

Good laws are presumed to have no favorites, but
God's laws specially care for the poor, needy, defense
less, and widows. They are His first care.

The object of these laws for Israel was that there

should be no poverty and no really poor people. They

aimed at the independence and freedom of every man.

There could be under these laws no millionaires as today

is so common. Equality of property and opportunity
was provided.

God told Moses to write these laws in a book and an
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official copy was to be kept in the ark in the tabernacle.

Hence the laws were known and copies could be multi

plied. It was a duty of the priests and Levites to teach

them to the people. And when a prince became king,

he had to copy out the whole law for himself and keep

it as God's law for him and the nation. The laws were

not unknown and stored away only in the brains of law

yers. In fact the laws were so plain and couched in such,

simple language that lawyers were really not necessary.

Many of,these laws have been copied in the laws of

Great Britain and the Empire as well as in those of the

United States. The best part of both legal systems is

the "Common Law" so-called, law made by the judges

in contradistinction to that made by the legislatures.

But these laws were not judge-made: they were directly

given, by God. Moses did not originate them, alter them,

or add to them a single word.. He disclaimed to be their

author again and again. These laws can be classified as

laws of health, laws of person, laws of property, and

lp,ws of worship. .

The laws of health are models of advanced sanitation,,

even in our day. They regulate food, conduct, disease

and all sanitary matters. Grand would it be if we could

have such perfect laws today.

The laws of property regulated the acquisition and

use of wealth. . Their basis was that God was the land

lord of all the land. It all belonged to Him, and He,

as the real Owner, laid down the condition under which

it could be held. There was no freehold property. AH

the people were to share equally in the land. It was to

be divided by lot. God promised to see to the disposal
of the lot when cast. And every man had an allotment

of land assigned to him in the division. This land was

not to be permanently alienated or sold, and in no case

could it be disposed of to another tribe.

God being the owner of the land required all tenants

to acknowledge His claim to rent. The rent was called

tithe, and God fixed it in every case at one-tenth of what

a man's net income from the land was each year. What

ever a man gave outside this to God/s service was called
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a freewill offering. But the tithe was the man's rent,

and was a debt due to God, the landlord. Tithes were
due as rent and due to God, and were to be paid to the

priests, Levites and the poor, and to keep up the worship

of God at the tabernacle at first and later at the temple.

Every man had his allotment and, of course, paid his

tithe; there was no excuse for not paying it. And how

very trifling was this rent to God compared with the

rent landlords get today!

There being no private ownership of the land, a man

could not sell it. He had the use of it only. It was not

his to dispose of. At the end of the tenant's life, it was

inherited by his children or next of kin.

A man could dispose for a while of his interest in the

allotment. But every fiftieth year was called a jubilee,

and when jubilee year came round a release had to be

given, and the land returned to the tenant. A sale or a

mortgage of an allotment was effective only up to the'

next jubilee. Hence Naboth could not by God's law sell

his plot of land to king Ahab, and Ahab's request was

for an illegal act. As a man loyal to God's law, Naboth

was bound to refuse the king's request.

God intended the Israelites to live on the land. They

were to be a nation of farmers. Each man had enough

land to provide for the sustenance of himself and his

family. And as the population increased there was to

be more intensive and better cultivation of the soil. As

a matter of fact, the nation never took possession of all

the land God gave to them. There was abundance of

work and land for all the population.

Crops were to be grown and taken off yearly, but

every seventh year the land was to rest. No crops were

to be-sown or reaped, the trees were- not to be pruned,

or fruit gathered. "Whatever the land grew of itself

was for the poor. Each seventh year then the land

was to lie fallow and rest. Every seventh seven years

was to be followed by a jubilee year when all land sold

or mortgaged had to be released back to the original

tenant. The rich young ruler in the gospels was bold

to go and sell all that he "possessed" and give to the
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poor. He had legally no right to possess. But he went

away sorrowful "for he had great possessions". The

Pharisee in his prayer said he gave tithes of all that he

possessed. Legally he had no right to possess. God only

was the possessor of all the land.

Holidays were many under this law. One day in

seven was a sabbath, a day of rest. "In it thou shalt

do no manner of work", thyself, family or servants.

During the year there were three feasts of seven days

each, really periods of rest, holiday, and worship. Every

seventh year was really a holiday, too, for the farmer,

as well as the land.

As for money, a person who owned it had to give

free loans to all Israelites who were in need and asked

such help. An Israelite was not allowed to charge inter

est at any time for any purpose except from a gentile.

"If thou lend money to any of my people that is poor

by thee, thou shalt not be to him as a usurer, neither

shalt thou lay upon him usury'' (Exodus 22:25). "And
if thy brother be waxen poor, and fallen in decay with

thee; then thou shalt relieve him: yea, though he be a

stranger, or a sojourner; that he may live with thee.

Take thou no usury of him, or increase; but fear thy

God; that thy brother may live with thee. Thou shalt

not give him thy money upon usury, nor lend him thy

victuals for increase. I am the Lord your God, which

brought you forth out of the land of Egypt, to give you

the land of Canaan, and to be your God" (Lev. 25:35-

38). Here in the old fashioned English in King James's

Version, usury means simply interest as we call it today.

Loans were to be repaid if possible. But if they could

not be repaid, the creditor was to give a release by deed

to the debtor in the seventh year. It was called the

Lord's release. God assumed the debt, and repaid it by

extra crops to the original creditor. We never read of

any complaint that God failed to make good His promise

to repay. The result was there were no very rich or very

poor. But the Jews soon broke God's law and hence

the expostulations of God's prophets and punishment

upon the lawbreakers.
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Houses were allowed as possessions in walled towns,

but not in the villages, for there houses were to be as the

land. Today, our troubles are either from money or real

estate, but since the Jewish nation lived on the land, and

house property generally was regarded legally as the

land, matters were simplified exceedingly in regard to

property in houses. In walled towns house property

was in a special category, the law reading as follows:

"If a man sell a dwelling houses in a walled city, then

he may redeem it within a whole year after it is sold;

within a full year may he redeem it. ,And if it be not re

deemed within the space of a full year, then the house

that is in the walled city shall be established for ever to

him that bought it throughout his generations: it shall

not go out in the jubilee. But the houses of the village

which have no wall round about them shall be counted

as the fields of the country: they may be redeemed, and

they shall go out in the jubilee" (Lev. 25:29-31). How

ever, houses belonging to the Levites, even if in a walled

city, might be redeemed at any time and the law of the

jubilee applied to them if not redeemed.

If a poor person gave a pledge as security, it was not

to be held after sunset. The mantle was often given as

a pledge. This was really raiment by day, and the sole

covering at night. The law was, "If thou at all take

thy neighbor's raiment to pledge, thou shalt deliver it

unto him by that the sun goeth down: for that is his

covering only, it is his raiment for his skin: wherein

shall he sleep ? And it shall come to pass, when he crieth

unto me, that I will hear; for I am gracious" (Ex. 22:

26, 27). "No man shall take the nether or the upper

millstone to pledge: for he taketh a man *s life to pledgeJ'

(Deut. 24:6). "When thou lendest thy brother any

thing, thou shalt not go unto his house to fetch his

pledge. Thou shalt stand abroad, and the man to whom

thou dost lend shall bring out the pledge abroad unto

thee. And if the man be poor, thou shalt not sleep with

his pledge in any case. Thou shalt deliver him the

pledge again when the sun goeth down, that he may sleep

in his own raiment, and bless thee; and it shall be right-
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ousness unto thee before the Lord thy God" (Deut. 24:

10-13).

It is evident from these enactments that the poor

were God's concern. Corn was ground daily, and hand

mills were needed in every house to prepare the food

for the day. And for a man to be bereft of his raiment,

in this case his mantle generally, would be an excessive

hardship. A widow's raiment was never to be taken as

a pledge (Deut. 24:17).

Mortgages also, a pledge of land as security for a

loan, were legislated for. The law was similar to that for

debts: " At the end of every seven years thou shalt make

a release. And this is the manner of the release. Every

creditor that lendeth ought unto his neighbor shall re

lease it; he shall not exact it of his neighbor, or of his

brother; because it is called the Lord's release. Of a

foreigner thou mayest exact it again: but that which is

thine with thy brother thine hand shall release, that

there be no poor among you (A. V. margin) for the

Lord shall greatly bless thee in the land which the Lord

thy God giveth thee for an inheritance to possess it ...

If there be among you a poor man of one of thy brethren

within any of thy gates in thy land which the Lord thy

God giveth thee, thou shalt not harden thine heart, nor

shut thine hand from thy poor brother, but thou shalt

open thine hand wide unto him, and shalt surely lend

him sufficient for his need, in that which he wanteth.

Beware that there be not a thought in thy wicked heart,

saying, 'The seventh year, the year of release is at hand'

and thine eye be evil against thy poor brother and thou

givest him nought; and he cry unto the Lord against

thee, and it be sin unto thee. Thou shalt surely give

him. And thine heart shall not be grieved when thou

givest unto him; because that for this thing the Lord

thy God shall bless thee in all thy works, and in all that

thou puttest thine hand unto. For the poor shall never

cease out of the land", that is, die from your neglect;

which would be the case if these laws were not carried

out (Deut. 15:1-11).

How simple these laws of creditor and debtor, and
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how generous to the poor debtor! God surely cared

much for the poor. And yet how generous too to the

creditor. God assured him of adequate returns by abun

dant blessing in his business. Today the laws are harsh

against debtors. Property is everywhere held more im

portant than man.

God's law for Israel compelled all conduct towards a

brother, that is, a fellow Israelite, to be unselfish, kind

and generous. If an Israelite in debt sold himself to his

creditor to satisfy a debt, he was not to be treated as

a bondservant, but as a hired servant only, and at the

year of jubilee be freed. "And if thy brother that

dwelleth by thee be waxen poor, and be sold unto thee;

thou shalt not compel him to serve as a bondservant;

but as a hired servant, and as a sojourner, he shall be

with thee, and shall serve thee unto the year of jubilee,

and then he shall depart from thee, both he and his

children with him, and shall return unto his own family,

and unto the possession of his fathers shall he return.

For they are my servants which I brought forth out of

the land of Egypt: they shall not be sold as bondmen

are sold. Thou shalt not rule over him with rigor; but

shalt fear thy God" (Lev. 25:39-43).

The result of all this forbiddal of harshness or ty

ranny was that there was,no cause for unrest or com

plaint as today on the part of workers. Wages had to

be paid every day at sunset, and not held over. Another

result of these laws was that no very rich class was

possible, if the laws God made were obeyed generally.

If such laws were in force now there would be an end of

present unrest and trouble between labor and capital.

These are a specimen of God's social laws for the

Israelites. Well might God say to the nation as He did

through Moses, "What nation is there so great, that hath

statutes .and judgments so righteous as all this law,

which I set before you this day?" (Deiit. 3:8). But

even so the people did not.obey them long. Eventually
they became worshippers of mammon, keen in the pur

suit of wealth and money grabbing. In the Middle Ages

of European history, the Jews invented banks with their
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cheques and note systems, while recently by their plan

of bonded indebtedness they have enabled the nations

to pile up debts which they can never expect to pay

off. By excessive interest they so oppressed peoples in
the Middle Ages that Jews became universally hated.

God's word tells us that they will gradually get control

of the finances of the nations and rule even kings and

governments. That is practically the case even now.

Later the Jews will return in numbers to Palestine.
But agriculture will be too slow a method of increasing

their wealth. Jerusalem will not please their financial

men as a centre for the world's banking. So they will

get permission to rebuild Babylon and make it their

headquarters. Thence they will bleed the nations by

their control of the bonded indebtedness of the world.

The nations will become practically slaves to pay the

interest on the bonds. Then when a great king suggests

that if the creditors in Babylon are wiped out, interest

and bonds will disappear, his plan will be hailed with

enthusiasm and the armies of the world will join to des

troy Babylon and its sated and tyrannical capitalists.

Babylon will be utterly destroyed and with it its fren

zied financial system, and deliverance will come to the

nations by the setting up immediately thereafter of Mes

siah *s kingdom.

Man is essentially selfish and to get perfect laws from

him is impossible. God's laws are the only ones really

just to capital and labor as the Mosaic laws prove. Even

to get perfect obedience to these requires that man have

a new heart given him. All experiments in the world's

socialism prove how utterly futile it is. Soviet Russia

is a standing example of it right now. The French Rev

olution with its horrible excesses of cruelty makes

ghastly reading. Man is an utter failure as far as right

eousness is concerned.

If we look at the various legal systems derived from

the Roman Law Codes, we notice they all protect prop

erty more than persons. The one party to a contract has

to hold a slave position while the other party is in a sense

treated as owner. The slave estimate sticks all through.
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But God's laws to Israel were based on freedom, equality

and justice, especially for the poor, needy, weak and

defenseless. All had access to the soil equally for food

and pleasure.

The object was that there might be no poor. No

emigration or migration was ever necessary. Increase

of population was maintained by better cultivation of

the soil and by occupying the whole land given them by

God. There was no legal or economic enslavement of

the people. The profits of the earth were shared by all.

Selfishness and grasping were stopped at their source.

Poverty and its attendant misery were impossible. There

were perfect laws conceived in a perfect spirit and it

only needed perfect men to obey them to render life as

perfect as could be on earth. Now we need new laws,

a new spirit of enforcement and new men to obey. Be

fore we can ever get these we must have a new King

Who will rule in righteousness over the whole world.

The old order will soon change, giving place to the new,

and the good time coming for the world promised by God

in God's word, will ere long become an actuality. May

it come speedily!

W. T. Broad



CONCORDANT RENDERINGS

1 Corinthians 2:8

for if they know they would not crucify the

for had they known it, they would not have crucified the

Lord of glory.

Lord of glory.

Both "know" and "crucify" are in the indefinite

tense. The A. V. translates one a past complete, "had

known" and the other as a complete, "have crucified".

As the forms are precisely alike in the Greek, they cer

tainly should be rendered the same, if possible. Having

the sign of the past prefixed and the sign of the future

before the endings, they are indefinite, "know" and

"crucify". The A. V. rendering tells us that if Pilate

and Herod and Caiaphas had known the hidden wisdom

of which he is speaking, they would not have crucified

Christ. The true rendering is much broader in its scope.

None of the chief men of this world, at any time, if they

know this wisdom, would crucify the Lord of glory.

From this we are left to deduce the fact that the three

men implicated in His crucifixion were not especially

different from other men, for all the chief men of the

world would crucify Him unless they knew the secret

Paul is speaking about.



JUDGMENT TO COME

Under this heading the monthly magazine of the Los

Angeles Bible Institute, "The King's Business", pub

lishes an article by the late Sir Robert Anderson, of

London. As we have repeatedly urged them to explain

the passages and facts on which we base our faith in

God's ultimate achievement in Christ, and they dare

not so much as mention them in their publications, we

suppose that this article is given as a substitute.

A large part of the discussion is outside the Scrip

tures entirely and terms are used in an unscriptural way,

It will help us to mark these carefully, and, if possible,

restore the argument to a scriptural basis. This alone

will usually be a sufficient answer.

It is, in some respects, a most remarkable production,

in that it seems, on the surface, to be a strong plea for

eternal torment, yet, on closer examination, we find that

the author of "Human Destiny" himself clings to that

"larger hope" which he so disdainfully repudiates.

We shall be much interested to know whether the

Bible Institute, by publishing this article, intends to

modify its own creed, "The Endless Punishment of the

Impenitent", or whether the desire to buttress it with a

great name led them to insert that which demolishes

their own position and opens the door wide for the doc

trine of ultimate reconciliation.

His first argument, on degrees of punishment, is

marred by that medieval conception of "hell" which

can form the premise of nothing but error. He seems

to know of only two destinies—heaven and hell. He en

tirely ignores the fact that the great bulk of the re

deemed of mankind will be blessed on the earth, along

with the nation of Israel. Only those belonging to the
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body of Christ have a celestial destiny. This, however,

does not destroy the force of his argument concerning

the impenitent.

His speculations concerning judgment are all

founded upon this false conception of "hell". By this

term he evidently does not refer to the passages which

are so rendered in the Authorized Version, but rather

to the lake of fire. For instance,

"... The figment of a hell of limited jduration either
traduces the character of God, or practically denies the work
of Christ."

Now we may take "a hell of limited duration" in

two ways. Either hell itself will cease or those in it will

be released.

If we confine ourselves to the various "hells" of the

Bible—gehenna, Tartarus, or hades—we will find that

this "figment" is a fact. Gehenna is found only in the

millennial kingdom, Tartarus is a temporary prison, and

hades, or the unseen, comes to a conclusion when it is

cast into the lake of fire. But we suppose that he really

refers to the lake of fire. Surely that has no end! It

is defined for us as the second death. Does death con

tinue endlessly? No! It is the last enemy to be abol

ished. It continues longer than any other power opposed

to God, but the consummation actually consists, in part,

of the abrogation of the death state (1 Cor. 15:26).

So that, allowing him every possible definition of "hell",

the scriptures are all unanimous in teaching the "fig

ment" of "a hell of limited duration".

But let us suppose that he means that no one enter

ing any one of these "hells" may ever emerge again.

All we need to do is to quote our Lord's own words. He

went to hell and came back again, and should surely be

sufficient authority on this point. Listen to His cry:

"Thou wilt not leave My soul in hell!" His single case

destroys the premises of the argument. If One has

emerged from "hell" we cannot lay down the law that

its hold is unlimited. For the very One Who has come

back is able to bring others back.
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In explaining further how a hell of limited duration

"traduces the character of God", he denounces the doc

trine commonly called "annihilation".

"If the extinction of being were the fate of the impenitent,
to keep them in suffering for an aeon or a century would sa
vor of the cruelty of a tyrant who, having decreed a criminal's
death, deferred the execution of the sentence in order to tor

ture him. Far worse than this, for ex hypothesi, the resur
rection of the unjust could have no other purpose than to in
crease their capacity for suffering.

"But further, unless the sinner is to be made righteous
and holy before be enters hell—and in that case, why not let
him enter heaven at once?—he will continue unceasingly to
sin; and as every fresh sin will involve a fresh penalty, his
punishment can never end."

The subject of this article is "Judgment to Come".
Previously he has correctly referred the judgment of

the impenitent to the "great white throne" which can

not take place for at least ten centuries from the pres

ent time. It is evident that the question of guilt is not

settled until the judgment, or it would not be a judg

ment at all. From his standpoint it is, indeed, beyond

all measure cruel and vindictive - to torture for any

length of time those who are devoted to extinction of

being. But we understand that those who hold annihi

lation have no such difficulty, for they do not believe in

any punishment, other than death, before the judgment.

The problem for them is rather the necessity for any

judgment or affliction at all, for it cannot do anything

but embitter its objects until they are annihilated, and
displays God's righteousness in a light wholly incom

patible with His love.

The gravest difficulty is entirely overlooked by Sir

Robert. He was well acquainted with the procedure of

criminal courts and the treatment of prisoners before

they were brought before the judge. Until the question

of guilt has been established no prisoner serves his sen

tence. Only such restraints are imposed as will insure

his appearance in court at the time of trial. The idea of

torture in "hell" for a thousand years before a man is

brought before the great Judge is irrational, immoral,

and unscriptural.
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This was powerfully impressed on the writer dur

ing many years of gospel preaching in the local jail.

We were allowed to see only those who had been judged

and convicted, who were serving their time. Those whose

trial had not come off were kept in a different "tank"

and were not permitted to come to the gospel meetings,

lest some of the workers should recognize them and it

should reflect upon their reputation, should they prove

to be innocent. They could not be put to work on the

"chain gang" or suffer any of the penalties of a sen

tence, for the simple reason that their guilt was not yet

legally established and their sentence had not been

passed.

This principle is just as true in divine judgment as

it is among men. Whatever the condition of the impeni

tent between this life and the resurrection for judgment

—a condition scripturally described as death—it cannot

be the fulfillment of the sentence passed at the great

white throne.

What a travesty on divine judgment to torture a

man more than a thousand years and then bring him

before the Judge to be tried and to ascertain the penalty

to be imposed! Yet this is orthodox!

But the "figment of a hell of limited duration ...

practically denies the work of Christ". To support this

we are told that

" . . . if we adopt the alternative heresy—that hell is a
punitive and purgatorical discipline through which the sin
ner will pass to heaven—we disparage the atonement and

undermine the truth of grace. If the prisoner gains his
discharge by serving out his sentence, where does grace come
in? And if the sinner's sufferings can expiate his sin, the
most that can be said for the death of Christ is that it
opened a short and easy way to the same goal that could be
reached by a tedious and painful journey.*'

The "alternative heresy" that "hell is a punitive and

purgatorical discipline through which the- sinner will

pass to heaven", is, thank God, not the only alternative.

Indeed, it is no alternative at all to one who has a scrip

tural conception of "hell". The hell (hades, the un

seen) which precedes the judgment cannot be either
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punitive or purgatorical without transforming the aw

ful judgment of the great white throne into a farce. The

"hell" (the lake of fire) which follows is definitely de

scribed as death—the second death—and every attempt

to make it a mode of life is futile. Where is there any

hint in the scriptures that sinners continue to sin in

"hell"? Or that there is suffering in "hell"? To cite

the single case of the Eich Man and Lazarus only shows

to what extremes we are driven when we forsake the

plain teachings of the text. For, if we take the Eich

Man literally we must also take the Prodigal Son in the

same way, for they are part of the same parable. The

Prodigal was dead to the father, so, dispensationally,

Israel is like the Rich Man and Lazarus—they are na

tionally dead. The unbelievers are tormented and the

believers find comfort in the faith of Abraham. "Hell"

is not the place of judgment. Men such as the patriarch

Jacob and his son Joseph, went to "hell" and will go to

"hell", believers and unbelievers, saints and sinners.

Those who belong to Christ will never come into judg

ment ; and those who are not His will not be tortured be

fore they have been judged at the great white throne.

The "hell" after the judgment is the same in its

effects as that before it. The lake of fire ushers the sin

ner into the death state from which he was raised. It is

the second death. It is not life in any form. Except

for a few special cases, there is no more suffering in it

than in the state preceding the judgment. Sinners can

not endure suffering for sin in death. If they could, why

should they be raised at all t Why not set up the judg

ment throne in the domains of death? Why work the

stupendous miracle which will recall untold millions

from death, only to return them to its dark domains af

ter the judgment session?

This is the question which has baffled theologians, and

no satisfactory answer has been possible so long as they

insisted that the pains and penalties of sin are endured

in death. The resurrection of the dead and their judg

ment after the millennium has become an unnecessary

and disconcerting excrescence on holy writ. If punish-
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ment is immediate, what call is there for any judg

ment after the lapse of thousands of years? If it is en

dured in death what need for any resurrection of the

unjust? No marvel that the subject is "difficult" and

defies all the doctors of theology!

It is this false, unscriptural conception of judgment

which involves the "alternative" we are considering.

If, then, the unjust are not judged in the "hell"

(hades) before the great white throne, nor in the "hell"

(lake of fire) after it, when are they judged? The an

swer is given us in the divine prediction concerning it in

the twentieth chapter of the Unveiling of Jesus Christ.

"And the dead were judged by that which is written in

the scrolls, in accord with their acts." This is usually

diluted to a mere trial and sentence. But it includes far

more than this, as the usage of the word "judge" in

this scroll abundantly testifies. Under the fifth seal

(6:10) the souls under the altar exclaim "Till when,

O Owner, Holy and True, art Thou not judging and

avenging our blood on those who are dwelling on the

earth?" It is evident that this includes the execution of

judgment, rather than a sentence alone. Under the

third bowl, the messenger of the waters says: "Just art

Thou, Who art, and Who wast, Benign One, seeing that

Thou judgest these ..." It is judgment in action to

which reference is made. Babylon's judgment consisted

in calamities—death and mourning and famine (Un.

18:8) as well as in being burned up with fire. See also

19:2, 11.

Such is the meaning of judge in this scroll. And

shall we not give it the same force in the last two occur

rences? "The dead were judged by that which is writ

ten in the scrolls, in accord with their acts" (Un. 20:12).

Later on we read "And if anyone was not found writ

ten in the scroll of life, he was cast into the lake of fire".
The judgment of the dead occurs while they are alive,

before they are cast into the lake of fire.

The basis of this judgment is described for us in

the second chapter of Romans (2:6-10). The punish

ment consists in "indignation and furv. affliction and
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distress, on every human soul which is effecting evil".

The length of time is conspicuously absent.

We are, of course, dealing with God's judgment, not

with the natural effects of sin. The ration of Sin is

death. (Sin does not give wages to its slaves). This is

in contrast to the eonian life of the believer, which is

God's gracious gift (Ro. 6:23). The future judgment,

then, of the unjust, is not to be found in death or "hell",

but in that era between their resurrection and re-

entrance into death in the lake of fire. This is where

God puts it. Let us leave it there.

The sinner is raised from the dead because he cannot

be judged in the death state or "hell". Once raised, he

has tasted of the power of God and sees the acts of his

previous life in the light of the divine presence, hence

acknowledges the justice of every infliction. Undoubt

edly, in a conventional "hell", he would "continue un

ceasingly to sin" and thus infinitely prolong his suffer

ings, but what right has any man to add to this book and

say that even the most abject specimen of humanity

will not be awed by the stupendous realization of resur

rection and the august Presence before "Whom he stands,

so that he is restrained from further sin ? No one en

during it could ever acknowledge the justice of ever

lasting torment amid associations which would effec

tually debar any possible amendment. But I am sure

that all those raised before the great white throne will

see their sins in His light and will acknowledge His

justice, and find no further influence from without to

tempt to further offenses.

We repudiate, with every fibre of our being, the

false thought that the sinner's death or suffering con

tributes in the least measure to his final salvation. That

is entirely the work of Christ.

It is utterly false to say that, if all are ultimately

saved, they reach the same goal as those who are Christ's

during the eons. The gift bestowed on the believer now

is eonian life. The unbeliever has no share in this life.

What, is it nothing at all to live and reign with Christ

for thousands of years, to be like Him and with Him
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in His great and glorious work of restoring a lost crea

tion to the Father? The unbeliever looses all this high

honor and overflowing joy. Eonian life is not for him.

We have endeavored, time and again, to get those

who oppose the doctrine of the eons to come out and

prove their position. It has been hard for us to refrain

from challenging them to give an explanation of the

differences between the three Greek phrases which our

version renders "for ever and ever". How does "the

eon of the eon" differ from "the eon of the eons"?

How does this differ from "the eons of the eons"? If

all alike are endless how can there be any difference be

tween them?

We would be willing to have our whole position

rest on an intelligent and satisfactory explanation of

these phrases. Why do they not offer some solution?

Can it be that they are not able ? In view of this, what

can we think of the following, which they know is not

true? How could any critic turn the uniform English

phrase "for ever and ever" into three different Greek

phrases ? How could he use the genitive auxiliary of to

translate and% Sir Robert's argument follows:

FALSE ARGUMENT

"Every treatise in support of these heresies relies on the
argument that the words in our English Version, which
connote endless duration, represent. words in the original
text which have no (such) significance. But this argument

is exploded by the fact that the critic would be compelled to
use these very words if he were set the task of translating
our version into Greek. For that language has no other ter

minology to express the thought. And yet it is by trading
ad captandum argument of this kind, and by the prejudices
which are naturally excited by partial or exaggerated state
ments of truth, that these heresies win their way. Attention

is thus diverted from the insuperable difficulties which beset
them, and from their bearing on the truth of the atonement."

If we prove that Peter is Paul it will not be difficult

to prove that Paul is Peter. If we suppose that "the

eons of the eons" is the equivalent of our "forever and

ever" it would naturally follow that we could reverse

the process. But this does not prove that we are right
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in either case. It is as irrational as it is untrue. "We

shall not appeal to the Greek scholarship of our readers

on this point, for it will not be necessary. The statement

that Greek has no other terminology to express the

thought can best be disproved by giving other terms

which actually do express the thought of the English

rather than the ones which are so translated.

For instance, " everlasting" has a very close equiva

lent in Greek, aperantos, unending, interminable. The

LXX uses it in Job 36:26, which we can render: ' * Un

numbered His years, and unending." It is used in

1 Tim. 1:4, "interminable genealogies".

Another word which would suit our terms for end

lessness is dkatalutos, indissoluble, which our transla

tors rendered endless in Heb. 7:16. Still better is the

true scriptural method of denoting that which is eternal,

as the kingdom (Lu. 1:33), which has ou telos, no con

summation, or end. All of these are much closer equiva

lents of our English terms than aionios, which never

should have been rendered in terms significant of endless

duration.

We now come to the most remarkable part of this

exposition of Judgment to Come. Hitherto we have

been under the impression that he recognized but two

classes—believers and unbelievers, saved and unsaved,

those who are in Christ and those who are eternally
lost. But the transparent injustice of this troubles him.

Hence he concludes:

"This much is as clear as words can make it—and nothing

more than this concerns us— that the consequences of accept

ing or rejecting Christ are final and eternal. But who are
they who shall be held guilty of rejecting? What of those
who, though living in Christendom, have never heard the

Gospel aright? And what of the heathen who have never

heard at all? No one can claim to solve these problems with
out seeming profanely to assume the role of umpire between

God and men."

Like all philosophic statements for which there is

no real basis in holy writ, the assertion that "the con

sequences of accepting or rejecting Christ are final and
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eternal'? "are clear as words can make them". Whose

words? There is no statement to this effect in God's

word. If there were, they would not be either clear or

true. Few, indeed, of us who believe but can look back

to the time or times when we rejected Christ. That it

was not final or eternal is evident from the fact that,
at some later time, we accepted.

It is a sense of the insuperable moral difficulties con

nected with the eternal torment of all unbelievers which

leads men to invent the theory that they refer only to

Christ rejectors. Well may he ask "who are they who

shall be held guilty of rejecting?" What kind of a gos

pel is correct enough to put them in this category?

What of the heathen who have not heard? Heed well

the astounding statement which follows: No one can

claim to solve these problems without seeming profanely

to assume the role of umpire between God and men.

What does this mean? That by far the greater part

of humanity are not Christ rejectors, having heard of

Him imperfectly or not at all, and he does not know

what becomes of these! He does not consign them to the

"hell" he has been speaking of, or to the "heaven" set

apart for believers. Let us seek to grasp the tremendous

import of this confession. We all know that the over

whelming majority of the human race, up to the present

time, cannot be included in the two classes concerning

which he has any sure convictions. A feeble few accept

Christ. We do not know how many definitely reject

Him, but we are sure that both combined are not to be

compared with the vast multitude concerning which we

are warned to be in ignorance.

Thus mankind is divided into three classes, believers,

Christ rejectors and the great mass outside of these.

Where is such a division to be found in the scriptures?

It is totally foreign to holy writ. That the hearing of

the truth affects the measure of guilt and will help de
termine the sentence is clearly taught in the opening

chapters of Komans. The gentile without law is not

going to be judged as the Jew who had the divine oracles.

Yet "as many as sinned without law, shall also be lost
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without law." We are denounced because we do not be

lieve in the "endless conscious punishment of the lost."

However much the rejection of Christ may affect the

measure of future judgment, we emphatically deny that

the scriptures draw any such division. We protest

against it. It is darkening counsel by words without

knowledge. The article closes with the words "where

Scripture is silent let us keep silence". But his whole

scheme of future judgment is based on injecting a

theory into the scriptures and refusing to entertain its

plainest declarations.

But what shall we do with this innumerable com

pany? Here is his naive reply, which does great credit

to his heart, though it refuses to follow his head:

"We know, and it is our joy to know, that the decision of
all such questions rests with a God of perfect justice and
infinite love. And let this be our answer to those who de
mand a solution of them. Unhesitating faith is our right

attitude in presence of divine revelation but where Scripture
is silent let us keep silence."

It is needless to speak thus unless they at least had the

hope that such as these would not be punished everlast

ingly. Those who use such language are the real ad

herents of that "larger hope" of which they love to

accuse others.

"A God of perfect justice.and infinite love" is to set

tle the destiny of the great mass of mankind in a way

unrevealed in the scriptures. Let any sane human being

weigh their case in the scales of justice and decide it ac

cording to the dictates of infinite love, and what can be

his conclusion but a just sentence for their sins to answer

the dictates of His righteousness and an ultimate recon

ciliation to satisfy the deeper demands of limitless love ?

Of course, being based on an unscriptural premise,

it will lead to difficulties in the logical mind. For, if

the case of those who have never heard of Christ is so

much more hopeful than those who reject, the preaching

of the evangel becomes the sole means of eternal dam

nation. To the majority of those who hear it, it proves

the source of infinite woe. In the light of orthodox
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"eternity", would it not be better not to preach the

gospel at all?

In effect Sir Robert Anderson and the Los Angeles

Bible Institute teach that all (who are not Christ re

jectors) will be reconciled to God! This is good. This

is so near the scriptural doctrine of universal reconcili

ation that we rejoice to hear it. We hope they will make

gome public statement in definite terms renouncing their

previous public position on the damnation of infants

and the heathen, and boldly avow the hew doctrine.

They will doubtless find opposition from the American

branch of the C. I. M. as well as the great body of the

orthodox, but we, and all sincere students of the Scrip

tures are glad to see them renounce a doctrine as unrea

sonable as it is unscriptural.

How we long that these dear brethren should share

with us the light and joy and exultation which comes

from a knowledge of God's revealed ultimate! There is

no satisfaction in ignoring a matter which so vitally af

fects the glory of our God and the work of His Christ.

Why evade it or plead ignorance ? All that is needed is

faith. Believe what is written. Eefuse to add to or

subtract from it. All such subtle and labored argu

ments have left you in darkness. We are thankful that

the dictates of your heart demand this "larger hope".

Faith will dispel the gloom and illuminate your hearts

with the grandest of all God's glories. Only helieve!
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The effect of the belief in universal reconciliation is

quite the opposite of that stated by objectors. Far more

than our proportion are actively engaged in the evangel,

and these have far more liberty and power than before

they believed it. Eedemption, in Israel, was only until

the jubilee, but that did not make it less real. Salvation

is eonian, and involves the most tremendous issues, and

no one in fellowship with God would think of slighting

its proclamations because of God's ultimate purpose.

Besides, the true preacher of the evangel is first con

cerned with God's glory, rather than man's salvation.

Now we have the delicious satisfaction of knowings

that, eventually, that word will have its effect, whether

in those who are saved or those who are lost.

The fancied difficulties arising from a belief in the

universal reconciliation are nothing compared with the

fate of the "non-elect" dead. The millions who never

heard the evangel and had, humanly speaking, not the

slightest opportunity to believe—what of them? What

of the character of God Himself, Who seems unable

to bring His creation into harmony with His will and

heart? What of the work of Christ as compared with

the success of the adversary? The real hard questions

are all on the other side!

It is, after all, a question of God's Word, not of

mythical difficulties. It was believed in the early cen

turies. The apostasy has come in, and we are in the

midst of it. We ought to reason that, since there is

a falling away from the faith, what is popularly be

lieved must be a part of that apostasy. The ecclesiastical

systems are so constructed as to perpetuate error and

discourage truth. Even great and good men dare not
give out the truth if they should discover it. Some fear
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to look into it. There are many, many reasons why it

is not taught in these last days.

There is no truth so potent in reaching those whom

the orthodox gospel has failed to touch. Nothing is so

powerful in the case of the open infidel. We know of

one case whpre the son of an eminent minister of the

gospel remained obdurate until the gracious beams of

the universal reconciliation melted his heart. This issue

contains the story of an infidel trapper whose arguments

were answered by God's great ultimate and whose affec

tions were won by this transcendent display of God's

love. It is hard to hold back the tears that joyfully well

up as we read of this triumph of the truth.

How this touching story should hearten us in our

testimony! How it should lead us more and more into

the proclamation of the conciliation! ' Much of the gos

pel effort of today has lost its vitality and knows little

of God's sovereign grace. God grant that there may

be a little reviving, and that the recovery of these prec

ious truths may rekindle the zeal of many, for the fur

therance of the evangel!

The story of the infidel trapper will be reprinted

and added to our list of tracts. It is intended to give

the first hint of the universal reconciliation to those

whose prejudices blind them to it.

BAPTISM IN AND INTO

A most instructive and helpful distinction exists in the

original text between baptism in a place or element, and

into a condition or result. This is clearly seen in the

declaration that, in one spirit, we all were baptized into

one body (1 Cor. 12:13). The spirit is the element in

which we were baptized: the body in the resultant condi

tion. We have thus become identified with the body of

Christ. It is a pity that this distinction cannot be con

sistently carried out in an English version, without .of

fending the fastidious ear of the modern student. We

almost regret that we liave yielded to this weakness in

rendering it "in the name of Paul" (1 Cor. 1:13, 15),
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and are glad that the sublinear, at least, does not hide

the truth under the veneer of elegant English. Indeed,

We are more and more inclined to associate attempts to

make musical English with the warning of the apostle

concerning itching ears. Let us have the truth!

In some texts the force of into is easily seen. John

the baptist and Peter both baptized into the pardon of
sins (Mk. 1:4; Ac. 1:38)V In could not be used here, for

the pardon was not the place or element, but the effect

which the rite produced. The same is true of our bap

tism into the death of Christ (Ro. 6:3), the baptism of

the sons of Israel into Moses (1Co. 10:2), but best of

all, our baptism into Christ (Gal. 3:27) or Christ Jesus

(Ro. 6:3). In all these cases there is identification with

the thing or person indicated by into. This is the point

in Paul's appeal to the Corinthians. If he had baptized

into his own name it would have created a party in

Corinth. It would have identified those thus baptized

with Paul, just as it did identify those who were bap

tized with Christ Jesus.

It is a notable fact that baptism into Christ—whether

in Jesus Christ, as proclaimed by Peter, or Christ Jesus,
as proclaimed by Paul—baptism into the Anointed was

always followed by manifestations of, holy spirit. The

reason is found in the title itself, for His anointing was

by holy spirit. If we should expand the expression, we
would say "baptism into tie* One anointed by holy
spirit". It follows as a matter of course that those bap
tized into Him must partake of the spirit which is His
.essential characteristic. This is emphasized by the fact
that, when this title is not used the spirit is not given.
Baptism into the name of the Lord Jesus (Ac. 8:16; 19:
5) is expressly denied this virtue.

With these distinctions firmly established in our
minds we are in a position to explore two much mis
understood passages, to which they are the key. One is
the so-called "great commission" in the twenty-eighth

of Matthew. The other is the double baptism of the
disciples whom Paul met at Ephesus, as recorded in
the nineteenth chapter of the Acts.
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To do anything in the name of another signifies that •

the power and authority behind the act is supplied by

the one whose name is mentioned. Some cast out demons

in His name (Mk. 9:38, see 16:17). Pardon was pro

claimed in His name (Ac. 2:38): The apostles had

authority to baptize in the name of Jesus Christ (Ac.

1:38; 10:48). And this is the usual, and, in fact, the

only possible sense in which the formula in Mat. 28:

19 can be understood if we follow the common version.

The Revisers have happily changed it to into. The verse

should read: "baptizing them into the name of the

Father and of the Son and of the holy spirit." Just as

Paul baptized a lew into Christ Jesus and thus they

were introduced into a sphere of blessing in accord

with the title, so, in the day of the Lord, when this com

mission will be carried out, the nations will be blessed

in accord with the formula He gave them.

The name of the Father indicates that, in millennial

days, the nations who becomes disciples will find en

trance into the family of God. They will become His

children. And this relationship will be based on the

propitiation provided by the Son. The apostle John,

in his gospel and epistles, which have a special applica

tion to that day, treats of the truth which baptism into

the Father and the Son indicates. In contrast to the

present grace, it is not based on Israel's defection, but

on their redemption. "He is the propitiation concern

ing our sins, yet not concerning ours only, but concern

ing the whole world also" (Un. 2:2). This is the reason

the millennial nations will be baptized into the name
of the Son.

It is notable that the title Christ is not used in this
formula. It would imply that the nations had a por

tion in Messiah, which is exclusively Israel's. They

could not be baptized into the name of Christ without
sharing in the administration of the kingdom. Because

we, by faith, have been identified with Christ Jesus in

baptism, we are associated with Him in His celestial
rule. But the nations will have no share in Messiah's
reign during the thousand years. It will be the king-
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dom of the heavens, when Israel alone is the ruling

nation.

Why will they be baptized into the name of the holy

spirit? Is it not clear that this indicates*that they will
receive the spirit and its manifestations? At that time
God will pour out of His spirit on all flesh (Ac. 2:17).
No doubt this will, be most evident in Israel, but it will

extend to all the other nations also. Seeing that they

will enjoy the manifestation of the spirit, this is incor

porated into the baptismal formula. They are baptized

into the holy spirit.

The baptismal formula used in the end of Matthew

indicates the sphere of blessing into which the nations

will be ushered when all earthly authority is vested in

the hands of Messiah.

When Paul came to Ephesus he found some of John

the baptist's disciples who had not received holy spirit.

Indeed, they had not heard whether holy spirit "is".

They must have heard from John that holy spirit was

to come, for his constant theme concerning baptism was

to the effect that he baptized in water, but He who was

to come after him would baptize in holy spirit (Lu.

3:16).

Paul immediately questions tfrem "Into what, then,

were you baptized?" As it was into John's baptism,

Paul explains that that baptism was in anticipation of

the Lord Himself, and was into the name of the Lord

Jesus. Now baptism into the name of the Lord Jesus

does not confer the spirit. Even after the Lord had

come and had died and had risen again, this formula

failed to communicate spiritual endowments. Philip used

it in Samaria and, in explanation of the fact that they

did not get the holy spirit, we are told that they had

only been baptized into the name of the Lord Jesus (Ac.

8:16).

In view of this fact it is not likely that Paul would

use this formula and re-baptize the men. Yet such is

the usual interpretation, fostered by a faulty punctua

tion. Paid, rather, is rehearsing what John the baptist
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did, and telling us that the formula used by him was

the same as that used by Philip in Samaria.

What possible use could there be to re-baptize them,

choosing for a formula the very one which was not cal

culated to accomplish the effect he had in view? Instead,

as in the case of the Samaritans, where the apostles

communicated the spirit by the laying on of hands,

Paul imposes his hands on them, and the holy spirit came

on them, and they talked languages and prophesied.

The conclusion that Paul did not re-baptize in Bphe-

sus is confirmed by several other considerations. It was

at this time that he wrote to the Corinthians that Christ

had not sent him to baptize, but to preach the evangel.

The form of the verbs in the original are conclusive

proof as to where we should divide what he said from

what he did. 'His rehearsal of the Baptist's ministry

is in the indefinite tense as far as possible, for he refers,

not to any specific act, but to the whole tenor of his

course. This is difficult to carry over into, English..

But when he speaks of the imposition of his own

hands the tense is changed to present active, indicating

an action in progress at the time. That this is the point

at which his speaking ends and his acting commences

is finally settled by the fact that, after saying that they

were baptized into the name of the Lord Jesus, the

narrative proceeds,." At the placing of Paul's hands on

them . . .". If Paul had just been before us as their

baptizer, his name should have been mentioned in that

connection, and we should read "at the placing of his

hands on them . . ." It is evident that his name must

be mentioned as soon as he begins to act.
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The riches of His grace which make it possible for us

to become one with Christ are indeed unfathomable,

and Christ's love, which permits the humble members

of His body to enjoy the wonderful privilege of service

for Him, many times fills our hearts with joy to over

flowing. The following story is a happy instance of

this joyful privilege'.
Into one of the wild western canyons where

desert and mountains meet, there came, by the

providence of God, a white man with his wife and

little girl. They had come to find a home and to earn

a livelihood by trapping. We shall call him Bert. His

life had been a series of adverse experiences all along
the way. Among the Mormons in Utah he had suffered

because he would not ally himself with their belief, and

so, after facing failure there, he had come to that out

of the way place to trap. He and his little family

camped in an old house built of stone and mud? and

started out once more to meet life.

One day there came a Missionary to spend the night,

as he was on his way to the wilds to preach the
gospel of grace to the natives. Bert and his wife made

him welcome, and before the evening was over they all
joined in a discussion about the things of God. It came

to light that Bert was an infidel, believing that there

is no God and that the Bible is a mass of contradictions.
He showed the skill with which, in past years, he had

downed many a minister of the gospel, by seeming t.q

prove that God's Word held many open contradictions.

Though his wife said nothing she seemed to the Mission

ary to be a weary little believer!
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That first talk was full of ridicule. Bert laughed

at the idea of a sovereign God. The usual line of infidel

questions came up, such as, "What was before the be

ginning? Who were God's father and mother? Can a

person conceive of anything without form and void?"

And others of this type. The Missionary met all these

with one argument, that centered about his conception

and belief concerning God. He told Bert that his God is

a sovereign Being "Who worketh all things after the

counsel of His own will.'' With this conception of God

it is very easy to understand the possibility of God

making and doing whatever He chooses.

It was some weeks before the two met again after

that conversation, and in the meantime the Missionary

was praying that God might soften that man's heart

so that His Word might get in and do its work. Again

the Missionary shared the camp fire with Bert and his

family. This time Bert opened the conversation on the

subject of the alleged contradictions in the Bible, and

was pointed to God's Word and asked to put each con

tradiction in its context. He was somewhat subdued,

although he was far from down.

God's dealing with the prodigal son is worthy of our

thought. Instead of sending a committee down to the

far country to organize a social centre and wash up the

husks, He sent a famine. And that is what God did

with Bert. Trapping was poor and the companies that

bought his hides paid meager prices, so things were

looking rather black by the time the Missionary came

that way again.

After the evening meal was over and they were sit

ting by the fireside again, Bert said to the Missionary,

"I hear that the outside world is in somewhat of a

serious condition. What do you think is the cause, and

have you any idea what the result is to be?" "Well

Bert, you will not agree with my analysis of the situa

tion but here is what I am sure is coming.'' It seemed

as though God's Spirit took control, for it is impossible

to repeat all that went on that night.

He pointed Bert to the growing financial power of
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the Jews all over the world which is to end in the build
ing of Great Babylon., He showed him how God's Word
contains one picture after another of man's attempt to
fix up the^ world and its system without the f help of
God, and how each attempt has ended in judgment. He
let the present conditions prove the error in evolution,
and brought out the fact that wherever science is abso
lutely certain it agrees with God's Word.

There was no ridicule there that night. It seemed
as though the silence of death was there, as the Mission

ary talked on about the power of a sovereign God Who

works all things "according to the counsel of His own

will". He traced God's plan in the ages and pictured

that scene at the Great White Throne where those who

have fought God will be sent back into death the second

time and miss all the wonderful years of the Age of the

Ages. He led him on finally to the consummation, where

death shall be destroyed and God shall be All in all.

He showed His plan in the present time while His am

bassadors are still here pleading for men to become con

ciliated to God, and that the reason why God seems to

be absent from this world is that He is pleading through

His ambassadors, and some time soon He will remove

the'm. Then His dealing with this world system will

change, and Christ will take the world in hand and
right its wrongs.

God gave the Missionary the chance he had been

praying for all those weeks, and step by step he was

able to lead Bert face to face with a personal response.

About midnight he put the question to Bert. "Why
don't you submit your will to Him?" And Bert an
swered, "I can't. I have fought Him for so long that
I am ashamed to face Him now." "But Bert, you must
remember that He is already conciliated to you, He loves
you and holds no malice toward you. What He wants

is just your love." There was a long pause and a
deathly silence. Bert was as white as chalk, when at last

the Missionary spoke and said, 7 Bert, I am going to
talk with Him and while I am talking with Him I want
you to think. When I finish I want you to tell Him
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what you are going to do. If you will surrender your

will, all you have to say is 'I \yill\"

As the Missionary prayed it "seemed as though the

very presence of God was there. Bert's wife broke down

and sobbed as though her heart were breaking, for that

was the prayer which she had prayed for him for inany

years. The prayer ended in silence. "-What, about it,

Bert?" And from a onetime enemy of Almighty God

came the answer low and clear,.'.'I will".

The joy which followed is indescribable. There was

never a more happy couple at the marriage altar than

were those two that night. There was never a more

happy servant of Christ Jesus than that Missionary as

\ he left them and went to rest.

Was the change real? It was several weeks before

the Missionary saw them again, but their happiness had

only increased. Their joy was more perfect as day by

day the answers to his old questionings were sought in

God's Word. He greeted his friend with the confident

announcement, "I have a number of infidel friends who

can be won with this truth and I am going after them.''

And his wife said, "What a different life this is!"

May we not all pray for this new member of the body

of Christ that "he may increase in the knowledge of

God; strengthened with all might, according to His glor

ious power, unto all patience and longsuffering with

joyfulness"?



THE SCOPE OF THE VARIOUS

KINGDOM EXPRESSIONS

The term " kingdom", as applied to earthly realms like

Israel, Judah, Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persia,

Greece, etc., occurs some two hundred twenty times in

the Scriptures. There is no difference of opinion as to

its meaning when thus used. It implies a land, a capital

city, a people, a law, and, in the case of the larger king

doms, subject lands and peoples.

Our chief purpose therefore is to examine the other

kingdom expressions, "the kingdom of the heavens",

"the kingdom of God", etc., and see whether these have

the same meaning, or whether the common view, that

they denote simply an invisible, spiritual sovereignty,

is correct.

The expression, "the kingdom of the heavens", oc
curs thirty-two times in Matthew, and is found nowhere

else in the Scriptures.

The explanation of this phrase is found in the second

and seventh chapters of Daniel. In the second chapter,

after the four great world kingdoms have been typified

by the great image, and after Daniel has interpreted its

meaning, we come to this significant statement, '' In the

days of those kings shall the God of heaven set up a

kingdom which shall never be destroyed, nor shall the

sovereignty thereof be left to another people; but it shall

break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it

shall stand for the eon" (verse 44).

Those kings refers to the kings represented by the

ten toes (verse 42) of the fourth kingdom (verse 40).
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As the fourth kingdom, with its ten associated kings, is

still future, (see Rev. 17:12) this kingdom that the God

of the heavens sets up in the place of the fourth kingdom

is still future also. It overthrows and takes the place

of these visible, earthly kingdoms, hence it is a visible
kingdom, located on this earth.

The stone (that smites the image) which is to fill

the whole earth (verse 35), indicates that this kingdom is

to exercise supremacy over all the nations of the earth.

"Nor shall the sovereignty thereof be left to another

people" (verse 44), indicates a ruling people, even as

verse 35 indicates subject nations. That this ruling

people is Israel is the whple theme of Daniel, and is the

predominant note of the Hebrew prophets. Even as

early as Abraham was the promise of political and re

ligious supremacy given to Israel (Gen. 12:2, 3; 22:17,

18). The expanse of land promised to Abraham in Gen.

15:18-21 has never yet been occupied by the nation, and

awaits fulfilment in this future kingdom. The capital

city is Jerusalem, "the city of the great King". The

law is the law of Moses as interpreted by Messiah in the

so-called sermon on the Mount. In this future kingdom

we have therefore a land, a capital city, a law, a ruling

people, and subject lands and peoples, i. e., we have a

visible kingdom like the world kingdoms which' it over

throws and displaces at the advent of Messiah, "the

stone cut out without hands" (Dan. 2:34).

This Kingdom is set up by "the God of heaven",
(Dan. 2:44) and embraces "the kingdoms under the

whole heavens" (Dan. 7:27). Here we have the ex

planation of the term "the kingdom of the heavens".

It is this kingdom, which shall be set up when Messiah

comes and stands with His feet upon {mount Olivet

(Zech. 14:4), that constituted the Jewish hope. It was

this kingdom that. John the baptist proclaimed as "at

hand" (Matt. 3:2). It is this kingdom of which Messiah

said, "The kingdom of the heavens is at hand" (Matt.

4:17). It was "at hand" in the person of Messiah. It

was ready to be set up if the nation would only receive

its Messiah. But they rejected and crucified Him.
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Nevertheless on the cross He prays, "Father forgive

them, for they know not what they do" (Lu. 23:34).

The prayer is answered, and the kingdom is again offered

to Israel in the book of Acts. Jerusalem seals its refusal

of Messiah by the stoning of Stephen; Judea and Sa

maria by persecutions, culminating in the granting of

authority to Saul for more extensive and intensive per

secution than any hitherto undertaken; the outmost

parts of the land by the beheading of James and the

imprisonment of Peter and John, while Herod, the type

of Antichrist, looms up as the one whom the nation will

receive, though they reject their long promised Messiah.

Paul carries the proclamation to the Jews of the disper

sion. By persecutions, by stoning and imprisonments,

the Jews of the dispersion say, "We will not have this-

man to reign over us." At Rome the final offer is made

and rejected. The holy Spirit, through Paul, pronounces

judicial blindness upon Israel (Ac. 28:25-28), and the

salv,ation of God is sent to the gentiles. From that time

on the kingdom is in abeyance; the time for its establish

ment is "not yet" (Heb. 2:8). It will remain in abey

ance until the full number of the gentiles have been

brought in. When the church which is the body of

Christ is completed, then God will again deal with Israel,

and the response will be such that the long-promised and

long-deferred kingdom will be set up. Then the new

Israel, formed out of the believing remnant of the nation,

will be the priest nation of God, and will exercise its re

ligious and political supremacy over all "the kingdoms

under the whole heavens" (Dan. 7:27). The kingdom of

the heavens will be an established fact. It will be a

visible, literal kingdom: the land, promised to Abraham,

its centre; Jerusalem its capital city; and Israel, the

ruling people, equipped with a divinely given law for

its administration.

But what about the expression, "the kingdom of

God"? We find that Matthew uses the expression "the

kingdom of the heavens" ten times where the parallel

passages in Mark and Luke use the expression "the king

dom of God", thus showing that the same kingdom is re-
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ferred to by these two expressions. Once Matthew, when

speaking of the difficulty of the rich man entering the

kingdom, refers to it, in one verse, as the kingdom of

the heavens, and in the next verse as the kingdom of

God (Matt. 19:23, 24). Evidently, then, it is the same

kingdom. But why these two expressions? We have

found that as "the kingdom of the heavens", it is set up

by "the God of the heavens'9 (Dan. 2:44), and embraces

all "the kingdoms under the whole heavens" (Dan. 7:

27). The expression therefore calls attention to the

source from whence this kingdom comes, "the heavens",

and the sphere where it operates, "under the whole heav

ens", i. e. on the earth. Hence the emphasis is on the

physical and political aspects of the kingdom. The ex

pression "the kingdom of God" puts the emphasis on

"the God of the heavens", Who sets up the kingdom,

hence emphasises the authority or sovereignty which

must be acknowledged by all in that kingdom, namely,

God. The emphasis therefore is on the spiritual aspects

of the kingdom. But let us remember that both expres

sions refer to the same kingdom, the kingdom that be

longs peculiarly to Israel as the ruling people therein,

with the gentile nations as its subject peoples.

Now we are in a position to see why Matthew thirty-*

two times uses the expression "the kingdom of the heav

ens", (which occurs in no other Scripture) while only

using the expression "the kingdom of God" four times,

which expression occurs fifteen times in Mark, thirty-

three times in Luke, seven times in the Acts, 'which is a

continuation of Luke (see Acts 1:1), and two times in

John, a total of sixty-one occurrences.

Matthew presents the Lord Jesus Christ as "the Son

of David", i. e., the King of Israel. Hence the political

and physical aspects of that kingdom are the prominent

themes, and the kingdom expression that corresponds

with these themes, i. e., "the kingdom of the heavens",

is used.

Mark presents the Lord Jesus as God's perfect Ser

vant,' Jjuke and the Acts, as the Son of Man, God's per
fect Man, John as the Son of God. The kingdom expres-
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sion that corresponds with these themes is therefore

used, i. e., "the kingdom (or sovereignty) of God".

The expression "the kingdom of God" could be used

in the thirty-two places where Matthew *uses the expres

sion "the kingdom of the heavens" (notwithstanding

the peculiar fitness of the latter expression to the theme

of his gospel), on the theory that the greater aspect of

the kingdom (the sovereignty of God) naturally includes

the lesser aspects (the political and physical aspects),

but in four places in Matthew's gospel it was absolutely

necessary to use the greater expression, '' tlae kingdom of

God". Let ,us examine these occurrences in order to

ascertain the reasons for the use of this latter expression

in Matthew.

In Matt. 12:28 we read, "But if I by the Spirit of

God east out demons, then is the kingdom of God come

upon you." The casting out of demons by the Spirit of

God has nothing to do with the political and physical

kingdom aspects denoted by the expression, "the king

dom of the heavens", but harmonizes perfectly with

the spiritual sovereignty which is denoted by the expres

sion "the kingdom of God".

In Matt. 19:23, 24 we read, "And Jesus said unto

His disciples, 'Verily I say unto you, It is hard for a

rich man to enter into the kingdom of heaven. And

again I say unto you, it is easier for a camel to go

through a needle's eye, than for a rich man to enter into

the kingdom of God9.'9 First our Lord states (verse 23)

that it is hard for a rich man to enter into "the kingdom

of heaven", i. e., the physical and political realm. Then

(verse 24) He reaffirms this truth, but through the latter

expression, "the kingdom of God", suggests the reason

why it is hard for the rich man to enter' this kingdom,

i. e., the authority or sovereignty of God must be ac

knowledged, which involves the thought that trust in

God must replace their trust in riches.

In Matt. 21;31 we read, "Jesus saith unto them (the

chief priests and elders, see verse 23), Verily I say unto

you, that the publicans and harlots go into the kingdom

of God before you." The next verse gives the reason
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for this statement, faith on the part of the publicans and

harlots, and lack of faith on the part of the chief priests

and elders. We can readily see, therefore, why this king

dom expression, which acknowledges the authority or

sovereignty of God, is used in this connection rather

than Matthew's usual expression, "the kingdom of the

heavens", which would emphasize the physical and polit

ical phases of that kingdom, whereas the expression here

used emphasizes its spiritual phase, which makes faith

the necessary means of entrance into its blessings.

In Matt. 21:43 we read, '' Therefore say I unto you,

the kingdom of God shall be taken away from you, and

shall be given to a nation bringing forth the fruits there

of. " Here again the Lord Jesus was speaking to the

chief priests and elders, "the builders" of the nation

(see verses 42 and 45). Again this kingdom expression,

which expresses the thought of God's authority and sov

ereignty therein, is used instead of Matthew's usual ex

pression, "the kingdom of the heavens", because the re

fusal of "the builders" of Israel to acknowledge God's

authority and sovereignty by believing in "the Stone",

namely Messiah, whom -God proposed to make '' the head

of the corner" in that kingdom, is the reason given for

taking the kingdom from them, and giving it to "a na

tion bringing forth the fruits thereof", i. e., the elect

remnant of Israel, who would be saved because' they

would acknowledge God's authority and sovereignty as

presented in the person of this Stone, their long prom

ised Messiah. See Rom. 9:27, 33.
Only once more, outside of the four gospels and the

Acts, do we meet with this expression, "the kingdom of

God", in the scriptures of the Circumcision. This one

occurrence is in Rev. 12:10. The fact that Satan and

his angels are cast down to the earth (verse 9) is viewed

as a preliminary step towards the inauguration of this

kingdom upon the earth, for, according to verse 12, Sa

tan's time is short. It is spoken of as "the kingdom of

God", because this very sovereignty and authority of

God and His Christ which Satan and his angels repu

diate, is the sovereignty and authority which is acknowl-
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edged by the saints that shall possess that kingdom. See

verse 11.

Before examining the kingdom expressions in the

Pauline epistles, lfct us briefly note the other kingdom

expressions in the scriptures of the Circumcision.

In 1 Chron. 29 ill David acknowledges the kingdom

of Israel (an earthly kingdom) as the kingdom of Jeho

vah. After the kingdom is divided, Judah is so desig

nated (2 Chron. 13:8). In this earthly kingdom, Israel

(re-united) is to be the ruling people; the nations are to

be subject unto them (Isa. 60:11,12), but above all is ac

knowledged the sovereignty of Jehovah, "for the king

dom is Jehovah's" (Ps. 22:27,28). This is the kingdom

which the God of heaven sets up (Dan. 2:44). It is the

kingdom that the saints (the elect remnant of Israel)

shall take, and possess, and receive (Dan. 7:18, 22, 27).

Again in Obadiah 21 this earthly kingdom is acknowl
edged as Jehovah's, wherein Israel has the place of rule

and authority. So also in Micah 4:6-8. This kingdom

is identified with Messiah, "the Prince of Peace", and

"the throne of David" (Isa. 9:6, 7). These scriptures

are but an epitome of the general teaching, of the Old

Testament, of a kingdom that shall embrace all the

nations of the earth, in which Israel (with Messiah at

its head) shall be the ruling people. In the New Testa

ment, it was this same kingdom that John the baptist

and the Lord Jesus proclaimed as "at hand",. ready to

be set up if the people of Israel repented (Matt. 3:2;

4:17). It was the gospel concerning this kingdom, that

the Lord Jesus proclaimed. This kingdom is the theme

of the four gospels and the Acts. It is this kingdom

which the elect remnant of Israel acknowledges in the

words, "receiving a kingdom that cannot be shaken"

(Heb. 12:28). It is of this kingdom that it is stated

that those among the twelve tribes of the dispersion

(Jas. 1:1), who are "rich in faith", are "heirs of the

kingdom which He promised" (Jas. 2:5). It is con

cerning this kingdom that the promise is given to "the

elect who are sojourners of the dispersion" (see 1 Pet.

1:1) that "thus shall be richly supplied unto you the
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entrance into the eonian kingdom of our Lord and Sav

iour Jesus Christ" (2 Pet. 1:11). This is the kingdom

of which John speaks in Rev. 1:9. This is the kingdom

of which we read, ' ' The kingdom of the world is become

the kingdom of our Lord, and of His Christ; and He

shall-reign for the eons of the eons" (Rev. 11:15).

But the Lord Jesus said of this kingdom, "My kingdom

is not of this cosmos" (Jn. 18:36). That is true, for it

will not be established during this cosmos or this eon,

but during the coming cosmos or eon, and will continue,

as stated in Rev. 11:15, "for the eons of the eons", i. e.,

for the next two eons.

This kingdom is to be a restoration of the kingdom

to Israel (Acts 1:6). As related to the Lord Jesus, it

is spoken of as "His kingdom" (Matt. 13:41; 16:28;

Lu. 1:33), and "Thy kingdom" (Matt. 20:21; Lu. 23:

42), and He speaks of it as "My kingdom" (Lu. 22:30;

Jn. 18:36). The explanation of these expressions is

given by the Lord Jesus in Luke 22:29, "I appoint unto

you a kingdom, even as My Father appointed unto Me."

As the divinely appointed King of that kingdom, it was

"His kingdom". When, at the triumphal entry into

Jerusalem, the multitudes cried, as in Mark 11:10,

"Blessed is the kingdom that eometh, the kingdom of

our father David,'9 they gave voice to their expectation

"that the kingdom of God was immediately to appear"

(Lu. 19:11). Here then "the kingdom of God" is iden

tified with "the kingdom of our father David", the

latter expression bringing forward another aspect of

that kingdom, the restoration of the Davidic throne.
See Luke 1:32, 33.

In Matt. 6:33 we read of "His kingdom", i. e., the

kingdom of the "heavenly Father", verse 32. In Matt.

26:29 we read of "my Father's kingdom". In Matt.

6:9, 10, the Father's kingdom is prayed for that it may

come, hence it is future. The petition in verse 10, "Thy

will be done, as in heaven, so on earth/' shows that it is

to be set up upon this earth. In the statement in Matt.

13:43, "Then shall the righteous shine forth as the sun
in the kingdom of their Father," we see when the
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Father's kingdom shall be established upon this earth,
i. e., at the end of the judgments which inaugurate the

kingdom of the heavens", or "the kingdom of God"
(see verses 41, 42). Hence the "Father's kingdom" is
identical with "the kingdom of God", but it expresses

another phase of that kingdom, namely, the relation

ship that exists between God and the children of the

kingdom.

The only difficulty that the Acts present in always as

signing the expression, "the kingdom of God", to an

earthly kingdom, "the hope of Israel" (Ac. 28:20) is in

Paul's ministry among the gentiles.

In Acts 14:22 we find that at Derbe, Lystra, Ieo-

nium and Antioch he taught the gentiles "that through
many afflictions it behooves us to enter into the kingdom
of God."

In Acts 20:25 he tells the Ephesians "that ye all,

among whom I went,, about preaching the kingdom, shall

see my face no more."

In Acts 19:8 we find him in the synagogue at Ephe-

sus "reasoning and persuading as to the things concern

ing the kingdom of God." Note that this last reference

to his ministry is in the synagogue, hence is that part of
Paul's double ministry which he carried on in connec

tion with the twelve apostles, and was therefore in har

mony with their teaching. Paul's special ministry, to

which he was separated, was always carried on outside

of the synagogues. This passage therefore, has no bear
ing upon Paul's special ministry among the gentiles.

As to the other two passages, we know that the gen

tile assemblies gathered together by Paul's ministry
were members of the one Body, with a heavenly sphere

of blessing. How then can the kingdom of God (when

used in connection with themprefer to an earthly sphere

of blessing? The solution of this seeming'difficulty is

found in the verdict of James at the Jerusalem council,,

'' Simeon hath rehearsed how first God visited the gen

tiles, to take out of them a people for His name. And

to this agree the words of the prophets; as it is written,

After these things I will return, and I will build again
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the tabernacle of David, which is fallen; and I will build

again the ruins thereof, and I will set it up: that the

residue of men may seek after the Lord, and all the

gentiles, upon whom My name is called^ saith the Lord,

Who maketh these things known from the eon" (Acts
15:14-18). '

James here shows that according to the prophets

there is to be a believing body of gentiles, these uppn

whom the Lord's name has been called, who will enter

with believing Israel into the blessings of the kingdom,

when the Davidic throne is restored and the kingdom of

God established. Concerning the gentile assemblies, re-v

suiting from Paul's ministry, he therefore says, "to

this agree the words of the prophets" (verse 15). No

doubt James here expressed the general opinion during

the Acts period, namely, that the Pauline assemblies

were the fulfilment of this prophecy. Hence, until ju

dicial blindness is pronounced upon Israel at the end

of the Acts,' these' gentile assemblies were considered a

part of the kingdom of God.

After judicial blindness is pronounced upon Israel,

then is revealed what previously had been hidden,

namely, that these gentile assemblies were not a part

of the kingdom of God, and that the revealing of their

heavenly sphere of blessing was dependent upon Israel's

defection, but, during the Acts period, Israel was to be

kept ignorant of that fact, lest tliey should excuse their

rejection of the kingdom offer on the ground of its neces

sity in order to enable God to fulfil His purpose for the

gentiles. Hence James's verdict, "to this agree the

words of the prophets", and hence also the association,

in the Acts, of the Pauline gentile assemblies with the

kingdom of God. The kingdom offer to Israel made it

necessary that these assemblies should appear to be a

fulfilment of the prophets until the conclusion and with

drawal of the offer, but note that James was divinely

led to say "to this agree the words of the prophets",

for God knew that the Pauline assemblies were not a ful

filment of the prophets, notwithstanding the general

•opinion to that effect during the Acts period.
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This solution also explains the use of the expression,
"the kingdom of God", in Paul's pre-prison epistles,

which were written while the kingdom offer, was still

open to Israel, and while Israel and gentiles alike were

still to be kept ignorant of the fact that these Pauline
gentile assemblies were not a part of the kingdom of
God, or the earthly sphere of blessing. This expression
occurs seven times in these pre-prison epistles, and once

in the prison epistles. Let us look at these eight Pauline

epistle occurrences in their chronological order.

The first occurrence of this expression is in 2 Thess.

1:5, "to the end that ye may be counted worthy of the

kingdom of God, for which you also suffer." As the

kingdom offer was still open to Israel at this time,-and

as the gentile assemblies were supposably a part of that

kingdom, these words agree with the truth thus far

revealed; the Thessalonians' endurance signified that

they were worthy of the kingdom of God, and their suf

ferings were for that kingdom.

The second occurrence of this expression is in 1 Cor.

4:20, "For the,kingdom of God is not in word, but in

power." Here, just as in 2 Thess. 1:5, it is not stated

that they belong to the kingdom of God, but, on the sup

position that they do, the truth is enunciated that power,

rather than word, is the predominant feature of that

kingdom.

The third and fourth occurrences of this expression

are found in 1 Cor. 6:9, 10, where a list of those classes

of people who cannot inherit the kingdom of God is

given. Again it is not stated that the Corinthians were

members of the kingdom of God, but that supposition is

used to enforce the truth that moral cleanliness is re

quired of them.

The fifth occurrence of this expression is in 1 Cor.

15:50, "Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood

cannot inherit the kingdom of God; neither doth cof-

rution inherit incorruption." Here again on the suppo

sition that the Corinthians belong to the kingdom of

God, but without stating such to be a fact, this supposi

tion is used to enforce the truth that the Corinthians'
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bodies must be changed from the natural to the spiritual,

from the corruptible to the incorruptible.

The sixth occurrence of this expression is in Gal. 5:

21, "of which I forewarn you, even as I did forewarn

you, that they who practice such things shall not inherit

the kingdom of God." Again, in harmony with the

truth revealed during the transitional economy covered

by Paul's ministry during the'Acts period, it is supposed

that the. Galatians are member^ of the kingdom of God

(though such is not actually said to be the case), and

this supposition is used to enforce the repudiation of

the works of the flesh.

The seventh occurrence of this expression is in Rom.

14:17, "For the kingdom of God is not food and drink,

but righteousness and peace and joy in holy spirit."

This passage does not deny that eating and drink

ing are a part of the kingdom of God (for there will

be great physical and material blessing therein) but

rather that in the spiritual phase of that kingdom, which

is emphasized by the expression "kingdom of God",

the spiritual elements, righteousness, peace and joy in

holy spirit, are predominant. Here again it is assumed

that the Romans are members of the kingdom and this

assumption (especially in view of the fact that the truth

revealed to the Romans consisted entirely of spiritual

things) is used to, enforce the foregoing of material priv

ileges which might prove a stumbling block to weaker

brethren.

We have examined the seven occurrences of this ex

pression in the pre-prison epistles of Paul. These as

sumptions, found therein, that the Pauline gentile as

semblies were a part of the kingdom of God, the earthly

sphere of blessing, but on a plane of inferiority in re

gard to Israel, the ruling people in that kingdom, are in

harmony with the transitional economy that obtained

during the Acts period while Paul was carrying On his

double ministry, proclaiming the kingdom of God in

the synagogues of the dispersion to the Jews and the

gentiles who were wont to assemble there, and, after
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being driven forth from the synagogues, proclaiming
the gospel of God, outside of the synagogues, to all who

would hear him, whether JeW or gentile, thus, by this
second ministry, gathering together the body of Christ,

although the fact that they were to have a separate

sphere of blessing, independent of Israel and the king

dom of God, was still kept a secret until judicial blind

ness was pronounced upon Israel at the close of the Acts

period, whereupon Paul, in his prison epistles, revealed

this secret and its associated truths. These considera

tions will help us to understand the one prison epistle

occurrence of this expression, the kingdom of God.

We find this expression in Col. 4:10, 11,'' Aristarchus

my fellow prisoner saluteth you, and Mark, the cousin

of Barnabas (touching whom ye received command

ments; if he come unto you, receive him), and Jesus

that is called Justus, who are of the Circumcision: these

only are my fellow-workers unto the kingdom of God,

men that have been a comfort unto me."

Here Paul states that in this double ministry of his,

there were but three men of the Circumcision (i. e*,

members of the kingdom of God, the earthly sphere of

blessing, and not members of the body of Christ with

its heavenly sphere of blessing) who were fellow-workers

of his unto the kingdom of God, and were a comfort to

him in that work. There were other J§ws who were

fellow-workers of Paul, but they no longer belonged to
the Circumcision, with its earthly sphere of blessing,

but, like Paul, had been transported into the body of
Christ with its heavenly sphere of blessing... Note also

that these three men of the Circumcision were only fel

low-workers of Paul unto the kingdom of God, the hope

of Israel. They were not fellow-workers of Paul for

the truths relating to the one body and the heavenly

sphere of blessing. Thus this one prison epistle occur

rence of the expression, the kingdom of God, agrees with

the thought that this kingdom is an earthly one to which

we, who are members of the body of Christ, do not be

long.
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Twice more we find the word.."Kingdom" in the pre-

prisox* epistles of Paul. In 1 Thess. 2:12 we read, "to

the end that ye should walk worthily of God, who calleth

you into His own kingdom and glory." Note that

the divinely inspired words here state that the Thessa-

lonians were called, not into the kingdom of God, but

"unto His owji kingdom and glory". While they na

turally supposed that the kingdom of God was meant

(in view of the truth proclaimed during that transitional

economy) it is nevertheless noteworthy that the seven

Pauline pre-prison epistle occurrences, of the expression "

"the kingdom of God", never once actually stated that

'these gentile assemblies were a part of that kingdom,

while this kingdom expression, which omits the defining

words "of God", thus leaving the definition of the na

ture and sphere of that kingdom for the prison epistles,

states that they were called into it.

The foregoing thoughts are, not contradicted by

Paul's oral teaching to the gentiles of Derbe, Lystra,

Iconium and Antioch, where he tells them "that through

many afflictions it behooves us to enter into the kingdom

of God" (Ac. 14:22). The necessity of all who would

enter the kingdom of God enduring many afflictions, is

here inculcated. That they were to enter that kingdom

is assumed, but not stated as a fact.

The second pre-prison epistle occurrence of "king

dom" (without the defining words "of God") is found

in 1 Cor. 15:24, "Then the end, when He shall deliver

up the kingdom to the God and Father; when He shall

have abolished all rule and all authority and power."

Here again the "kingdom" (without any defining wordsN

added thereto) is used; the scope of that kingdom is

afterwards revealed in the prison epistles in the words

"unto an economy of the full number of the seasons, to

head up all things in Christ, the things in the heavens,

and the things upon the earth" (Eph. 1:10). It is this

universal kingdom (heaven and earth) which is in view

in 1 Cor. 15:24, although it is not defined there because

of the transitional economy in which these words were
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written. It is at "the end" or consummation (1 Cor.
15:24) of this "economy of the full number of the sea

sons " (Eph. 1:10), i. e., at the end of the very last econ

omy (and eon as well) that this universal kingdom is

to.be delivered to the God and Father. This is one

full economy (and one eon as well) beyond the millen

nium. To have used the expression, "the kingdom of

God", in 1 Cor. 15:24, would have been misleading, as

it would h^ve confined the delivered-up kingdom to this

earth instead of acknowledging that it embraces heaven

as well, while it would also have been misleading or

conflicting as to the time of this delivering up of the

kingdom, as after the millenium the delivering up of

the kingdom could no longer be spoken of as delivering

up "the kingdom of God".

The reason for this last assertion we will discover in

the first occurrence of a kingdom expression in Paul's

prison epistles.

This first occurrence is in Eph. 5:5, "For this ye

know of a surety, that no fornicator, nor unclean person,

nor covetous man, who is an idolator, hath any inheri

tance in the kingdom of the Christ and God." This

same truth had been previously revealed, in Paul's pre-

prison epistles, in regard to the kingdom of God; the

truth concerning the characteristics of kingdom members

remains the same, but the scope of the kingdom expres

sion is enlarged (see 1 Cor. 6:9,10; Gal. 5:19-21). We

know what the kingdom of God is, and that it embraces

the whole earth when it is set up. But here is a dual
kingdom, "the kingdom of the Christ and God". The

scope of this dual kingdom is given in Eph. 1:10, all

things in the heavens and upon the earth are to be

headed up in the Christ. • The heading up of the things

in the heavens under the Christ is given first place, in

this revelation, as that is the sphere of blessing to which

we belong, the sphere of blessing which this Ephesian

epistle reveals. In this revealed economy of the full

number of the seasons, the earth is of secondary impor

tance to us, as that is the sphere embraced by the king-
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dom of God which belongs peculiarly to Israel. Even so

in the expression "the kingdom of the Christ and God".

The "kingdom of God" is mentioned last as of secon

dary importance to us in this dual kingdom. The king

dom of "the Christ" is given first place because it is

in "the Christ" that we have been blessed with all spirit

ual blessings in the heavenlies (Bph. 1:3) ; it is in Him

that we have received our place in this heavenly sphere

of blessing, the heavenly kingdom (2 Tim. 4:18), or

"the kingdom of the Christ". As His body we shall

reign with the Christ in His heavenly realms, while Is

rael, as His bride, is reigning with Him in His earthly

realms during this economy of the full number of the

seasons, when "the kingdom of the Christ and God",

the 8ual kingdom that embraces, under the Christ, the

heavenly realms, as well as the earthly, shall replace

"the kingdom of God" which, during the millennium,

embraces the earthly realms only. Hence the assertion

that the delivered up kingdom of 1 Cor. 15:24 could

not be spoken of, after the millennium, as "the kingdom

of God", but must be acknowledged as "the kingdom
of the Christ and God", the universal kingdom which

shall be under the sway of the Christ of God until all

things in the heavens and upon the earth shall be recon

ciled to God (Col. 1:20), death, the last enemy, having

been abolished (1 Cor. 15:26), and all having been made

alive in Christ, even as all have died in Adam (1 Cor.

15:22). The expression, "the kingdom of the Christ

and God'' could not be used in 1 Cor. 15:24 as that phase

of the kingdom could not be revealed during that tran

sitional economy (during the Acts period) when the

kingdom, offer was still open to Israel, as the revelation

of the heavenly sphere of blessing, with its associated

truths, was dependent upon Israel's defection. In pass

ing it is well to note that the delivered up kingdom,

as will be seen byrcomparing 1 Cor. 15o:24 with 1 Cor.

15:28, is the kingdom of the Son of God. In the millen

nium the Christ reigns as the Son of Man. See Matt.
24. It is only in the eon of the eon, i. e., the eon be

yond the millennium, that He reigns as Son of God,—
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"of the Son He saith, Thy throne 0 God, is for the eon

of the eons" (Heb. 1:8). Here we have corroborative

evidence, for it is at this very time, when He reigns over

all the earth as the Son of God, that He also reigns over

the heavenly realms as the Christ in "the kingdom of

the Christ and God", spoken of, also, as "the economy

of the full number of the seasons" when the things in

the heavens, and the things upon the earth, are headed

up in the Christ. There is therefore no room for the

theory that the delivering up of the kingdom, in 1 Cor.

15:20-28, takes place at the end of the millennium.

In 2 Tim. 4:1 we read, "I charge thee in the sight

of God, and of Christ Jesus, who shall judge the living

and the dead, and by His appearing and His kingdom.''

Here the heavenly phase of the dual "kingdom of the

Christ and God" is spoken o£ as "His kingdom", i. e.,

the kingdom "of Christ Jesus". As this is the kingdom

to which we will belong, we are charged by- the appear

ing of Christ Jesus and His kingdom to "preach the

word", etc.

In 2 Tim. 4:18 this same kingdom to which we shall

belong is called "His (i. e., the Lord's) heavenly king

dom ", " The Lord will deliver me from every evil work,

and will save me unto His heavenly kingdom." This

passage gives the location of this kingdom (in the heav-

enlies) and also, in connection with its context (verses

14-18), shows us that our sufferings are now no longer

considered to be for "the kingdom of God", as in

2 Thess. 1:5, but for "His heavenly kingdom".

The only remaining kingdom expression in the

Pauline epistles is in Col. 1:13, "who delivered us out

of the power of darkness, and translated us into the

kingdom of the Son of His love." Here we have a

spiritual kingdom. We are not delivered out of earth's

kingdoms, when we are translated into this kingdom,

but out of "the power of darkness", the Satanic forces

which dominate the affairs and the governments of this

earth. It is a kingdom which is in existence now: we

have been delivered out of the power of darkness; we
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have been translated into the kingdom of the Son of His
love. This kingdom is the expression of the relationship

that exists between the God and Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ and us who are members of this spiritual
kingdom; the love of God, which in all its glorious ful
ness embraces His beloved Son, embraces us also, wl^o

have been " translated into the kingdom of the Son of

His love'\ Just as now "in spirit7' we are seated *'with

Him (i. e., God) in the heavenlies in Christ Jesus"

(Eph. 2:6), and "have our access in one spirit unto the

Father" (Eph. 2:18), so also we are now "in spirit"

enjoying the balmy affections displayed by God'in "the

kingdom of the Son of His love". Some day in bodies

like unto Christ's own glorious body (see Phil. 3:21)

we shall be actually seated in the heavenlies, and have

access into the Father's presence, and then we will en

joy, in His presence, the balmy affections and untold

Spiritual blessings of "the kingdom of the Son of His
love", which we now enjoy "in spirit". That will be

in the coming eon, when Israel shall administer "the

kingdom of God", upon the earth, during the millen

nium. In the eon of the eon, i. e., after the millennium

or the coming eon, there will be for us, who are members

of the one Body, a merging of "the kingdom of the Son

of His love" into the "heavenly kingdom" of that dual

kingdom which is known as "the kingdom of the Christ

and God". Then will be superadded to these untold

spiritual blessings and these balmy affections of our

God and Father, the power that will enable us, as the

body of Christ, to administer the heavenly realms with

the Christ (Who will then be the Head of all things

in the heavens and upon the earth) until that glorious

reign of the Christ, in that economy of the full number

of the seasons, shall bear as its glorious and gracious

fruition,—the reconciliation of the universe to the God

and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. And then the

willing submission and abdication of the Son, that God

may be All in all. H. W. Martin



THE LIFE OF THE AGES

One of the deepest expressions we have concerning the

. life of the ages is that uttered by our Lord in His won

derful prayer. "In this consists the life of the ages—

in knowing Thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ

Whom Thou hast sent." Knowledge of God and of His

Christ is the outstanding thought. A life marked, not

so much by its duration, as by its quality.

It is a life which is very largely the fruit of that

hidden wisdom which God foreordained before the ages

to our.glory. And in all the marvels of its range it is

indeed the sum and substance of those beautiful things

"which eye saw not, and ear heard not, and which en

tered not the heart of man, yet things God prepared

for those who love Him.'' And for those who love

Him, the life of the ages is a life in which God fills the

entire vision. All is viewed as from Him and for Him.

Nothing is regarded as being outside the pale of His

will.

As our knowledge of God increases, we* perceive the

wisdom of His way with us, and truly learning, have

deeper understanding of life's paradoxes. We see all

the strange interplay of good and evil in the perfect

light of the glory that is to be, and resting there, exult

in the foretaste of that life which runs eagerly to its

goal.

The life of the ages—knowledge of God. They go

together, now and then. Little by little, as we are

brought to a fuller realization of our standing in Christ,

our knowledge increases. We go from strength to

strength in an experience flooded with the effulgence
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of God. For God "shines in our hearts to give us the

light of the knowledge of His glory, which is radiant

in the face of Christ".

Christ is in'the midst of the immediate. He is King

of the ages, >too, and the glorious thought thrills and

calms us in {he turbulence pf life. By virtue of all that

the regnant position means, color is given to our con

ception of His grace and glory. Painted on the canvas

are such harmonies, such exquisite touches, as make a

picture of surpassing beauty. There is perspective, sym

metry, perfection of detail, in one glowing blend of form

and color, and its contemplation is restful to the eye of

faith. And such a vision of Christ, as the center of

glories to be revealed, nerves us and heartens us in the

immediate.,

"Fret not thyself," the whisper comes. Lay hold

of the life of the ages, and exult therein. It is for the

heart's delight, this sense of coming glory, glory in

which the afflictions of time are entirely forgotten. For

we look not back to a shadowed past, but just on Him

and His ever-widening circle of glory.

Living in a scene where man still finds he is a child

of sorrow, an heir oJ sin, a prey to the suggestions of

a corrupt nature, and an inhabitant of what is seem

ingly an unequally administered world, it is desirable

to know Him, Whom to know is the life of the ages.

The knowledge brings so much in its train. Day by

day, and year by year, there is brought to our minds,

an ever-deepening sense of its vast envelopment.

Say not, my soul, from whence

Can God relieve thy care;
Remember, omnipotence

Hath servants everywhere.

And is not the ministry of all these servants an in

tegral part of the life of the ages? Again and again,

as it were, do we touch the hem of His garment in the

press of life. In many ways we sweetly realize that

power of His which upholds the universe. We see the

fine be-jewelled movements of the mechanism we call
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circumstance, and hear the voices of many intelligen

ces whispering thoughts of His dominant, supervising

will. All that we need is the expectant, adaptive spirit,

alive to all the delicate promptings of the Divine nature.

The life of the ages has music of its own. We hear

its tones and undertones as borne to our hearts in frag

ments from the Word of Life. It is the province of the

Word to interpret that wonderful life which is ours in

Him, the Lord of the universe. And so, from time to

time, the strings of the heart are swept by the Master

Harpist to the praise of His grace.

Again, the manifold bearings of this life impart rich

ness and breadth to our appreciation of Divine promises.

More and more do we esteem the simplicity which is

in Christ, valuing the little things, the wayside blossoms

of this life's highway. Faith makes larger discoveries

of Divine love, and of the fitness and fulness of Christ's

sacrifice. And as we contemplate the infinite sway of

His sceptre, the majesty of the King in His beauty, emo

tions arise which glow as an altar of undying flame.v

This life of the ages has an inherent greatness which

sees in the unlovely and the vile, the possibilities of

God's barrier-breaking process of grace. We see the

unworthy and the vicious, apparently unmoved by

words of sacred truth, but in them we see the handiwork

of God, when from the depths He has lured them to

the plane of His unquenchable, triumphal love. And

seeing, we give thanks for His unspeakable gift, mar

velling that He should have selected us, among the many,

to realize even now,,,the bounty of His grace, and the

beauty of the life ,of the ages.

Moreover, the massiveness of the thought should

give point and power to the ambassador's message. The

good news is enhanced by the lofty vision of an all-

conquering Christ, who by kingly grace draws all man

kind to Himself. For, as the great Shepherd-King, He

rests not until He finds, nor recks of time until He

folds humanity within the realm of God.

Indeed, the circle of creation, in all its vast entirety
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of intelligence, shall be won by the King in His beauty.

Then, and then alone, will the ages merge into the life

of completeness and satisfaction for all. And for this

we count it a privilege to realize, even now, the mo

nitions of so great a glory.

William Mealand.



THE CHALLENGE OF MODERNITY

The onward march of world events has entirely divested

us of everything pertaining to an aristocracy. We have

been—as we may put it—pulverized into democracy.

This is obviously the truth in the political world where

such kings as remain are but traditional figure heads,

the real power having passed into the hands of "the

people". We are not concerned with the principle

of democracy more than to remind ourselves that it is

founded on a pure political assumption, contradicted by

the daily experience of life, that we are all "equal".

And this assumption in the political sphere has filtered

through into the sphere of religious thought and the

process o»f pulverization has reduced to one dull mo

notony every name that lifted itself above others.

As a result of this the Lord of Christian faith and

thought is but one Christ among many: Christianity is

but one religion amongst others; the Bible is but one

book in the human library; and the entire system and

content of Christianity has just as much value as any

other system—with room for a guess that all such sys

tems are but mental junk. Thus has the steam-roller

of modern "culture" ground down the very Rock of

Ages in kinship with common dust. And the cross itself,

for all the reverence it arouses today, might as well be

but so many feet of lumber. As R. T. Forsyth in an

other connection has said "We have changed the cross

of Christ into a Christmas tree."

"Modernity" is not modern. It is the age-old antag

onism of Satan to God with a fresh coat of paint. The

compressed hatred of hell to anything and everything

that will dare to call in question its Prince's proud
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ambitions lies back of it dll. We are living in critical

times. Historical crises are occurring around us preg

nant with mighty issues. The forces of the enemy are

advancing in mass formation, and the outer defences

and bulwarks would seem to have crumbled away before

them. These are times when the saints of God must

"quit themselves like men".. Fighters they must be

whose weapons, and .courage too, are not carnal: heroes

who can stand alone when the solid earth seems to be

dissolving beneath their feet; and their spiritual and

moral certainties must be able to withstand the test of

cataclysms. God alone knows how full our churches are

of lazy drifters. Spiritual indifference and mental in

ertia, disinclination to any form of intellectual effort/

has naturally made the dancing class more popular than

the Bible class. It is easy to just float along with the

stream. Nevertheless men of God must be prepared to

stand alone and lonely. And that is not democracy.

Poor ignorant Enoch knew nothing, it seems, about-

our modern "community church". Beefsteak suppers,

euchres, fetes, bazaars, were absent from his ministry.

Judged by modern standards his was a ministry of in

efficiency. Instead of asking his contemporaries to buy

tickets for his monthly euchres he made himself disliked

in the community by preaching "the Lord cometh".

Apparently the spirit of compromise was also absent

from his thought. He did not accommodate his message

to his hearers' likes but fitted his message to his hearers'

sins. The challenge of the times to him was the people's

ignoring of the claims of God. God was forgotten. He

answered the challenge by asserting the right of God

to judge.

Our "modern" times, too, have their distinct chal

lenge to the child of God. The democracy that loses the

Christ in a religious maze of many Messiahs, makes the

Bible a book, and Christianity a religion, must have its

answer from those who still use capital letters when they

think, or speak, of such subjects. l

We are not concerned about the quantity, or mass,

of evidence which we present to the world to buttress
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the claims of Christianity upon our faith. Amount or

volume of Christian evidence has nothing whatever to do

with the world's rejection of it. We should not expect

the world to accept any evidence, much less all, The

world—its historians, critics, litterateurs, philosophers—

are not impartial critics. As a jury to try the evidence

it is not unbiased, and consequently is not qualified to

hear the case. We should be more worried if they ac

cepted than if they rejected the evidence, for the enmity

of the carnal heart evinces itself in its historical, liter

ary, and critical judgment as much as it does in things

spiritual.

The heart has ways of knowing things that the head

knows nothing about, and when God wants the approba

tion, or approval, or admiration of a worlding, He gains

it by converting rather than by controverting him. One

touch of the divine Spirit awakens a parching thirst

within the human heart and the refreshment obtained

for such agony within from Christ and the gospel is

evidence irrefutable to such a one.

We need ever to remind ourselves that when the

" evidences" of Christianity were current facts instead

of ancient histories, when miracles were performed and

not merely read about, when the '' proof'' residing in the

moral superiority of Christ was an embodied thing, when

His voice could be heard, and His body touched, the in

tellects of His day were as much unmoved by the seeing

of these things as the intellects of our day are uncon
vinced by the reading of them.

The nature of the heart produces a scepticism adapt

ed to each age in history. Unbelief fathered its own

"Higher Critics" for the very days of the Master, Who

could look upon His face only to spit upon it; and view

His miracles of mercy in order to " explain" them by

Beelzebub. Can we expect the intellect of humanity to

be converted by us when it was not convinced by Him?

Can our arguments succeed where His demonstrations

failed? Can our theories accomplish more than His

facts? Our Lord makes Abraham to say, "Neither will

they believe though one rose from the dead." Have
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we not the same laws that held or compelled faith oper

ating amongst us today? Miracles are not absent from

our age. We have the Roman Catholic miracles of

Lourdes—have they made us Romanists? We have

Christian Scientist miracles—have they made us Scien

tists? There is a difference of course, but is not our

Lord's reference to resurrection an indication of the

value of "evidences" as a whole to the natural man?

Was the radical difference between John and Judas ow

ing to the larger amount of evidence John had access

to ? Was Judas Judas because he did not have the Mes-

siahship sufficiently proved to him ? Or did Israel perish

in the wilderness ("through unbelief") because the

miracles in Egypt were insufficiently authenticated?

The appeal of Christ on earth was to those who had

"ears to hear". That many have ears that do not hear

is apparent when music is the subject. That others have

eyes that do not see is equally evident when art is before

them. How much argument would it take to make them

"musical"? How much reasoning would be sufficient

to give them the artistic sense? Such things, such

knowledges as these, are matters of life and not of learn

ing. If we beheld in our days little coteries of deaf

men criticising the musical compositions of Wagner and

Chopin, or little cliques of blind men discussing the

technique of Rubens then we would have a parallel to

the audacity of those dead men who attempt an anal

ysis of the living Book under the pretentious title of

"Higher Critics". Such unqualified, or disqualified,

critics must arouse pity rather than passion. And we

may note that when the deaf critics and the blind judges

of Jerusalem could not hear the music of His message,

or discern the glory of His Person, Messiah did not shake

His fist at their city. He wept over it.

There are no such things as miracles to the man who

is not a miracle himself. The occurrence of conversion

in the heart, with the moral and spiritual creative forces

which flow into the mind and emotions therefrom, con

stitute the qualifications necessary to criticise spiritual

matters. Those who lack the sense of taste cannot judge
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the fruits of Christianity. The negative results of the

thing called " Criticism" are neither unnatural nor un

expected.

If modernity challenges the Christian of today to

offer "proofs" and "reasons" the Christian should

know at once the utter uselessness of entering into any

debate upon the matter, not because Christianity has

no proofs but because modernity has not the capacity

for having Christianity proved to it. When we can

explain color to a blind man, and describe music to a

deaf one, we may then undertake to " prove" spiritual

things to a carnal man.

Those who have lost the christ in a whirl of many

Messiahs, have never known him. Those who have mis

laid the book in the teeming library of human literature

have* never understood it. Those who have lost the

definite article from their faith concerning these had

never anything very definite in their faith concerning
them.

Alan Burns



THE UNBELIEVER'S JUDGMENT

When is the judgment of the unbeliever? It is at the

great white throne in the interval between the resurrec

tion and the second death (Un. 20:11-15). Simple as this

statement seems, and supported by the Scriptures as it

is, no one accepts it as it stands. The result is the

amazing confusion among students of the Bible. Some

insist that the sinner suffers before the judgment session

in the first death. Others postpone the penalty to the
second death.

It must be borne in mind that we are not consider
ing partial or temporary judgments, such as that of the
nations at the beginning of the day of the Lord, but the

personal individual judgment of mankind. We are deal

ing with the great mass of mankind, not the exceptional

cases, as the Slanderer, the two wild beasts, and the wor

shipers of the wild beast. These will come before us

in dealing with "Eternal Torment".

There is no judgment in death. This may be estab
lished by a direct statement of Scripture as well as by
many unanswerable lines of reasoning based on the na

ture of judgment and resurrection. Our first appeal

will be to the plain assertion of the great Judge.

In the terse, pregnant language of the text we are

told that "the dead were judged" (Un. 20:12). All

that this usually conveys to our minds is that they were

tried and sentenced. We leave the execution of the sen

tence for another occasion. Here is where we go astray,

for the usage of the word "judge" always includes the

execution as well as the passing of the sentence.

The indignation and fury, affliction and distress

which is to come on every human soul which is effecting
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evil (Ro. 2:9) is visited on the unbeliever at the great

white throne, not before it or after it. "We do not need

to appeal to Greek lexicons to establish this point. The

constant usage of the word judgment in previous parts

of the Unveiling is sufficient to put it beyond question.

The souls under the altar (6:10) were not praying for

the conviction of those who had shed their blood, but for

the actual execution of their just deserts. Hence they

pray *' Till when ... art Thou not 'judging . . ." No
mere sentence will satisfy their cry for vengeance.

This is even more evident when the messenger of

the waters, speaking of the inflictions under the third

bowl (Un. 16:4) when the rivers and springs became

blood, says that "Thou judgest ..." The judgment

consisted in giving them blood to drink because they

shed the blood of saints and prophets. What the souls

under the altar requested is thus fulfilled.

Of Babylon we read "Strong is the Lord God Who

is judging her" (Un. 18:8). This judging consisted of

paying as she pays, doubling her doubles, giving her

torment and mourning, and her calamities, the famine

and the conflagration. It was the actual infliction of

God's sentence against her.

When the Eider on the White Horse treads the wine

trough of the furious indignation of God (Un. 19:15)

He is said to be judging the nations. So, throughout

this Unveiling, the actual infliction of God's fury is in

tended by this term. Since this cannot be denied, why

should, we give it a different force in its final occur

rences? To all who are subject to the word of God, this

will be conclusive. The dead receive their due deserts

at the great white throne. They do not receive it before
or after. This is the simple solution of the many prob

lems which have arisen to perplex and baffle the earnest

student.

Besides this plain passage, which appeals to our faith,

there are at least three major lines of argument which

confirm this truth. These are based on the time of the

judgment, its character, and the resurrection of the un

just. Briefly stated they are as follows: As a sentence
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cannot be carried out until after it has been passed, the

sinner cannot suffer for his sins until he appears before

the Judge. As his sentence is in accord with his acts

it cannot be fulfilled until its measure and manner have

been determined. As the dead are raised before the

judgment, life is necessary for its execution. There is

no judgment in death. As the sinner is dead both be

fore and after the great white throne, it is confined to

that era.

The "orthodox" position that the execution of the

sentence of the sinner begins at death and continues

for at least a thousand years before he is brought be

fore the Judge is as unreasonable and unrighteous as

it is unscriptural. No one with the slightest sense of

justice would commend such a course. Even human laws

are so framed that those who have not been pronounced

guilty, or whose trial has not yet taken place, may suf

fer as little as possible. Let us suppose that one of the

fierce governments of earth should enact a law that its

judiciary shall have its sessions every fifty years, and

that all suspects or offenders shall be put to hard labor

until the time of trial. That would be mild compared

with a millennium of anguish waiting to appear before

the great Judge. No such law could be passed, for the

voice of mankind, notwithstanding its degradation and

injustice and ungodliness, would rise in protest.

It is useless to speak of God's righteous character

and cling to such a travesty on justice. "Whatever may

be the condition of the sinner previous to the judgment,

it is not the execution of his sentence. That can only oc

cur after his case has been tried and the degree of guilt

determined and the just sentence pronounced.

It is of the essence of God's judgments that they

accord with the acts which they are intended to correct.

Adam was doomed to toil and death because he had

taken the word of the serpent and must taste the fruit

of his self chosen path, so that, through it, God might

effect a higher purpose than was possible without his

sufferings. The scene in Eden at the beginning of hu

man history is a miniature of the judgment of mankind
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near its close. Adam, during his life, learned the bitter

ness of disobedience and estrangement, and this pre

pared him for reconciliation. So the sinner will face

the Judge, and each will receive a suitable sentence, ad

justed to meet and mend the special sins and offences

of which he is guilty.

Now it is manifest that such a special imposition is

impossible before the trial and sentence. If judgment

is previous to trial, then all must be treated alike or

without discrimination. How such a course would affect

the millions upon millions of human beings involved is

a staggering thought, but it is nothing compared to the

effect it must have on the estimate His creatures have of

God. We appeal to all who are zealous for His great

name. There is no Scripture for judgment before trial.

Why, then, blacken God's character with a charge which

is recognized by all as an act of gross injustice?

Why are the dead raised before the judgment ? Why

not judge them in the death state ? Only one answer is

possible: There can be no judgment in death. The res

urrection of the unjust is no mere incident or accident.

To raise a single man from the tomb involves the mighty

power of God. What will it mean to raise millions upon

millions to stand before Him in the judgment ? If judg

ment could possibly proceed without resurrection the

dea.d would assuredly answer for their sins in the death

state. The resurrection of the unjust is proof positive

that there can be no judgment before the sinner has been

restored to life.

Why are they cast into the lake of fire, which is the

second death? If resurrection was necessary'to judg

ment, a return into death is the end of judgment. Just

as "we have no Scripture to show that judgment precedes

resurrection, so we have none to show that it follows the

second death. The special cases of the Slanderer and

the two wild beasts only confirm this position, as we

shall see' when we take up the question of torment. As

the sinner, then, returns into death after the judgment,

we need only inquire into the function of the first death

to understand the second. The first death was God's
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means of detaining sinners until the judgment. It is

an absolutely just and impartial method of holding over

the unjust until the time of trial. It is as though the

prisoners were arrested at night and slept until court

was in session, then paid the penalty, and slept once

more until the day of their liberation.

So with the second death. The unjust can have no

part in the blessings of the eonian times. That is re

served for the just, who have been saved through the

faith of Christ. What shall be done with them until the

judgment ? Death is the answer. During the long mil

lennial reign they wait in its confines for the judgment

day. After judgment is passed, and still another eon

remains of the eonian times, in which only those who

belong to Christ by faith can have a part, what shall be

done with them until the consummation? Once more,

death is the answer. Just as they were held for the

judgment by the first death, so now, they enter the

second to wait until the abolition of death at the con

summation. It is the function of death to hold its vic

tims until God's appointed time to deal with them either

in judgment or in grace. Even believers enter the con

fines of death to await His coming.

One of the most flagrant and unwarranted additions

to this scroll is the oft repeated phrase saddled on the

second death—"from which there is no resurrection".

Thank God, the curses reserved for those who add to

this scroll cannot operate in this day of grace. Not only

is it unscriptural, but it is unreasonable. If there was a

resurrection from the first death, the logical deduction

is that resurrection is possible from the second death.

As this is only a repetition of the first (or it would not

be called the second) resurrection or its equivalent is pos

sible from it also. As the Unveiling is concerned with

judgment, it is obvious that such a resurrection is out

side its scope, both as to subject and time. It deals with

the divine judgments during the eons of the eons. The

only legitimate inference from its silence as to the fate

of those who enter the second death is that,, during the

eons of the eons, they suffer no further inflictions. To
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discover what is their position after the eons of the* eons,'

we must look elsewhere.

Often have we been asked, " Where is there a scrip

ture to prove that there is a resurrection from the second

death ?'y Speaking accurately, there is none. But there

is vivification, which includes resurrection, and infinitely

surpasses it. The resurrection from the first death does

not bring them into a state of deathlessness, immortality.

They die again. Not so with the vivification at the con-,

summation. The God Who raises the dead and vivifies

them makes them alive beyond death's jurisdiction. In

deed, the resurrection (if we choose to misname it so)

at the consummation must be a vivification, for it follows

the abolition of the death state.

Paul, in the fifteenth of first Corinthians, carries us

to the very verge of the last eon brought before us in

the scroll of the Unveiling, and tells us what occurs after

it has been fulfilled. John tells of the reign of Christ.

Paul tells of His abdication. John tells of the sway of

the second death. Paul tells of its abolition. It is not as

at the beginning of the last eon, that there should be no

more death. For the whole of that eon death has had

no more victims. It is now a question of God's enemies.

He has commissioned His Christ to rid the universe of

all enmity. This is accomplished gradually.

Death continues to the very consummation. It is the

last enemy. The first death will have long since passed

by. Only the second death will remain. Its abolition

marks the final scene in the drama of the eons. The

dead have been judged at the great white throne. The

eons awarded to the saints have passed by. Nothing

remains for Christ to do to complete the work of recon

ciling the universe but the vivification of all.

This done, the whole creation will witness that grand

climax of His career, which can be compared only with

Calvary. There He went down to the deepest depths

of infamy, to save and reconcile a universe. Now He

descends once more, His work accomplished, and not one

is lost for whom He died, but all are in harmonious ac

cord with the heart of God.
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We conclude, then, that judgment, God's strange

work, is swift and salutary in its execution. God is love.

He is not justice, though love must be just. He lingers

in dispensing grace and in displaying glory. But He

hastens in inflicting pain. For centuries He has been

giving out His grace. The era of His indignation will

be brief. He sends His storms, but they hurry by. He

does not follow a brief life of sin by an eternity of woe,

but by a judgment swift and sharp and suited to His

glorious purpose and their good. Such a God we can

love-and reverence and worship. To Him be glory and

wisdom and might for the eons of the eons!
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BEING THE FIFTH NUMBER OF VOLUME THIRTEEN

EDITORIAL

There is a season for all service for God. There is a

set time to do His will. Hitherto our efforts have been

confined largely to the discovery and confirmation of

some of His truths. No aggressive or extensive effort

has been made to publish them abroad.

Now, however, there can no longer be any doubt in

our minds and hearts as to the absolute certainty of such

great truths as the universal reconciliation, and the same

spirit which has revealed it to us now presses us to make

it more widely known and more generally enjoyed.

We are not alone in this impression. From various

centers we hear of hearts exercised and burdened with

the load which comes along with the light. We feel that

there must be some response to this urge, which seems to

be the impulse of God's spirit. We desire to enlist the

active sympathy and co-operation of all who love this

truth in a concerted effort to publish the grand goal of

the evangel. We are like the lepers outside the gate of

Samaria (2 Ki. 7:3-10). "We do not well: this day is

a day of good tidings, and we hold our peace . . ."

With this in view a call is being issued to all who

are at all interested in these great truths and who live

in Southern California, to attend an Evangelistic Con

ference to be held on July fourth (a legal holiday) from

ten o'clock in the morning, until the evening, on the

lawn, at 2823-27 East Sixth Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

We will consider ways and means for the furtherance of

the truth. Let us make this an epochal event, and come

determined to do our share and enjoy the great reward

of those who become the channel of blessing to others.

It has been our happiness to get: let us enjoy the greater

happiness of giving.
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Mr. Gwynne L. Lewis, who has had years of ex

perience in ministerial and evangelistic work, and whose

heart is fired with enthusiasm and a desire to proclaim

the universal reconciliation wherever there may be an

opening for the truth, will be present and outline his

plan, and plead for our support in an evangelistic cam

paign among the cities of Southern California and of the

whole state and the Pacific Coast. At present he is con

sidering the purchase of a house truck in which to live

and move about, carrying a supply of literature and

using every opportunity for public testimony and meet

ings. There seems considerable likelihood that the ini

tial cost of launching such a campaign will be more than

justified in the probable results and that eventually the

interest aroused will be sufficient to carry it on.

Besides this the Conference will'afford an excellent
opportunity for fellowship. It is seldom possible for

all of us to get together, and we trust that all who can

will not fail to be present and meet those of like precious

faith on that day.

For years we have had in mind the publication of a

large chart for use in presenting the truth to the eye

while seeking to impress it upon the ear. Many excel

lent charts have been submitted to us, some of which we

would like to have published. It has been our intention

to combine the best features of these into one which

would be acceptable to us all. But we have never been

able to complete our attempts for lack of time.

Recently, however, a brother has sent us a pictorial

adaptation of the chart in the Divine Calendar, which

appeals most strongly to all who have seen it. All other

charts failed to give enough. This one seems to give too

much, but the simple device of covering such parts of

it as are not wanted makes it simpler than any other.

We also hope to fold it so that the mysteries will be

hidden from view, when desired.

We hope, ere long, to add this chart to our list of

publications. The size will be about 17x32 inches. It
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may be obtained either plain or colored. Larger sizes

may be supplied on special order. We hope to have a

small facsimile in the magazine.

We believe this will be an excellent chart for the

home as an aid in interesting others in the truth and in

explaining the truth to those who are interested. We

will be glad to receive orders at any time, especially

from those who wish a quantity. We trust, under God,

that this will be a very effectual help in our efforts to

publish God's marvelous purpose and plans.

One of the most heartbreaking signs of the present apos

tasy is the unfeeling ease with which some of God's

devout servants use the rod on those who are seeking to

serve Him in a way which they do not comprehend.

A recent issue of the Sunday School Times contained a

review of the Concordant Version which illustrates this

spirit. It asserts that only one term is used for each

Greek word, and that this cannot be carried out. It says

nothing of the fact that such is the aim of the sublinear,

and, because this uniformity cannot be maintained, the

version differs from it considerably, yet strives to be

consistent. The impression conveyed is so palpably false

that a man of the world would not be guilty of it for fear

of action at law. The case is greatly aggravated by the

fact that some years ago a similar review was prepared

but was submitted to us beforehand. As a consequence

of the evidence we submitted, showing that the state

ments it contained were not true, it was not published.

A case was cited dn which we use seven English syn

onyms for one Greek word, because English idiom de

mands it.

The charge that it is gotten out by those who hold

some kind of universalism is so adroitly worded that its

accordance with fact only aggravates its offensiveness

and conveys the impression that we hold* salvation to be
of man and not of God, for this is the popular thought

now associated with "universalism", just as law-keeping

is associated with "Adventism". We leave it to our
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readers whether we believe there is anything in man!

Furthermore, by a clever turn, the impression is con

veyed that the version is tainted with this teaching be

cause the notes give the compiler's opinions. The re

markable thing about this is the fact that it is a review

of the first part only—The Unveiling—in which there

is not a single reference to the doctrine objected to, either

in the version or notes. It is not a review of the version

but an attack on its compiler.

We ask all who differ with us as to the interpreta

tion of 1 Tim. 2 :4 ; 4:10 ; Rom. 5 :18 ; 11:32 ; 1 Cor. 15 :

22; Phil. 3 :21; Col. 1:20, to examine these texts carefully

and see if we have, in the slightest degree, wrested the

translation to suit our interpretation. If we have, we

are prepared to publicly apologize and correct all errors.

But, if we have translated these honestly, what ground

is there for this charge against us ? What justice is there

in condemning the whole work when the very passages in

point cannot be assailed?

0, my beloved brethren, does your victorious life call

for victims among those who are beloved by God and

who are suffering for His sake 1 And what shall we do ?

We commend you to God and His grace. He does not

condemn: neither do we, however much you hurt and

grieve us. We entreat all who love the truth and the

God of truth to pray for these dear brethren. They

think they are doing God service, but no champion of

the truth, no servant of the true God should stoop to

combat error with misrepresentation. God be gracious to

His dear saints who must be misled by them! Let bur

prayer be "Lord, be gracious to them—they know not

what they do!"

The article on "The English and Greek Indefinite"

will be reprinted as a pamphlet. We would value lists

of scholars, Greek professors, members of societies inter

ested in this theme, to whom we wish to send a copy.

Write the names and addresses on one side of the sheet
only.



GOD'S PUBPOSE FOE THIS

LOST WORLD

(Continued from the February issue)

There is more than one purpose to be accomplished by

the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ into this world.

It is not merely individual, to "seek and to save that

which was lost", but it has national and racial objects,

according to the first prophecy in Gen. 3:15. "The Seed

of the woman shall bruise the serpent's head". This

looks on to the final destruction of the works of the devil.

The purpose for which Christ came as recorded in the

Gospels, was not to form a church, but to set up a king

dom. He did not form a church, but His preaching and

teaching, had reference to the kingdom; which would

have been set up at that time if the Jewish people had

received Him as their King. In their rejection of Him,

the kingdom has passed into its condition of mystery,

and will so remain until the King shall return, and Israel

say "Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the

Lord".

In the progress of the ages, certain things have been

accomplished towards the ultimate subjection of the

world to the rule of the Man of God's appointment (Acts

17:31).

1. The King has been born. . .

This part of the prophecies have been fulfilled, and

fulfilled literally, a virgin has conceived and brought

forth a Son (Isa. 9:6; Mic. 5:2; Lu. 1:35). It is but

reasonable to suppose, that the first half of these proph

ecies having been fulfilled literally, the other half will be

fulfilled in like manner.
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2. The King has been presented.

John Baptist the herald of the King, proclaimed

Him present and introduced Him to the people. The

King Himself proclaimed the kingdom at hand, in their

midst in the person of the King then with them. The

miracles He wrought were the evidence of the righteous

ness of His claims as their Messiah. They only needed

to put the claims of Jesus side by side with the predic

tions of the prophets to know that of a truth, He was the

one that was to come.

3. The King was acknowledged.

The wise men from the East came inquiring "Where

is He that is born King of the Jews?" Pilate, in the

inscriptions he placed over the cross, testified, "this is

the King of the Jews", and the resurrection was not

only the witness of God that Jesus was the Son of God,

but that He was also the seed of David, and the fulfil

ment of all covenanted* promises made to Him.

4. The King has been rejected.

Why rejected in view of -all the righteousness of His

claims? The Jews were like the people of the present

day; with this difference, they (the Jews) read the Scrip

tures accepting all about the coming glories of the king

dom, but overlooked the necessity of the suffering before

the kingdom could be established. Today we are gen

erally occupied with the suffering Christ, and are indif

ferent as to the kingdom. The offense of the cross has

now become the offense of the crown (Lu. 24:25-27).

5. The King has been exalted to the rijght hand of

God.

This is where our attention is now directed. "But

now, we see not yet all things put under Him; but we

see Jesus . . . crowned with glory and honor" (Heb.

2:7-9).

In the rejection of the King, what of the kingdom?

1. It has not been abandoned.

The book of Acts still keeps it before the people.
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The first question in the.book is about the kingdom":

"Wilt Thou at this time restore the kingdom to Israel''
was the first question asked by the perplexed disciples,

and all through the book it is the prominent subject, and

is only set aside at the end of the book. If their thought

was wrong, it seems strange that the Master did not use

the opportunity to correct their mistake. They did not

make any mistake. They were not warranted by the

Hebrew Scriptures to expect anything else than the es

tablishment of the Messianic kingdom, according to their

prophets (Acts 1:6; 28:28). .

2. It has not been changed in its nature.

It still has reference to an earthly administration,

the kingdom of the heavens ruling the earth. It has

not given place to an order of things "within you", as

so often stated, but is yet to be established visibly upon

the earth at the return of the King (Lu. 19).

3. The church is not the kingdom.

The church was before the kingdom in the purpose

of God (Eph. 1:3,4). It is heavenly in character. Its

position, blessings, and destiny are heavenly.

4. The kingdom is in abeyance.

It is not in view at present. When Israel is again

the subject of God's dealings, its form will be that of

the kingdom in mystery. In that condition it will re

main until the return of the King. The eight parables

of Matt. 13 gives us its different phases until the King

comes back again. The present time is a parenthesis,

not recognized outside Paul's epistles.

What remains yet to be accomplished, before this

world is under the rule of the Man "Whom He hath

appointed"? The program for the future may be

found in many of its particulars in the Acts 15:14-18.

1. The Prophetic Program.

"To this agree the words of the prophets". It must

be kept in mind that the present election is not the .sub

ject of the prophets. This part of the program has not

to do with the church aspect of the coming of the Lord.
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The secret or mystery as committed to Paul deals with

a prior translation of the saints for a meeting with the

Lord in the air (1 Thess. 4:13-18; Phil. 3:10,20,21).

2. The National Program.

This is expressed in ' * The building again of the. tab- ^

ernacle of David which is thrown flown, and the setting

of it up again". This is nothing less than the restoration

of Israel (1) to their God, (2) to their land, (3) to one

another and (4) to their mission.

3. The Racial Program. "And all the gentiles" etc.

Thus we see that the object of the preaching of the

gospel at the% present time is not the conversion of the

world but its* evangelization. That the nation of Israel
are to be. restored to their own land. That this restora

tion is connected with the coming of the Messiah. That

Israel converted will become the missionaries to the na

tions for their conversion to God, in accordance to the

original promise made to Abraham.

4. The Consummate Part of the Program.

This looks far beyond millennial times. This em

braces the reign of the Son of Man. Beyond this there

is the the reign of the Son of God, when all enemies shall

be subdued. Beyond this there will be the ultimate de

livering up of the kingdom to the Father, that GOD may

be ALL in ALL. In the opening of Genesis GOD IS

ALL, at the end of the book of Revelation, He is ALL

IN ALL (1 Cor. 15:27,28).

W. H. Walker



Qoncorbant

THE GREEK AND ENGLISH

INDEFINITE

'1 The Greek Aorist tense cannbt be consistently trans

lated into English, and especially not by the English
present." This seems to be the usual attitude of scholars

toward the attempt to render each Greek tense consis

tently, and to* use the English present as a constant

equivalent of the Greek indefinite, in the Concordant

Version.

We fully concur in this opinion, from the standpoint

of traditional Greek grammar. If we include under the

term "Aorist", and "second Aorist" all the forms

usually so designated, it is impossible not only to trans

late consistently, but it is also impossible to give a

rational reason for any rendering. Translation will be

based on individual bias, and thus the Scriptures are

conformed to fallible human interpretation,

To the casual critic, the renderings of the verbs in

the Concordant Version sometimes seem erratic and

pedantic. Until one has become accustomed to them, the

changes appear unreasonable and capricious, instead of

being consistent or uniform. It is. like one who steps out

at night and stares at the stars, scattered hither and

thither on the blue vault of heaven without any apparent*

system. Yet, just as the heavens are marvelous mani

festations of order and law to the astronomer, so the

patient student will find that the verbs are rendered in

accord with divine law, and seek to manifest the exacti

tude of the great Author of the original, even though

these are often unappreciated and unwanted.
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The entire scheme of the Concordant Version

founds itself upon a desire for unvarying consistency in

setting forth the mind of God. The Greek language is

capable of expressing with precision the finest and most

delicate shades of meaning. With proper care it is pos

sible to set over into English most (if not all) of the ex

cellences of the God-given original.

In effecting a faithful reproduction of God's thoughts

it was found necessary to consider each Greek word in

all of its contexts in order to determine its scope and its

most satisfactory English equivalent.

A similar process, though more ar.duou^, was called

for and diligently performed, to arrange these words in

a proper grammatical setting to accord with the language

of inspiration. '

The consideration of the nouns and adjectives did

not present many serious difficulties. The Greek verb,

which, tradition had invested with almost unsuperable

difficulties, required a great deal of preliminary analysis

and dissection before it finally yielded up its complex

structure. Certain forms of the verb were found to con

tain within themselves invariable signs of time or tense.

At the first attempt to apply the prime principle of

consistency to the rendering of the Greek verb, accord

ing to accepted grammatical doctrines, we soon found

ourselves in clouds and chaos. This was especially true

of the so-called Voices and Tenses. There seemed to be

no correspondence between form and force*. The Middle

form was usually called the Passive. The Aorist "yvas

either past, present, or future. It seemed a hopeless

task to create order out of such confusion.

This condition of affairs is recognized by the greatest

scholars in this field, as the following facts and extracts

from their writings show. The Analytical Greek Lexi

con, published by Bagster's, was first intended as a basis

of our Analytical Concordance. But when one.word was

found which, in its three persons, I, you, and he, was

listed first as a past and then as a present and also as a

future, this work had to be discarded. If one form of a
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verb, differing only in the matter of personal endings,
which do not affect the tense, can be rendered in all three

tenses, there is an end of all significance to the Qveek

verb so far as time is concerned.

In "A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the

Light of Historical Research" Prof. Robertson has this

to say regarding the translation of the Aorist into Eng

lish: "The Greek Aorist ind., as can be readily seen, is

not the exact equivalent of any tense in any other lan

guage. It was nuances all its own, many of them diffi

cult or well nigh impossible to reproduce in English.

We merely do the best we can in English to translate

in one way or another the total result of a word, context

and tense. Certainly one cannot say that the English

translations have been successful with the Greek aorist

. . . (Page 847). The English past will translate the

Greek aorist in many cases where we prefer /have'. . .

(Page 848). The Greek aorist and the English past do

not exactly correspond, . . . The Greek aorist covers

much more ground than the English past. . . The aorist

in Greek is so rich in meaning that the English labors,

and groans to express it. As a matter of fact the Greek

aorist is translatable into almost every English tense

except the imperfect . . .'* Again, "The aorist is,
strictly speaking, timeless."

As this is the latest and most authoritative work on

the grammar of the New Testament, it is evident that

Dr. Weymouth's suggestion has not been deemed a satis

factory solution and that the translation of the aorist

into English is in a most unsatisfactory state notwith

standing all the efforts of modern scholarship.

In view of this self-confessed failure, any attempt at

the solution of so grave a defect in our method of trans

lation should be welcomed and examined on its <yyn

merits.

Dr. Weymouth, in his pamphlet "On the Rendering

into English of the Greek Aorist and Perfect" criticises

the Revised Version for its treatment of the aorist. Fall

ing in with the prevailing tendency, they had changed
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many renderings which are in the "perfect" (using

have) to the past tense. In fact they, generally speak

ing, regarded the aorist as referring to the past. Dr.

Weymouth noted how often it makes poor English, and

felt, in an indefinite way, that the aorist must not be

confined to the past. He would have it rendered by the

"perfect", as it often is in the Authorized Version, at

the same time translating, the perfect in this way as well.

But if the aorist is i-have-loved and the Perfect also is

i-have-loved, what is the difference between them ? Af

ter all, the chief function of a translation is to preserve

the distinctions of the original. If a painter should copy

a picture of sheep and goats and draw them all alike* he

may produce a pretty picture, but an abominable copy.

There are sharp boundaries between all the forms of the

Greek verb as we shall see, and they should be dis

tinguished as far as possible.

Weymouth pleads for the perfect, as a rendering of

the Greek aorist because it has a bearing on the present,

which the past has not. He protests that "it is too com

monly believed and taught that the Greek Aorist Indic

ative ... is equivalent to the Simple Past Tense in

English (I wrote, I loved, I brought . . .)" He affirms

that '' the English Past, used according to the true Eng

lish idiom, will largely fail to coincide with the Aorist

..." He makes the startling discovery that we give

the English Present the force of a Future, giving the fol

lowing examples: "We start tomorrow," "The king

comes here tonight." He might have added the fact that

this same "present" is used of the past also, as in "The

king comes here since he was crowned."

He was on the verge of discovering that the English

"Present" is not a present at all but a true past-future

indefinite. He even gives examples where the Present

must be used, as,"*'The Chronicle states—99, "Clarendon

records—", "Gibbon informs us—"* The one instance

he gives for the past in narrative is found in Acts 25:

14: "Festus declared99. But the Greek word here used

has none of the characteristics of the true aorist at all
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except the sign of the past. Etheta is a simple past, and

should be rendered "Festus submitted Paul's case to the

king". .,. : ; . .

To prove that the aorist is not a simple past he gives

the following instances in which both the A. Y. and the

Revisers render it by the perfect: We add the C. V.

rendering to show that it can usually be still better

reridered by the so-called English "present".

Mt. 5:21,27 Ye have heard that it was said
C. V. You hear that it was declared

Mk. 10:20 All these things I have observed
C. V. I maintain all these things from

Rev. 14:8 Babylon is fallen, is fallen
C. V. It falls!. It falls! Babylon

The perfect limits the action to the past just as much

as the past tense does. In these and all other instances

of the aorist the action is not confined to the past.

Weymouth then makes the welcome admission that

"aorist means indefinite, and we must bow to the author

ity of the Greek grammarians who held that name to be

a suitable one . . .". This is precisely the point for

which we contend.

He then gives examples where he thinks the aorist

should be rendered by the pluperfect and the translators

have so given it. •

Mt. 1:24 As the angel had bidden him

C. V. As the messenger bids him

Mt. 11:1 When he had made an end
C. V. When Jesus finishes

Mt. 27:31 When they had mocked Him
C. V. And when they deride Him

Mt. 26:19 As Jesus had appointed them
C. V. .As Jesus instructs them

Mk. 1:32 When the sun had set

C. V. When the sun sets

The following is a step in the right direction: "The

Aorist is often used where our idiom demands the Pres

ent * . . but this Gnomic Aorist (as in Jas. 1:11, "for

the sun rises", etc.) and the Epistolary Aorist (2 Cor.*
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8:18, "we send with him the brother") need not here be

enlarged upon." Weymouth touches the true sense of

the aorist here, but, alas, he did not enlarge upon it!

He recognizes its use in the statement of general truths

or proverbs (the Gnomic Aorist). The very fact that it

can be used of things which are true at all times and

that English uses the "present" for this purpose is suf

ficient to identify them.

Those who suppose that the English of our versions

is beyond reproach will be shocked when he states that

"the persistent rendering of the Greek Aorist by the

English simple Past in the R. V. of the N. T. has one

very undesirable effect—that the translation is not Eng

lish".

Some conception of the difficulty of the problem be

fore us is evident from the. fact that Greek is prover

bially one of the most difficult of languages, the verb is

the most complex and elaborate part of Greek grammar,

and of the verb the one unsolvable riddle has been the

aorist. It is, indeed, the most difficult of the most dif

ficult. Yet we propose to make it so simple and easy that

anyone, with the understanding of an adult, will be able

to grasp the essential facts," and thus open up a new and

still unknown vista in God's revelation to readers of the

English language.'

It should be understood that this attempt to explain

the aorist is not intended primarily for scholars, but for

the unlearned and igorant. Everything has been done

with a view to make it so easy to understand that it will

come within the range of the most ordinary intellect.

In planning a consistent version it is manifest that

one of the most vital elements is the rendition of each

verbal form by a fixed English equivalent. To investi

gate the possibility of such a course the verb was ana

lyzed into all its forms and each was given its nearest

English equivalent. In assigning the English equiva

lents, the first form dealt with was the incomplete pres

ent. The tendency at first was to assign to it the so-called
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English "present",.the simplest form of the verb, as i-

love. But repeated experiments showed the inadequacy

of this form to express the fact that the action was ac

tually in progress. For this English has the special

form, i-am-loving, called the "participial present". Ex

haustive tests showed that this was the true equivalent

of tHe so-called Greek "present", though the strenuous

tendency of our idiom to shorten all forihs often de

mands the indefinite i-love.

After all the other forms had been assigned and

tested, the Indefinite Past-Future, or Aorist, remained.

What could be used for it? Nothing was left but the

so-called English "present", as, i-love, and it dawned

upon the mind of the investigator that its name.was &

misnomer—it was not restricted to th.e present at all,

but it, too, was indefinite, just like the Greek "Aorist".

We have named it the English Aorist*. Exhaustive tests

proved the correctness of this conclusion, and ye^ars of

use in compiling the version have confirmed the fact that

the English "present" is a very close equivalent of the

Greek "aorist". True, there are passages where it

seems odd at first, but close investigation shows it to be

correct, and when the initial queerness vanishes, it leaves

a delightful sense of clearer vision into the realms of

truth.

The difficulties in regard to the aorist "tense" arise,

in part, from the fact that a heterogeneous mass of forms

are huddled together,, either as "first" or "second"

aorists, some of which h*ave little in common except the
name given to them by grammarians. We propose, then,

to limit the present discussion to true aorists, which we

^dll presently define, and, to avoid confusion of thought,

we will call these aorists by the equivalent English term

—indefinite.

The indefinite form, in Greek, consists of verbs which

hate E—, the augment of the past prefixed (or its equiv

alent), the symbol of the future (—C-) between the stem

and the personal ending (or some compensation in the

preceding vowel) and the connecting vowel (or ending)
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—A, (except in the third person). The essential ele

ments are •

e - - c - *

The student of Greek will understand that, for the

sake of simplicity, the augment is always spoken of as a

prefix E— though in practise it is often indicated'by

the lengthening of the initial vowel. The future —C- is

understood, even though, for euphony's sake, it is rep

resented by changes in the stem. All these points are

not essential, and it seems unnecessarily cumbrous to be

continually guarding our statements by saying "the aug

ment, or its equivalent'9, or "the future —C- or its

equivalent". {

THE INDEFINITE DEFINED

The indefinite changes an act into a fact. It trans

forms deeds into truth. "John baptized in water'' is a

bald statement of an historical occurrence. "John bap

tizes in water" indicates the essential character of his

ministry. It locates his action, not in the course of time,

but in the wider sphere of truth. When Peter charges

the house of Israel with the crucifixion of Christ, it is

not simply the act but the attitude which he condemns.

"You crucified" was true; "you crucify" is truth (Ac.

2:36). • \ )

Here we have a hitherto secret combination to the

great depository of divine truth. We do not need to

guess to distinguish whiat is true, but transient, from

that which is truth and permanent. God has deposited,

the truth in the indefinite. If we "but glance at such high
unfoldings as are found in the first chapter of Ephe-

sians, this fact will force itself upon us. Like a string

of pearls we read (Eph. 1) of the One Who blesses us

(verse 3), Who chooses us (4) and designates us (5)

.and graces us (6) and lavishes on us (8) Who makes

known to us (9) the secret of His will. Bead the pas-
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sage in the Concordant Version at least a dozen times,

to wear off the strangeness, meditate on its unlimited

scope in time, the aptness of its present application as

well as its past and future place, then suddenly change

the tense to the past and see. what a chill falls upon the(

whole. Then change the verbs to the present incom

plete, "Who is blessing, Who if choosing, etc., and see how

the thought shrinks. • • '

The translators of the Authorized Version felt this

and tried to express it by the perfect or complete tense,

hath blessed, hath chosen, etc. This, however, confines

all action to the past, and denotes the condition conse

quent on that action. It is as though a father gives his

son all that was coming to him and left* him to make

what he could of it. It puts God's active efforts for us

into the past and leaves but a passive interest for the

present and future. This is the very opposite of the

truth and contrary to God's purpose, which id to draw

us nearer to Himself by a constant flow of blessing. He

does not start us off to go on alone. It is true, that He

has blessed us. But it is truth that He blesses us now

and in the future, as well.

. To one whose eyes have been opened to see1 it, there

is an exquisite beauty in this. God fills the whole hori

zon. His imnlanence is everywhere. He is not behind or

before, but both. His care for us can be traced in His '

purpose and its accomplishment.

True, some of the expressions seem strange to those

accustomed to stereotyped English phraseology. We

would say He chose us, in the past. At first we miss the

precious fullness of the fact that His choice of us is not
affected by time or circumstance. He chooses us today

and will choose us in all the eons to come. It is not a

mere act in the past which may be repudiated should His

attitude toward us change. It is a fact for all time. It

is a guarantee that His gracious dealings with us do not

alter. Time cannot modify or state impair His settled

beneficence toward the objects of His affection.
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FIVE METHODS OF PROOF

We depend upon five distinct lines of evidence for

our conclusion that the Greek "aorist" is indefinite as

to state and tense, and corresponds to the so-called

"present", as i-love, in English.

Our first witness is the#meaning of the word "aorist".

This name was given to "it by the ancients, who used
this form continually in their conversation and litera

ture, and who ought to have known what to call it. It

comes from two Greek elements A- un- and -OP- see.

As -OP- was usually preceded by the h sound, the verb

horizoo is almost the same as oijr word "horizon". This

gives us the true thought—without a horizon, indefinite.

Strange, as it may seem, notwithstanding the very

name means ^definite, the usual definition in Greek

grammars is "a definite action, complete in itself",

such works as Newberry's Bible indicate it by a dot,

and explain it as "a point in the expanse of time". As

however, many forms were added to it which were in

reality a primitive past tense (called tfee "second"

aorist) it is usually translated by means of the past

tense, as, i-loved. As the indefinite covers the past, this

confusion of forms has strengthened the idea that it is,

in some way, a past tense. e

Our second proof lies in the correspondence between

the connecting vowel of the aorist and abstract nouns.

If the vowel —A- is given to nouns to make them indef

inite, it is striking, to say the least, that the personal

endings of the aorist indicative and middle are, with

few exceptions, this same letter.

The fact that the same, analogy exists between nouns

in —MA, which stand for the effect of an action, and

the perfect or complete form of the verb, which also de

notes the effect of an action, goes far to establish the

connection between the indefinite nouns and verbs.

Our third reason for clinging to the ancient defini

tion is found in the formation of all true indefinite verbs.

It should be understood that Greek has a very simple
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yet effective method of indicating the past. It seems

to be almost a matter of instinct which leads them to
precede past action by the prefixed B—. In English

regular verbs add —ED to obtain the same effect. Thus,

guide is changed to the past by adding —ed, guided. The
present and past of call would be

KNAGCD GK&AON
I-AM-CALLING . I-CALLED

Another easy method is employed in indicating the

future. An C (corresponding to our letter S) was in

serted as a link letter just before the personal endings.

"Where we must use the auxiliaries shall and will they

simply inserted a sibilant sound near the end of the verb

to change it to the future form. "We say "I shall call",

or "you will call", but they needed only to change

KZ^AGCCD
I-AM-CALLING i'lL-BE-CALLING

The striking and distinctive feature of all true aorists

i>s that they contain the signs of past and future. It is

difficult to illustrate this in English, for shall wrote is

ridiculous. We cannot will called anyone. Our tenses

will not blend. The real reason is that we have no need

for such combination, for we also have a true aorist or

indefinite form in English, as, i-write, which is mis

named the "present". In Greek the word call will be as

follows:

GKNAOM KNAG CCU 6K^A6C\
I-CALLED l'LL-BE-CALLING I^CALL

Gur fifth, the final and conclusive proof that the

"aorist" is indefinite and corresponds to our "present"

is it application to test passages of Scripture. If we

find that it gives the true senser that it removes difficul

ties, that its corresponds with the context, then let us

gladly accept it. If, however, it creates difficulties, con

fuses the sense and wars with the context, then let us

, be rid of it. But let us not allow our stereotyped man-
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nerisms,' which are a sign of the decadence of the Eng

lish language, lead us to reject the truth. We are after
sens$ not sound. We want our ears instructed, not

tickled.

THE VARIETIES OF THE VERB

The Greek verb (and the English as well) varies its

form to indicate the state as well as the time of action.

It tells us whether the action is going on, or indefinite,

or completed. So much stress has been laid upon the

time element, in English grammar, that the state has

been largely overlooked. The difference between i-wrote

and i-was-writing, both past, i-write and i-am-writing,

both present, and i-shall-write and i-shall-be-writing,

both future, receive but little consideration.

The state of an action, in Greek, is indicated by the

form of the endings, ^ouns in —A, using the —A- as

a connecting vowel, are either abstract or denote the ef

fect of an action. By adding -eia to the root for true

(aleeth) we get truth (aleetheia). Add it to king

(basil) we get kingdom (basileia), to slave (doul) gives

slavery (douleia).

The effect of an action, denoted by the ending -ma in

nouns (as krima, the effect of judging, a sentence, or

theleema, will, as the effect of will), has its counter

part in the so-called "perfect" or complete verb, which

.also registers the effect, or state consequent on an action.

It has the vowel —a-. Anyone can see the close relation

ship between i-have-judged, and a jVDGment or sentence.

Both indicate the state consequent on a'past action.

Hence both the noun and the verb have a in the ending.

The same correspondence may be traced between the

true aorist, or indefinite, and that class of nouns which

denote the abstract idea. Thus, both i-slave (edouloosa)

and slavery (douleia) fail to call to mind any specific

act, but suggest rather the abstract fact based on a series

of acts. Such words almost always have a as a connect

ing vowel or end.

We may conclude, then, that the indefinite connect-
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ing vowel —a- suggests the abstract idea, that it is, in
fact, as well as name, indefinite. It does not denote any

specific act, or if used of such, includes other such acts

within its range, i-have-written and have manuscript

to prove it. i-am-writing at this very moment. These

are definite, and refer to distinct acts, i-write, however,

may refer to any act, or all.

As the passive endings are practically the verb to-be,

which is itself indefinite, the connecting vowel —a- is not

necessary. • •

Verbs change their form
to indicate both the State
and Time of the Action

INDEFINITE
The fact merely

INCOMPLETE
Going on, in progress

—ING

COMPLETE
The consequent condition

HAVE Or HAD

PAST
e-

e-cN
I—ED

PRESENT
-CD

FUTURE
-o

I-WAS INO

e * kgin
I-HAD—ED

I-AM—ING

I-HAVE—ED

i'll—

,-C-CD
ILL-BE—ING

i'll-have—

As set forth in the table, verbs change their form

to indicate the state as well as the time of an action.

Any of these three states, may be past, present or future.

An action may be looked at as going om, hence is incom

plete. I-WAS-LOVING, I-AM-LOVING/I-SHALL-BE-LOVING, all

denote an action in progress. An action may be con

sidered as performed, or complete, leaving a resultant

condition. This we usually call the " perfect". i-had-

LOVED, I-HAVE-LOVED, I-SHALL-HAVE-LOVED, all put the aC-

tion behind them and deal with the state consequent on
the action. *

The remaining class denote neither the progress nor

the effect of an action, i-loved, differs from i-was-

loving and i-have-loved in treating the action simply

as a past fact without a definite occurrence or result.

Perhaps another verb would be clearer, i-worked at

printing in my youth, i-was-working at printing when

God called me. Transpose the verbs and note the result:
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i-was-wOrking at printing in my youth, i-worked at

printing when God called me. The indefinite past "in
my youth" demands the simple indefinite i-worked. The

definite past "when God called me" calls for a definite

verb, i-was-working.

The same is true of the future, i-shall-work at

printing for a livelihood. This is true at any future

time, i-shall-be-working at printing when this is being

printed. This defines the action as going on at some

particular time. .

THE INDEFINITE OR "AORIST"

We have now considered all the forms in the table

except the one which is denoted by the formula E—C-A-.

It occurs opposite the side-head indefinite, and is

translated simply i-love, or i-work. It is under the

column-heading present, but its box is widened to in

clude both the past and future. It is, in fact, a

past-future. This will be taken up fully when

treating of the tenses. As this makes it indefinite as to

time as well as to state it is doubly indefinite. So we

will call it simply the indefinite.

Consider the scope of the simple statement, i-love.

It may include any or all the other states cmd tenses! If

I-WAS-LOVING, I-AM-LOVING, I-SHALL-BE-LOVING, I-LOVED, I-

SHALL-LOVE, I-HAD-LOVED, I-HAVE-LOVED, or I-SHALL-HAVE-

loved, then i-love. It is at home in any condition at any

date. It ignores both time and state. Test this conclu

sion (which is, generally speaking, quite as true in the

Greek forms.as in the English) with other words, such

as work or believe. I-work at printing though, at the

present moment i-am-Vorking on an article dealing with

the aorist. i-have-worked at printing for nearly forty

years. I-shall-work at it in the future. The one word

i-work covers all the ground. So, i-believe God, that is,

I-HAVE-BELIEVED, I-AM-BELIEVING, and I-SHALL-BE-BELIEV-

ing—until faith vanishes in sight.

The true aorist-is not only indefinite as to state, but

also as to time. This is incorporated into its form in a
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marvelously effective yet simple method. A glance at

the column-headings in the table will show that the sign

of the past is a prefixed B—. The sign of the future is

—C-. The sign of the aorist, or past-future is a combina

tion of both, or E—C-. No verb is a true indefinite

which does not have these indications or their equivalent.

The' presence of the signs of both past and future

ought to settle the point so far as time is concerned.

What form in English, except the simple present, #s i-

love, refers to all time as'this does ? The perfect, i-have-

loved, will not do, for its action is confined to the past,

its effect to the present. It has no direct bearing on the

future.

The following shows all the forms of the true aorist,

and the English equivalents, as they are set forth in the

"•Elements" of the Concordant Version. The con

necting vowel —A- is sometimes lacking or absorbed, and

is not necessary in the passive, the endings of which

are already indefinite. .

THE PAST-FUTURE INDEFINITE VERB .

Active Middle Passive

e-c-e-HN
i— , i—or i-am—ed i-am—ed

6-cvc e-c-o> e-c-e-Hc
you— you—orYOU-ore-—ed you-ahe-—ed

e-c-e e-c-vro e-c-e-H
he, she or it—a he, she it it—s or -is—ed he, she or it—ed

we— or WE-are—ed we-are-—ed

e-c-ecee e-c-e htg
ye— or YE-are—ed ye-are—ed

6-CVNTO
THEY Or THEY-Or 6 ED

TEST PASSAGES

Our final appeal is to the contexts in which the in

definite is found, in other words, to its usage in holy

Writ. We have already considered the opening sentence

of Ephesians and noted the marvelous richness imparted

to\ its transcendent doctrines by the unbounded scope of

the indefinite. Now we will consider a few more texts,

and then take up some words to confirm, if we can, the

evidence we have already considered.
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For our first test we will take a text in which there

is action, past present and future. In the A. V. Rom.

8:30 reads as follows: "Moreover, whom He did predes

tinate, them He also called: and whom He called, them

he also justified: and whom he justified, them he also

" glorified." This verse is Ml of difficulties to the close

student. The "did predestinate" cannot be questioned,

but how can Paul say that these were called (in the past)

when*Romans was penned? If this is strictly true, then

we have no place in this Scripture, for we were not

called until the far future from that time.

The same difficulty applies to justification, but with

far more force to glorification. If it was an error for

some to teach that the resurrection .was past already,

why is the apostle allowed to teach that glorification,

which is far more than resurrection, and includes it, is

past? Of eourse.no one takes this as it stands, and thus

this translation breeds that miserable habit of slovenly

interpretation, in which all idea of accuracy and defin-

iteness is decried. If glorified here means will glorify,

then we' have the best of reasons for suiting any tense of

Scripture to our own interpretation.

Now see how simply and grandly the whole passage

responds to a true translation. "Now whom He desig

nates beforehand, these He also calls, and whom He calls,

these He also justifies: now whom He justifies, these He.

also glorifies." The whole transaction is taken out of

time and circumstance into the higher realm of eternity

and truth. There is now no confusion created by the

time when the epistle was written. He justified some

before that, He was justifying them then, He has been

since and will be in the future. All this is concisely and

elegantly embraced in the indefinite form, justifies.

And glorification, though future, is itself glorified

when we receive it as a great truth, rather than as a

future act.% This rendering blends beautifully with the

great thought of the chapter; and imparts permanence

and majesty to God's method of drawing us to Himself.

Our next example has proven a puzzle to the greatest
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Bible scholars. They have written reams of "Explana
tions" but the real difficulty remained. In 2 Tim. 1:10

the old version reads "Who hath abolished death . . ."

With all due respect to the Bible, we may safely conclude,

from the sad evidences so abundant on every side, that

death hath not been abolished. It has been in the case

of Christ. It will be for His own at His presence, and

it will be for all at the consummation. The abolition

of death is partly past but mostly future. How can we

express this in English ? By the very form by which we

have chosen to render the Greek indefinite. All incon

gruity vanishes when we translate "Who, indeed, abol

ishes death • . ." Hath abolished will not be true until

after death has been done away with as the last enemy.

There is a negative test which proves our position as

to the aorist, which supplies an interesting example. The

statement "in Adam all die9' (1 Gor. 15:22) was quite

perturbing to the writer at one time, as he clings hope

fully to the>expeetation of being alive at the Lord's pres

ence and being changed without passing through death,

as set forth in this very chapter (verse 52). It was a

welcome relief for him when he noticed that dxe is not

indefinite, but incomplete. .It should be rendered are

dying. This is strictly, literally, actually true, even of

those who will not die when He comes. We surely may

be pardoned if we are very fond of the correct render

ing. The translation we once preferred has become most

distasteful to us. Let us not be fascinated by the face,

but edified by the heart of a translation.

The verbal noun or "participle" has no indefinite

form in English, hence is especially difficult to trans

late. When preceded by the article, in the Greek, we

can preserve the distinction thus: the \one]-calling may

be Tendered he who is calling, but, when indefinite, we

may change it to he who calls. This effectually conveys

the difference between them. The verbal ending -ing is

especially expressive of incompleted present action,

hence is not fitted to represent the indefinite Greek par

ticiple. It seems necessary to change it to a noun and
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express its verbal force by an auxiliary. As the parti
ciple is a verbal noun this is really a close method of

translation.

But when there is no article the case is not so readily

solved. The nearest solution seems-to be the addition of

the indefinite when. There are times when the trans

lator cannot ignore the distinct force of these forms.

In Heb. 6:10 the sense of the final clause depends solely

onuiirawing an accurate boundary between them. We

oarintot' ignore the shade of difference and render this

"serving the saints and serving". The old version at

tempts to define the difference thus: "in that ye have

ministered to the saints and do minister". This render

ing follows the interpretation, instead of guiding it.

They supposed that the past and present acts of the

Hebrews are before us and thus they produced a version

which seemed to correspond closely with its context.

Its grave defect is that it has no bearing on the

future. And this, of course was especially on the

writer's heart, for this is an exhortation. The true ren

dering broadens out the statement to its necessary ex

tent. God will not forget when you serve—at any time

in the past or future—anjl you are serving.
Let us put our position to a different test. We will

take the word "love" and discover, if we can, the dis

tinction between the indefinite and other forms. Our

first passage will be John 3:16. The usual rendering is

*'God loved", which we change to '' God loves". • Which

is best? Is God's love a thing of the past? Is God not

loving the world now? Will He not love it in the

future ? Surely His love is timeless! He loved, He is

loving, and He will be loving: in brief, He loves. Does

not this appeal to our hearts as well as our heads ? How

ever precious the old text may be, is it not a thousand

times more precious in the new form? Suppose it does

jar our ears at first, is not the great spiritual gain

worth some temporary pain?

Christ's"love is like the Father's love. It is timeless.

Hence we read (Jn. 15:9): "According as the Father
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loves Me, 7, also, love you." In contrast to this is the

lore of the saints for God, which is put in the present.

" We are loving God, seeing that He first loves us." (Jn.

4:19). But, we hear our readers object, "The sentence

is awkward; it does not balance. It should be the.same

form of the verb in both clauses. Either make it 'We

love ... He ... loves v . .' or 'We are loving . . .

He ... is loving.' The former is far preferable."

As the lack of "balance" is in the inspired original,

the question is really not one of translation but of revela

tion. God did not "balance" the sentence. Shall we

"improve" on His work? Or shall we let the "defect"

appear in the English rendering? Shall we not rather

break our jaws over the most cacophonous wilderness

of words in the world, rather than disturb the very shad

ing of truth ? The sentence does not balance because

it should not balance. God's love and man's are differ

ent in their quality. It is not a natural instinct but a

divine compulsion which urges us to love Him.

Can we not see the beauty of His love in this con

trast? Shall we not revel in the distinction drawn by

our Lord when He charges His disciples: "A new pre

cept am I giving to you, that you be loving one another,

according as I love you, that you too, be loving one an

other." (Jn. 13:34)? This distinction "cumbers" all

of John's writings. We would always use the indefinite

forms. But the very love which burns within us bids

us tear off the veneer that hides the surpassing excellence

of His affection, and raises it above the feeble flicker of

our own.

This thought is further unfolded when the indefinite

form is used of men. Though men do not love God,

.they love darkness rather than light (Jn. 3:19); they

love the praise of other men (Jn.l2:43), they love the

wages of unrighteousness (2 Pet. 2:15), they love their

own souls (Un. 12:11). In contrast to this the Son of

God loves righteousness (Heb. 1:9). The only time it

is used of our love toward God it is in the negative: Not

the we love God, but that He loves us" (1 Jn, 4:10).
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Further examples and contrasts are found in the fol
lowing passages: "If you should love those who cure lov
ing you" (Mt. 5:46). First we have the settled disposi
tion, next the actual experience. Again (1 Jn. 4:11):
"Beloved, if God loves us thus, we, too, ought to be lov
ing one another." And again (Jn. 15:12) "This is My
precept, that you be loving one another, according-as I
love you." And (Eph» 5:25): "Husbands, be loving
your own wives according as Christ, also, loves the eccle-

sia. . ."

At first sight, the case of the woman who anointed

our Lord's feet seems to be out of line with the indefi-

niteness of the aorist (Lu. 7:47) for the Lord says "She

loves much". Yet the following context shows that He

does not refer specifically to her act, but to her charac

ter. Hence it should be in the aorist.

The following references are given that those who

wish it may have all the evidence. I love occurs in Jn.

13:34; 15:9,12; Ro. 9:13; Un. 3:9. We love: 1 Jn. 4:

10.* You love: Jn. 17:23; 23:24,26; Heb. 1:9. He loves:

Mk. 10:21; Lu. 7:47; Jn. 3:16; 13:1; 15:9;. Eph. 2:4;

5:2,25; 2 Pt. 2:15; 1 Jn. 4:10,ll,19. They love: Jn. 3:'

19; 12:43; Un. 12:11.

The subjunctive, may-love, is, from its nature, in the

future. There is nothing contingent in the past, hence,

in this form the indefinite drops the sign of the*past

while.it retains the sign of the future. See Mt. 5:46,.

ye-may-love (agapeeseete).

The imperative, likewise, cannot have any place in

the past. A command is always future. Here, too, the

indicator of the past tense is absent. See 1 Pt. 1:22,

love-ye (agapeesate).

That the indefinite verb expresses past as well as

future is strongly confirmed by this change which it

undergoes outside of the indicative mode. Those modes

which, by their nature, cannot be used of a past action,

drop the augment E-, the sign of the past. Such a form

is not the simple indefinite but the indefinite future.

The indefinite verbal adjective (participle) has this
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peculiarity. It serves the purpose of a future indefinite,

which* has no equivalent in English.

•Yet the same great truth vibrates in the participle,

where we translate it who loves and the present who is

loving, when they are preceded by the article. Is it not

infinitely better to say " Him. who loves us", in Ro. 8:37?

And Gal. 2:20 is robbed of much of its sweetness in the

old rendering, "Who loved me". The apostle's theme

is not the past so much as the present and the future.

"Who loves me" is full of solid satisfaction, entirely

absent from the Authorized rendering. So in 2 \Tk. 2:

16, is not "Who loves us" more comforting than "which

hath loved us"? The participle is found without the

article in Jn. 13:1. Its indefiniteness is quite apparent,

though it cannot be expressed in English.

The vivid and lifelike changes of the verb in Greek

offend our dull perceptions. Our minds are sluggish and

do not respond to quick variations. We have a tendency

to put everything in the past if it has already occurred,

even if, for any reason, the fact rather than the act is

in view. We would say (1 Pt. 1:21) "God Who raised

Him from the dead and pave Him glory," instead of

*' God Who rouses Him from the dead and is giving Him

glory," as it is in the Greek. But Peter is not calling

attention to past acts but present conditions. God's

character, as the God of resurrection, is in point, not

merely the past act. And it is especially appropriate

that Peter should call attention to the One Who, indeed,

suffered in the past, but Who is now actually obtaining

the glory which follows. He is not reciting history but

inculcating faith.

We grieve over the fact that we all feel the infraction

of current English mannerisms much more keenly than

the violation of the inspired originals. Even the most

godly seem to be content if the English follows in the

ruts of the decadent intellects of this dark era, rather

than rides roughly in the road of truth. Those who are

willing to bear with a passing disgust will find that, after

a little use, the new renderings will appeal to them far
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more strongly than the old, for the old had nothing but

custom and usage to gild them while the new will grad

ually get this as well as the vital advantage of confor

mity to the mind of jjod.

"We stand upon the ground that the tenses of Scrip

ture are a vital part of its. inspiration. We have no

more liberty to change the tense than we have to alter

the words. At times the tense of a word is of greater

moment than its meaning. When we yield to current

English custom, we do so under protest, with the com

fort that the sublinear shbws the true reading and ex

poses our departure from it.

The distinction may not seem vital to us, but how

must the disciples have felt if the Lord had really said

to them, "Where I go ye cannot come"! (Jn. 13:33).

Indeed, He immediately softens by adding "at present",

but that only shows that He did not say "come" but

"be coming". Some certainly can go whither He went,

but no*t at that time. In the case of the Jews (8:21)
this English rendering has given rise to the natural

deduction that they never could come to Him. But

surely that cannot be so when He applies the very same

words to His own.

Both the A. V. and Revised quote the Lord as saying

"I judge no man" (Jn. 8:15), notwithstanding that the

Father has committed all judgment to the Son (Jn. 5:

22). Both cannot be true. The discrepancy vanishes

when we render it " I am judging1', that is, at that time.

We are powerfully impressed that, once the students

of the Scriptures grasp and enjoy the rich redundance

of wisdom and grace brought to light by the proper

rendering of the past-future indefinite, their initial aver

sion will be turned to delight. It almost seems like the

voice of God to find, among the letters just received, the

following from a devout lover of the Word:

I would have answered sooner but waited to 'see how
I would like the version. At first it seemed strange, being

used to the old versions, but now I always want to read" it.
I like the ever present tense of the words.
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The value of this orderly disposition of the forms of

the Greek verb cannot be overestimated. The earnest

searcher after truth will find a haze removed from his

eyes, and he will be able to follow God's thoughts clearly

and precisely, if he distinguishes where God has been

pleased to put a difference.

"If the shoe fits, put it on." This is the common

sense method of distributing the English verbal forms

among the Greek. Traditional grammatical tenets must

fall before the fact that this plan works. The shoe may

pinch at times, but that is because it is new, or some

malformation is in the foot.

The little.epistle of Jude furnishes a few interesting

illustrations of the indefinite and the failure of the Ee-

visers to recognize its force. They change the archaic

are crept in of the A. V. to crept in—putting it all in the

past. It should be creep in (verse 4). So also, where

both have prophesied, it should read prophesies, for it is

a fact for the future, rather than a past event (14).

Was it not a calamity to change "the Lord cometh" of

.(the A. V. to came? Surely that was not past in Enoch's

day! It is not past yet! It should be "the Lord comes"

as in the A. V. The Lord has indeed come, but not in\

judgment. It is evident that the aorist is not a past

.tense.

The segregation of each separate grammatical form en

ables the student to locate passages which are precisely

the same. An argument founded on the indefinite form

may not be at all true of the incomplete. For instance,

if the Lord had really said, "Whither I go, ye cannot

come", it would shut them out a^ all times. But what

He really said was "ye cannot be coming" (at this

time), hence the future is not involved. There are Scrip

tures in which the destiny of the universe hangs on this

distinction of the Greek verb. It is of vital moment.

To give ample examples and evidence which any stu

dent of the Scriptures may grasp, without knowing

Greek, we print a specimen of the proposed Lexical Con

cordance with an explanation of some of its features. Its
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special advantage in the present discussion is the fact

that the indefinite, and incomplete and complete forms

are segregated. The student is earnestly urged to con

sider every passage in the indefinite and see if it will
not be best satisfied with the rendering hear. Then

each text with the incomplete should be tested for the

rendering hearing. The complete should answer to

HAVE-HEARD.

This specimen of the Lexical Concordance is only

tentative, and is published with a vifew of provoking

criticism, so that its details will have been perfected

before it is put into type. After that changes will be

costly. It is desired lto give the maximum of real help

in the minimum of space, so that it will not be too bulky

or heavy. The definitions usually follow the method of
giving the wider realm of thought together with the

limiting characteristic. Thus, hearing is one method of

perception, limited to the ears. Its relation to sight,

another method of perception is also indicated. Every

point must be substantiated by a passage of Scripture.

An undoubted difficulty remains for discussion. Our.

mode of thinking offers no facilities for considering a

past act as a fact. Let us take the most notable act in

history, the crucifixion of Christ. Surely that was a

past act and cannot be repeated. Yet this is the very

point the apostle presses in the sixth of Hebrews. There

were some who were crucifying Him for themselves

again. English may wince under the statement of Peter

(Ac. 2:36) : "Jesus Whom ye crucify.9' Peter was press

ing on them, not merely the past act, but the present

fact of their attitude toward Him. Perhaps few of them

had taken an active part in the act of crucifixion. All

who refuse Him are guilty in fact. This distinction is

a very practical one. In Gal. 5:24 the A. V. tells us

that "they that are Christ's have crucified the flesh".

This has led to the logical deduction that this is a- defi

nite past experience, as was the case with Christ. It

supports the doctrine of sinlessness in this life. The

correct reading may grate on the English ear, but it



HEAR -KKO1Y]- 7fil akou [ cf. acoustics ]
JJOfc?766 shahmag. Perceive xuith the ears Is618
Ac2827, hearken MM8. Spiritual perception
Jn882 37 but inferior to sight Job 425.

INDEFINITE
TO- Mt 1242 1317 Lu 618 1024 H31 Ac 1022 33 137 44 157
1910 2214 244 2522 263 2822 Ja no

HEARD Mk 620 1237 Lu 1030 Ac 1614 THEY- Mk 655 1114
Lul6i4 Ac26 1046 1512 2222

HEAR I- Jn826 40 1515 Ac734 913 H7 227 2614 Uri 1*0 4I
511 513 61 3 5 6 7 74 813 913 16 104 8 1210 142 2 13 161 5 7

184 191 6 213 228 you- Jn 1141 Ac22i5 2TiU3 22 Un 33
it, he, or she Mt 141 Mk6i4 Lul4i 97 1525 Jn332 935 n«
1120 29 198 Ac830 94 149 Ac2424 1CO29 2CO124 WE- Mk
1458 Lu423 2271 Jn 1234 Ac 420 1524 192 2112 Col 19 2Pt
118 YE- Mt 521 27 33 38 43 2665 Mk 1464 Lu722 Jn 838 927

1428 Ac 14 Ga 113 Ep 32 421 ph 226 49 Col 16 23 Ja 5H 1Jn
27 18 24 24 311 2Jn 6 THEY- Mt 1315 17 Mk 1H8 Lu 158
220 1024 Jn137 41 732 940 108 1218 Ac 524 HI 229 2827

Rol0i4i8UnlH2

Imperative LET-him or her Un 27 ll 17 29 36 13 22 139
-ye Mt 1318 2133 Lu 186 Ac 222 72 1316 1513 221 Ja 25
LET-THEAI Lu 1629 '

-ing of- pl Jnl40 Ac 44 He 23 to- pi He 4* masc. Mt
23 22 412 810 912 H2 1413 1922 Mk 217 536 616 20 1047 1228
Lu648 73 9 29 850 1415 1822 23 36 236 Jn447 645 114 1229

1913 217 Ac7i2 2226 2316 EpU5 pi Mt29 1224 1413 1512
176 1925 2024 30 2145 2222 33 34 2747 Mk 38 21 418 629 1041.
14H 1535 1611 Lu 166 218 812 14 15 1826 2016 Jn525 660 740
89 1212 Ac 237 424 521 33 814 938 H18 1414 1638 1732 1826

195 28 2120 222 2815 Eplis Col 14 He3i6 1219 fern, Mk
527 725

INCOMPLETE
-ING TO-BE MtlllB* 139* 43*246 Mk49 23 33 716* 37 Lu'5l

15 88 1435 151 2J38238Jn660843 927 Ac41986 1721Ro118920

i-am Lu99 162 Jn 530 iCollis you-are Mt21i6 2613 Jn38
1142 -18 Mt724 LulOW Jn847 931 31103 1837 IC0I42 2Co
126 Un45 6 6 514 15 WE-ARE- Ac2» 11 2Th3U YE-ARE-
Mt 1027 114 1317 Mk424 818 Lu 818 1024 Jn847 1020 1424

Ac233 1926 Ga42i Ph 130 they-are- Mtll5 1313 16 Mk
420 Lu722 1631 Jn 1027

MAY-BE I- 3Jn4 '

BE- YOU- Mk 1229 LET- Mt 139 43 Mk 423 716 LU 88 1435
ye- Mtl5io 175 Mk43 7" 97 Lu935

-ing of- Mtl3i9Lu2045 pi Lul9H2Ti2i4 to- Ro22i8
?)Lu62? Ep429 m Mt726 1320 22 23 Lu647 ]0ifi 1948 Jn329
524 Ac55 Phm 5 Un 22817 pl Mt 1313 Mk4i2"6* Lu 247
428 Lu8io 21 1128 Ac 754 97 21 188 Ga 123 Un 13 a Lu 246
Ac 1348 pl Ac55 n 1044 178 2629 lTi4i6 *

'll-beM i-Mtl2i9Jnl6i3 ye-Mtl3H Ac2828 they-
Jn525 28 1016

should-be/w/. contingent i- Phl27 it, he or she Mtl0i4
1816 16 Jn75i 1247 Ac323 Un320 YE- Mkl37 Lu219 He37
15 47 THEY- Mtl3l5 Mk 415 16 611 Lu8l3 Ac2827 Rol014
2 Ti4"

COMPLETED
HAVE1765 we- Jn 442 Ac6H 14 lJn 113 6 ye- Jn 537 IJn

43 they- Rol52l -ing a Jn 1821

MIDDLE VOICE

-ING 19-be- lCo5i fut. 'll-be- we- Ac1732 ye- Ac322
(Deutl9l5) THEY- AC21222828 SHOULD- YOU- Ac2522

PASSIVE VOICE

was- Mt2l8 Mk 21 Jn932 Ac 1122

BEING- may-be Mt28i4Unl822 22 23 to- He2i
fut. 'll-be- Lu 123

EXPLANATION

V is dropped in nouns.

761=section in Elements
where verb is conjugated.

akou is the transliteration
and the pronunciation,

acoustics=memory help.

766 ==times used in LXX

for its Hebrew equivalent
in the "Old Testament".

sftaftma0"=pronunciation
of Hebrew equivalent.

Defined by limiting the
broad sphere.perception,
to the organ of sound.

Derived sense, hearken.

Figurative use, transfers
to the realm of the spirit.

INDEFINITE

to-, TO-HEAR understood.

heard = past indefinite.

it, he or she is understood
when no pronoun given.
Mk 620 reads he-HEARD.

Mk655 reads they-heard.

heab= past-future indef.

i-=i-hear. Add it to all.

Imperative, add hear.
Un 2 7 is LET-him-HEAR.

'ing is the verbal adjective
(participle) future indef.

of-indicates genitive case,

pl abbreviation = plural

to- indicates dative case.

masc, masculine gender,

fem. is feminine gender.

INCOMPLETE

-ING is the usual ending
for Incompleted action
in Engiish, so hearing
is always to be added to
the following forms, as,
TO-BE-HEARING, Or I-AM-

HEARINQ, I-MAY-BE-HEAR-

inq i'll-be-hearing, etc.

COMPLETED

HAVE is-the auxiliary
of the English "perfect"
hence should be added
to all the following forms.

I765=section in Elements.

MIDDLE VOICE

English has no distinct
form for both hearing
and being-heard, this is
usually indicated by the
italic passive, be-, but also
by the forms of the active.

PASSIVE

0 is sign of the passive.

The indefinite uses the
forms of 1-am as endings.
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conveys the truth. They crucify the flesh. It is a fact

for the past, the present and the future. A knowledge

of this .distinction would have saved the saints from

many a tremendous blunder and false step.

The question is, shall we attempt to enlarge the scope

of English idiom to 'express a past act as a fact, or

shall we alter God's truth to fit the narrow confines of

our craniums ? It recalls the story of an Eskimo trans

lation. The Eskimo children had never seen a lamb.

They had seen baby walruses. So the word "lamb" was

changed to " walrus" to bring it down to their compre

hension ! They had never seen a lion. "We suppose that

"lion" was also rendered "walrus"!

It -would make this treatise too long and laborious

to multiply examples. They may be readily found by

any English reader by a reference to the Concordant

Version siiblinear. Few arve without point. Many are

most precious. Even as this is being written Eph. 4:32

comes up in our hearts. "... and become kind tb one

another, tenderly compassionate, dealing graciously

among yourselves, even as God, in Christ, deals gra-

ciously-with you." The contrast between dealing and

deals fills bur hearts to overflowing with thankfulness.

His gracious dealings with us are timeless.

We have opened up a njew vista in divine revelation.

If it is truer it should be welcomed with open arms and

published in every periodical, our grammars should be

corrected and our versions revised. It it is true it is an

enormous stride toward the knowledge of God. If it is

true we should not allow set forms of speech or tempo

rary idioms rob us of its light. We should break our

rigid molds of thought and recast them to include this

new ^nd precious vehicle of truth.

If it is' false it should be condemned unsparingly. Let

it be tested, however, not from the standpoint of current

scholarship, or devout tradition, or any other thing than

the evidence found in the form and context of the in

spired originals. We are confident that these will sup

port our position, yet we are prepared to abandon this
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stand just as soon as.actual evidence from the original

shows it to be unfounded.

No one who believes in divine inspiration can be

neutral in this matter. To put it concretely, "What is

rightt "God loves the world", or "God loved the

world "1

Furthermore, if it is right it should be the best pos

sible vindication of the method used in the Concordant

Version. If this method automatically solves the riddle

of the Greek verl, does it notfollow that it can also solve

many of the lesser problems of translation?

Finally, shall we ally ourselves with a human version

simply because usage has hallowed it in our minds, or

shall we loyally support a translation which claims our

allegiance, not because of any human learning or sacred

associations, but because its method insures a more ac

curate and illuminating insight into the mind and heart-

of God ? It is God "Who hallows His word, not the Eng

lish form and phraseology. "We want Him and His

thoughts , even if He speaks to us in broken English.

To conclude, try this experiment, if you have not

already done so. Read the first chapter of Ephesians

(which has many aorists) daily for a month. The initial

strangeness will gradually vanish. The words will soon

become quite familiar, the phrases friendly. . The con

cord of words will, however, soon be overlooked in that

higher accord which attunes us with the infinite grace

and glory of God, which can be adequately seen* only by

means of the English indefinite.

A. E. K.

As it is desired to give this article the widest publicity
among scholars and Bible students, copies will be freely
furnished for judicious distribution or sent to any address.
Friends of God.'s truth are urged to assist in pressing it to

the attention of all who value God's holy word. Address the

Publishing Office, 2823 East Sixth Street, Los Angeles,

California, U. S. A.



WHAT IS. A CHRISTIAN?

In the popular sense, a Christian is any follower of

Christ. But the student of Scripture always tests popu

lar ideas by the inspired word. There it is used only

three times, and never in connection with the nations or

present truth. In fact Peter uses it of his Jewish breth

ren (1 Pet. 4:16) in such a way as to show that it was

a term of reproach applied to a Jewish sect. In brief, the

"Christians" of Scripture were Jews or proselytes.

The termination ian is Latin, and the term was used

in relation to the Roman government. It was applied

in derision by Roman politicians to those who believed

in a Christ Who had failed to carry out the political

program of the prophets.

In Antioch, where the disciples were first styled

" Christians", there had been a very slight approach

toward the great truth of blessing apart from Israel,

but it is evident from later developments, such as Saul's

severance, and the opposition to his later evangelization

to the nations, that there was nothing to which the Jews

objected. Though outside the land, it..was a Jewish

ecclesia, though not composed of Jews exclusively (Ac.

11:26).

Agrippa's use of the term shows the contempt in

which this Jewish sect (for such it had become) was held

(Ac. 26:28). These are all the occurrences.

The fact that Paul could convey all the truth for us

without once using the term shows how far our present

channels of expression have diverged from his.

A.E.K.



"ETERNAL" TORMENT

The doctrine that all unbelievers are to suffer eternal

torment is, literally, the most damnable outrage, not

only on the unbeliever, but upon God and His holy word.

Never once is the term torment associated with the bulk

of unbelievers. During the judgment period of the end

time, the locusts torment mankind five months (Un. 9:

5), and the two prophets torment them during their tes

timony (Un. 11:10), great Babylon is tormented in her

destruction (18:7,10,15), yet all of these are restricted

in time as well as scope. The .worshipers of the wild

beast will also be tormented for an indefinite* period, as

we shall see, and the Slanderer and the wild beast and

the false prophet will be tormented for the eons of the

eons. '

Compared with the great mass of unbelievers, these

are few, indeed, and it is an intolerable outrage on God's

revelation to include all who die without Christ in this

category. In speaking of their deserts we should keep

ourselves strictly to the inspired terms which are found

in the second chapter of Romans.

To many it may seem impious to speak of the dis

ciples of our Lord as having been tormented. Yet that

is the very term used of their experience on the stormy

lake (Mk. 6:48). They were not only toiling in row

ing, they were tormented. The boat was not only tossed,

it was tormented (Mt. 14:24). And just Lot tormented

his righteous soul in Sodom.

. In these passages, when the word is applied to an in

animate object and to righteous men, we are able to dis

cern its true import. It is derived from the basanos or

touch stone. It is a testing. It is an incessant and in-
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tolerable strain that tests the material strength or physi

cal endurance, or moral fibre. Let us get our definitions

from the divine usage in the Scriptures! And when we

read of torment in another lake, not of water, but of

fire, let us remember that the disciples* could have been

released from it in two ways. The storm, or squall,

would eventually cease. He did not wait for this,

but came to His own and delivered them from their tor

ment. In either case it would be the hand of God.

With intolerable perversity the great and good of

Christendom persist in applying torment to the bulk of

unbelievers to whom the Scriptures never apply it. They

would shrink in horror from applying it to the just.

Yet it is spoken of "just Lot". Nothing could be fur

ther from their thoughts than that His disciples should

be tormented. Yet these are the very ones to whom the

term is applied!

In considering the subject of eternal torment, then,

all will agree with us'in eliminating Lot and the dis

ciples. Their torment certainly is at an end. The tor

ment of the rich man in the unseen (Lu. 16) is also

limited, for the parable represents the sufferings of apos

tate Israel, which come to an end when all Israel will

be saved. Even those who insist on taking this parable

literally cannot but acknowledge that it is in the unseen,

which lasts only until it is cast into the lake of fire.'

The torment of the woman of the twelfth chapter of

the Unveiling represents Israel likewise, and ends when

the male son is brought forth. The locusts confine their

torment to a period of five months (Un. 9:5). Babylon's

torment is fulfilled in its destruction (18:7,10,15).

This leaves "e.ternal" torment to the worshipers of

the wild beast (Un. 14:10,11) or to the wild beast, the

false prophet and the Slanderer. We shall now inquire

as to the length of their torment, for, even in the ac

cepted English versions, these alone seem to be the only

ones to whom "eternal" torment can be applied.

When, however, we consider accurately the doom of

the worshipers of the wild beast, and the time of their
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torment, we find that its length is not revealed. At

first glance, two statements seem to indicate that it lasts

more than the thousand years, as in the case of their

leader and the false prophet. But this statement is

avoided, rather than expressed. The smoke of their tor

ment ascends for the eons of the eons. Why not say their

torment lasts for the eons of the eonsl Why intro

duce the smoke ? ' -

This expression, and, indeed, the whole situation,

reminds us of the doom of Sodom and Gomorrah, which,

Jude tells us "are lying before us as a specimen, ex

periencing the justice of eonian fire". God has pre

served for us a sample of His judgments in the deep

depression of the Dead Sea. The circle of cities which

once flourished there is gone and the desolation is a

witness to God's fearful judgment. So it will be in the

coming eon. Sodom and Gomorrah will no longer be

visible, but there will be a smoke, as from a volcano,

arising from the scene which beheld the torment of the

worshipers of the wild beast.

This smoke will ascend for the eons of the eons, a con
tinual reminder and memorial of the doom of those who

defied God and worshiped His most malignant enemy.

The judgments in this book are presented, not simply

as they affect those who endure them, but as th!ey become

factors in the great\ purpose of recovering the kingdom

and finally reconciling the universe to God. The smoke,

as an indication of past fiery judgment, affects, not the

worshipers of the wild beast, but those living for the

eon of the eons in the kingdom of the Son of God.

But this conclusion seems to be denied by the fol

lowing statement that they are having no rest day and

night. When does this apply ? If it concerns the future

period during which the smoke of their torment ascends,

it must be a conscious experience for a like period, just

as in the case of the wild beast. But we are struck with

the fact that, when the Slanderer joins the beast and

the false prophet in the lake of fire, nothing is said of

their worshipers being there. Indeed, the inference
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cannot be 'denied that they are not there, for it certainly

would have been stated in the formal declaration as to

their two leaders who were there.

When is it that the worshipers of the beast have no

rest day or night? If we contrast this statement with

that concerning the three who will be tormented for the

eons of the eons, the period will be apparent. It is not

in the future, hut in the present. It refers to the time

before they enter the lake, while they are still worship

ing the wild beast. The Greek is, literally, "they are

having". We hope the time will come when there will be

such an intense desire for God's word in all its purity

and accuracy, that the saints will not only bear with

such a phrase, but protest against the substitution of

"have-", the indefinite form, to accommodate those whose

ears are more sensitive than their hearts, and love smooth

language better than rugged truth.

Those who refuse to worship the wild beast will be

harassed beyond endurance, and will be tempted to seek

rest from persecution at any cost. To these the divine

proclamation comes: Those who worship the beast are

having no rest night or day. There is no relief to be

found in apostasy from Jehovah. Probably the torment

of the locusts, which is for all who do not have the seal

of God on their foreheads, is one cause of their unrest.

It will be so intense men will be yearning to die, but

death is fleeing from them.

Besides this, the two prophets torment men during

the thousand, two hundred sixty days of their testimony.

No worshiper of Jehovah will be harmed by them. Thus

it is that the worshipers of the beast are tormented and

given no rest night or day before they are killed by the

mouth of th^ Rider on the white horse, Who hurls their

leaders alive into the lake of fire (Un. 19:21). Their

torment in fire and sulphur, is probably endured in the

lakfc of fire, after their resurrection and judgment at

the great white throne. Unlike the conqueror of Smyrna,

they will be injured by the second death.

The fact th.at they and their leaders are specifically
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designated as those who are tormented in fire and sul

phur, restrains us from inferring that the judgment of

the mass of mankind, at the great white throne, consists

in such torment. They are, indeed, cast into the lake of

fire, but it is immediately added that this is the second

death. For them it is not a place of torment, but a tomb.

As the duration of the torment of the worshipers of

the wild beast is left undefined in the Scriptures, we shkll
do well to avoid making it " eternal" or even eonian.

It will probably vary with the just deserts and require

ments of each case.

"Eternal torment" is thus narrowed down to three

individuals, the Slanderer, the wild beast and the false

prophet. We have protested against the execution of

judgment before the sinner's case has been heard at the

great white throne. In God's just proceedings no sinner

will suffer before his sentence has been passed. What

then of the wild beast and the false prophet ? They are

cast alive into the lake of fire. They do not come before

the great white throne. Why does GQd deal differently

T^ith them? The exception tests (not proves) the rule.

Wherein does their case differ from all others ?

All will admit that these two are the most heinous

and high handed of God's enemies. With them it is not

a question of worshiping a false god, but of usurping

the place of God Himself. A usurper is not subject to

trial, but execution. His guilt cannot be questioned.

His doom cannot be delayed. The kingdom cannot be

established until they have their deserts.

But why not kill them like the rest? >Why cast them

living into the lake of fire at least a thousand years be

fore their dupes? The answer lies in the great delusion

oi; the end time. It has always been God's prerogative

to produce life from inanimate substance. All life lives

upon life and is produced from previous life, with a

single exception. In Hebrew the term "sand-life" is

applied to tiny animalculae which we may, for con

venience, term microbes. These can live on and assimi

late non-living substance. These are the "lice" whifeh
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Jannes and Jambres could not imitate. This they de

clared, indicated the finger of God (Ex. 8:16-19).

Throughout Scripture the greatest of all tests for

the true God is the power to replace death with life.

The resurrection of the dead was the crowning proof of

the divinity of the ministry of Christ and His own res

urrection the supreme expression of God's power. At

the time of the end God will send them an operation of

deception, that they should believe the falsehood (2 Thes.

2:11). This will consist partly, at least, in the power

to produce life. The power of the wild beast will be

based on the fact that he is a resurrection man. His

death stroke was cured (Un. 13:3). He has passed

through the -first death.

The second wild beast, the false prophet, gives a

spirit to the image of the wild beast, so that it has an

artificial life (Un. 13:11-15). The principal character

istic of the beasts is the fact that they possess a substi

tute for the tree of life. They have a life unknown to

ordinary mortals* Hence their judgment is in accord

with this condition. Living, they are cast into the lake

of fire, and, such is the nature of the life they have, that

it remains with them even in that deadly place. It is

not the natural life restored to the unbeliever in resur

rection. It is an unnatural, satanic counterfeit, which

is akin to the condition of those who cannot die under

the torment of the locusts.

Both of the > beasts are found in the lake of fire more

than a thousand years later (Un. 20:10). Well mean

ing efforts have been made to show that this is not so,

but depends on a defect in translation. Some contend

that it should be rendered " where the beast and false

prophets were". The verb is absent in the Greek and

must be supplied by the English translator. Now it

seems to be a law that the Greek verb is omitted only in

the present tense. When the past or future is intended

the verb is always expressed. The translator is always

at liberty to insert is, or are, but he becomes a commen

tator just as soon as he supplies a different tense. Few,
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indeed, have dared to do so in this case, and then only

to support their view.

After the thousand years the Slanderer is cast into

the lake of fire with them. These three alone will be tor

mented for the eons of the eons. Even those who rebel

at the thought of the common sinner enduring such

deserts will confess that, for these three such a doom is

merited. These three alone do not need the formality of

a judgment session. No one can have any doubt as to the

justice of their case. The lake was prepared for the

Slanderer and his messengers. It is the most severe and

awful infliction meted out to the most flagrant offenders

against Christ and God.

The question now remains, Is their torment " eter

nal"? If it is, certain passages of Scripture are not

true. The period, "for the eons of- the eons" is co

extensive with the reign of the saints (Un. 22:5). But

when the Son hands over the kingdom to the Father

(1 Cor. 15:24) there will be no further reign. The tor

ment cannot linger beyond the consummation, after the

eonian times. Besides, all mankind are dying in Adam,

and all will be made alive in Christ. The lake of fire is

the second death. Both the beast and the false prophet

are men, and cannot escape the divine decree, however

long they may be able to ward it off. When death is

abolished, the lake of fire must also be abolished, for it

is the only death at the time of its abolition. Hence

the "eternal" torment of these three, the greatest of

God's enemies, reaches its limit in the lake of fire some

time preceding the consummation at the 6lose of the*

times of the eons. It is not eternal.

The conclusion to which we have come makes a power

ful appeal to our sense of justice and the glory of God.

He does not hurl all mankind to a doom fit for the most

heinous offenders.. He adjusts His judgments to suit
each case. The. great mass of mankind appear before the

great white throne under circumstances adapted to im

press them with God's power and justice and wisdom

and love. Their judgment is not only measured to meet
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each case but accords with it in the sense that it cor

rects it.

Actual torment in the lake of fire is confined to a

small class concerned in the false worship of the end

time. This is because this transgression is specially pro

hibited by a divine proclamation. It is the sin to death.

It deserves a severe sentence. The nearest approach

to "eternal" torment is endured only by the trio who

are guilty of the supreme sin. Yet even their doom,

viewed in the light of a philosophical "eternity" is in

finitely less than "eternal" torment, for it, also, even

tuates in reconciliation when God becomes All in all.

The way is now open to discuss the salvation of the

unbeliever. This will be the subject of our next article.

God is the Saviour of all mankind especially of those

who believe. The process of the believer's salvation is

more difficult to understand than that of the unbeliever.

The simple, plain statements of the Scriptures clearly

indicate the process by which God will save the mass

of mankind.

A. E. K.
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BEING THE SIXTH NUMBER OP VOLUME THIRTEEN

EDITOEIAL

This, the last number of volume thirteen, finds us full

of thankfulness for God's continued favor. The year

has seen much of sorrow and distress. The hand of

death has been very heavy. Three of those most inti

mately associated with the work have been laid to rest,

including the beloved founder of the magazine. But

God has graciously given us many more staunch friends

and helpers, and His work is prospering in our hands.

The next volume (D. V.) will contain a series on the

book of Job by our departed brother V. Gelesnoff. "We

have already published several of his articles'on this

theme, but we are sure that this will be found especially

delightful. The promised series on the book of Acts,

by H. W. Martin, will commence in the first number.

'It will be a detailed discussion of this much misunder

stood book. It is hoped that space will be found to

resume the series on the Unveiling, which was inter

rupted by the more urgent articles on the judgment and

salvation of the unbeliever, which are really a part of

the same series, inserted before their time. The subject

of The Twenty Four Elders and The Animals will be

taken up in the first few articles.

As almost all the subscriptions run with the volume,

most of them will fall due at this time. It will be of

mutual help if all our friends will include in one com

munication their renewal, order for literature, charts,

etc., as well as for the Version.
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There is a constant call for the early numbers of the

magazine which are out of print, which are loaned to

those who wish them. Vol. I, II (numbers 1 to 4), and

III (2 and 3), are only loaned, and should be returned

to us when read. The other numbers of these volumes

will be sold.

Once more we mourn- the loss of a beloved and loyal

fellow helper. Dr. Emma J. Lucas, one of the first

assistants on the Concordant Version, who entered

most of the sublinear in the pasted books, besides

helping in various investigations, and an earnest

advocate of the truths published in our magazine, has

been laid to rest. Her labors on the Version seriously

affected her health, so that, for the last two years, she

was unable to do as much as she desired. Perhaps no

clearer index to her character could be given than her

express wish that no eulogy or praise should follow

her departure. So we will await that day when, in

the presence of her Master, she will receive the due

meed of motive and of merit at His hands.

Once more we say, as the early believers were wont

to do, not farewell, but good-night, until we meet again

in the glory of the resurrection morning.

The Conference'held on the fourth of July was enthu

siastic in its support of the proposed evangelistic cam

paign in Southern California, and, ere another magazine

is issued, we hope to begin in earnest. Inquiries have

come in from a distance, concerning this effort, so we

may give a report, from time to time, of this ne^y depar

ture. We hope it will be followed by others, both in this

country and abroad. It is proposed to open the cam-
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paign ^ith two weeks' meetings in Los Angeles, and

then move about in adjoining communities, as the Lord

may lead.

Let everyone, everywhere, whose heart the Lord has

stirred with the grand gospel of His glory, redouble

their efforts to spread the message! A supply of tracts

and literature, earnest and prayerful distribution, and

the Lord's blessing, has worked wonders, and will do so

again. May the Lord stir our hearts and draw us into

fellowship with Himself for His glory!

Before another magazine is issued we hope to have an

other instalment of the Concordant Version ready. The

book of Acts is now being read for final errors by five

different proof readers. It will be' sent to all subscribers

without further order. Hebrews to Jude is all in type

except the notes, and is being checked by five other

assistants. This will take some months of work. The

gospel of John has been compiled and'translated. The

Greek letters are being counted and the version type

written, ready for the printers. Luke is nearly trans

lated and much work has been done on Mark and

Matthew.

Most ©f those who really wish the truth, eventually

commend highly the very features which, at first, seemed

most objectionable. The rendering of the verb first

offends and then delights those who dig deep enough

to appreciate it. Further Concordant Studies will fol

low when space can be spared in the magazine.

The Chart of, the Divine Calendar will be published in

two sizes, one about 22x32 inches in colors, and a small

one the size of two magazine pages. Besides this, large
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charts will be made to order, in any size. As the details

haye not yet been worked out, no price can be given

now. We hope to make a definite announcement in our

next issue. Meanwhile we ask the prayers of all that

this means may be used by God for' the blessing of

many. It will be niost helpful in the evangelistic efforts

which we hope to launch in various places. It is one

of the most helpful means of introducing the truth to

others.

A yellow slip in your envelope indicates that your

subscription is due.



OUR LORD'S EARTHLY MINISTRY

Matthew 15:24—"I am not sent but unto the lost sheep of
the house of Israel."

Romans 15:8—"Jesus Christ was a minister of the Circum
cision for the truth of God, to confirm the promises
made unto the fathers, and that the gentiles might
glorify God for His mercy."

What was the object of our Lord's earthly ministry?

The answer to this question is fundamental, for on it

depends our right understanding of the New Testament

Scriptures. We are told to " rightly divide the word

of truth", to notice carefully the divisions marked out

in "the oracles of God", and to distinguish things

that differ.

Did our Lord come at His first advent for the sake

of the Jew, or did He come to start His work among

all the peoples of the earth? Was His preaching meant

primarily for the Jew, or for all nations? Are we to

go to the gospels for our marching orders today?

Most believers would answer off-hand, without stop

ping to consider, that our Lord's earthly ministry wa£

for all, indiscriminately. If so, the teaching in the

gospels will fit us in our modern life of today. But

when we try to obey the specific commands of our Lord,

we find they do not suit modern conditions. The direc

tions in the gospels are not meant for the churches to

which Paul ministered. These specific directions are

wholly suUable to a Jewish community, but not to a

gentile use. They imply a nation under the law of

Moses, circumcised and obedient to all the Mosaic legis

lation, and, as such, entirely foreign to all our modern

church life. There is certainly a tremendous amount

of uncertainty, and error too, in regard to our Lord's

earthly mission.
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"All Scripture is for our learning." We cannot *be

too clear on this point. But equally clear must we be

that all Scripture is not about us. Most of Scripture

is about the Jew; some small amount is about the

gentiles, and some again about the present grace. The

student needs to read and study all Scripture, and

there is much for him to learn of God, and His ways

and dealings with these three classes. But the believer

should specially know and master the Scriptures about

the body of Christ, and there find specific directions for

his own guidance* The sooner the Bible student real

izes that all Scripture is not about one general class

only, the clearer will be his grasp of what God's Word

means. We want to pay more particular attention to

what Scripture says on this subject, and it says a great

deal.

When we come in our reading across a passage like

that spoken by our Lord in Matthew 15:24, "I am not

sent but unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel/7

we are apt to be startled by the newness of the idea.

It is surely striking. 'Is it really true that our Load's

earthly ministry was only to the lost sheep of the

house of Israel? Is it true that His preaching while

here on earth, was for the Jews only? For if so, we

must alter many of our modern ideas and practices.

Our whole grasp and mastery of the New Testament

depends on this knowledge of our Lord's earthly mis

sion. To be sure of all the facts, we need to read care

fully all the so-called "New Testament". Such a study

clearly reveals two important truths. First of all our

Lord had an earthly ministry conducted by Himself'

and His apostles* the record of which is contained

in the four gospels and the acts of the apostles. Sec*

ondly, our Lord had quite as clearly a heavenly minis

try, the first part of which was to believing Jews who

accepted His Messiahship, and it is recorded in the

Jewish epistles and the book of the Eevelation. The

second part of this1 heavenly ministry was addressed

to the body of Christ, composed chiefly of gentiles, and
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this is recorded in the Pauline epistles to the churches.

These two ministries of our Lord, the earthly and the

heavenly, make up the whole teaching and substance

of the "New Testament" Scriptures. The "New Tes

tament " is a record of these two and of nothing else.

In the "Old Testament" we read in promise and

prophecy of God's kingdom to the nation of Israel

under Messiah. When that time of blessing came the

gentiles would be blessed through the Jew. At mount

Sinai, God made a covenant with the Jew about this

mission. In Exodus 19:3-6, we read about this cove

nant proposed by God. "In the third month when

the children of Israel were gone forth out of the land

of Egypt, the same day came they into the wilderness

of Sinai . . . And Moses went up unto God, and the

Lord called unto him out of the mountain, saying,

' Thus shalt thou say to the house of Jacob, and tell the

children of Israel. Ye have seen what I did unto the

Egyptians, and how I bare you on eagles' wings and

brought you unto Myself. Now, therefore, if ye will

obey My voice indeed, and keep My covenant, then ye

shall be a peculiar treasure unto me above all people:

for all the earth is Mine; and ye shall be unto me a

kingdom of priests and a holy nation.' These are the

words which thou shalt speak unto the children of

Israel."

This covenant suggested by God was that the Jews

should be a nation of priests to mediate between God

and the nations. Their duty as such would be to teach

the nations'God's laws, and to offer up the sacrifices

of the gentiles in worship to God.

To this proposed covenant the people gave a speedy

answer. "And Moses came, and called for the elders

of the people, and laid before their faces all these words

which the Lord commanded him. And all the people
answered together, and said, 'All that the Lord hath

spoken we will do.' And Moses returned the words

of the people unto the Lord."

The Lord then said that He would come down to
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Moses in a thick cloud and speak with him, and the

people would believe him forever. Meanwhile the

people were to sanctify themselves. Three days later,

God descended upon mount Sinai in might and ma

jesty, with smoke, fire, thunders, and lightnings, and

an earthquake and the voice of the trumpet. Then

God gave to the people, through Moses, the Ten Com

mandments, and His laws as contained in chapters 20

to 23 of Exodus. In chapter 24, we read that " Moses

came and told the people1 all the words of the Lord,

and all the judgments: and all the people answered

with one voice, and said, ' All the words which the Lord

hath said will we do7.'7

Moses then wrote out all the words of the covenant

as given in these four chapters, offered burnt offerings

and peace offerings unto the Lord, then read from the

book of the covenant in the audience of the people,

and again the third time they promised to obey it.

In this solemn way, God gave to Israel their mission

as a nation. They were to be a kingdom of priests and

a holy nation in the earth. They were to minister for

God to the nations of the earth as a nation o£ mission
aries proclaiming God's truth. They were to teach

the gentiles, an.d in due time, Messiah would come to

establish His kingdom over the whole earth. The He

brew prophets are full of promises about this kingdom,

and of statements that Messiah would come to the

Jews, and, through them, bless the gentiles. They are

clear about Christ's earthly mission thus promised.

In the gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John,

we have the story of this earthly ministry. In due

time Messiah came exactly as promised. He was prom

ised to the Jew, and He came to the Jew. Was His

ministry to the Jew as the prophets had indicated?

It will be worth while to examine the evidence in the

first gospel, and perhaps elsewhere, so as to get an

indication of the true answer. It is of the utmost im

portance to be clear on this. So we will examine some

seven or eight statements in Matthew's eospel and
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elsewhere in the "New Testament", to see what Scrip

ture teaches on this point.

(1) Matthew's gospel starts off with a table of our

Lord's descent from Abraham and David. The object

is to prove that our Lord was a true,Jew, and des

cended in the royal line through David from Abraham.

Hence He is proved to be a Jew, a royal descendant

of King David, and in fact the only person alive who

had a right to be king of the Jews. And as long as

He is alive, He only has legal right to be Israel's King.

He is rightfully Israel's Messiah. He had the right

to start the earthly mission long ago promised, and to

set up God's kingdom upon earth.

(2) After stressing the legal right to the kingship

of the Jews, we are told in chapter 1, verse 21, what

His work should be. "Thou shalt call His name Jesus,

for He shall save His people from their sins.'' Ms

people, or nation, was the Jewish people. No men

tion is made by the angel in this announcement of any

mission to gentiles. His earthly work primarily was

to save the Jews from their sins. It is quite true He

came to save all, but stress is laid here, on the Jews

first. God's plan was, and is, first of all a holy Jewish

nation fitted to become a kingdom of priests in the

earth, and afterwards to convert the gentiles.

(3) In chapters 5, 6, and 7 of Matthew, we get the

record of what is usually called "The Sermon on the

MounNt''. In this manifesto on the opening of His min

istry, our Lord, as King, states His laws for His sub

jects to obey. The whole atmosphere is Jewish. Ap

peal is made to the Jewish law which they are to obey.

The disciples were not to act as gentiles did. Gentiles

made eating, drinking and clothing the chief objects of

life. Disciples, however, were to seek first God's king

dom and righteousness, and all these other things

should be added to them.

(4) Later the Lord sent out His twelve disciples on

a mission over the land. Their commission is given

in chapter ten of Matthew. The very first order is
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not to go to gentiles or Samaritans, "but go rather

to the lost sheep of the house of Israel". This first

mission was to Jews only. It was to be only in the

land of the Jews, and not even Samaritans in the land

were to be approached. Whatever the Lord's own

mission was, He never sent His disciples to gentiles,

or on mission work outside the Land, or outside the
chosen people/

The churches today want authority to* evangelize

the world, and are hard put to find it, for their self-

appointed task of converting the nations.

The Lord's command here is "Do not go to the

gentiles or the Samaritans." This mission of the

Twelve certainly gives no warrant for our modern mis

sions. Fancy a modern missionary going out without

money, and being told to "heal the sick, cleanse the

lepers, raise the dead, cast out devils; freely ye have

received, freely give. Provide neither gold, nOr silver,

nor brass in your purses. Take no luggage, and make

no provision for your journey." Such directions are

utterly opposed to today's practice.

(5) On one occasion our Lord came into contact

with a foreigner. She was a woman of Cai*aan whom

the Lord met when "on the borders of the land near

Tyre and Sidon. She addressed Him as "Son of Da

vid", and asked for mercy on her daughter grievously

vexed with a devil. To her the Lord deigned not a

word. She kept on crying out, and the disciples

begged that she should be sent away. To them the

Lord said, "I am not sent but unto the lost sheep of

the house of Israel.'' When the woman took her posi

tion as an outcast, the Lord gave her her request. But

she had no right as a gentile to any of the benefits of

Messiah's earthly ministry. He was sent only to the

Jews. Hence He never preached to foreigners, nor had

dealings with them, and never went out of the land.

These are some of the statements and facts as given

in Matthew's gospel. The Lord's Own words are a

sufficient answer to our question, that His earthly min

istry was to the Jew only.
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(6) There are other statements, however, on this

point. Let us look at Komans 15:8. " Jesus Christ

was a minister of the Circumcision for the truth of

God, to confirm the promises made unto the fathers.''

This is one of the clearest passages of Scripture

about our Lord's earthly ministry. It was the risen

Lard's inspired message given to us through Paul dur

ing His heavenly ministry as recorded in the books

which follow the acts of the apostles. By the Circum

cision is plainly meant the Jewish people. To them

our Lord came as a minister to fulfil the truth of God

and to confirm the promises made to the Jewish patri

archs. After such ,a clear statement as this, it is un

necessary to press the point further. The Lord's

earthly ministry was to the Jew to fulfil what God

had previously promised. Then this ministry being
to 'the Jew it was not, of course, to the gentiles. His

earthly mission, though indirectly of greatest benefit

for the Uneircumcision, was not to them. God's plan

was "to the Jew*first", and later to the gentile. But
this later ministry to the nations was not during the

Lord's earthly life.

(7) Let us look also at Hebrews 1:1, 2, where we

read these words addressed to Hebrews, or Jews, as

we generally call them now: "God Who . . . spake in

time past unto the fathers by the prophets, hath in

these last days spoken unto us by His Son." Here

again it is plainly stated that the Lord's spoken words

-were to the Hebrews. The gentiles are not primarily

concerned in this ministry at all. Can words be clearer

or more pointed!

These are seven samples of the evidence presented

by Scripture as to the Lord's work on earth. It is as

clear as daylight and overwhelming in its proof. Such

being the case, we must read the gospels in the light

of these facts. The conclusion is that Christ's earthly

mission was primarily to the Jewish people. But at

the close* of His work on earth, He told the Twelve

that He was going away, but would come back again.
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Meanwhile He had many things to say which they

could not then bear. He would send the holy Spirit to

guide them and to show them these matters in detail

as well as things to come (Jno. 14:3; 16:12, 13). So a

later ministry was promised and necessary to complete

the Lord's work. Events showed that this later, and

heavenly ministry consisted of two parts: (a) To the

Jew and recorded in the Jewish epistles—Hebrews,

James, Peter, John and Jude—and the book of the

Revelation, (b) Epistles to the body of Christ (after

Israel rejected the offer contained in the Acts) given

through Paul and contained in the epistles to the

churches recorded in Romans, Corinthians, Galatians,

Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Thessalonians, Tim

othy, Titus and Philemon. These two parts are a ful

filment of the Lord's promise to the Twelve in the

upper room.

(8) There is also another bit of evidence. Our

Lord's ministiy was a proclamation of the kingdom

of heaven. This is explained in Daniel 2:44. "And

in the days of these kings (gentile empires referred to

in the preceding verses) shall the God of heaven set

up a kingdom which shall never be destroyed: and the

.kingdom shall not be left to other people, but it shall

break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and

it shall stand for ever.'% See also in Daniel 7:13, 14,

27. The kingdom of heaven promised is to be on earth,

under Messiah, and is to be given to the Jews who shall

rule the nations under their King, the Lord Jesus*

Christ. The kingdom of heaven will not come till

gentile rule be abolished. So this kingdom is not here

yet, for we still have rule by many and different

nations. Messiah must come before the kingdom of

heaven can be established. Then the prayer "Thy

kingdom come" will be answered in fact. Today the

kingdom of heaven is not in existence.

According to international law a kingdom^ connoted

three things, and unless these three be present, there

cannot be a kingdom. A kingdom is a country and its
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people ruled over by a present king. Let any one of

these three be absent and there is no kingdom. When

there is no king we get a republic, such as France or

the United States.

So the Lord must come to earth again before this

promised kingdom can be set up. This kingdom of

heaven promised long ago and often, is Jewish and

shall be world-wide. The Lord was rejected when He

first came to set up this kingdom. His proclamation

was not accepted by His own nation, nor was it ac

cepted either wThen made again to the nation by the

apostles as recorded in the Acts. So it is deferred till

our Lord returns in power. Meanwhile, as we read in

the last chapter of Acts, "the salvation of God is sent

unto the gentiles." In the interval the body of Christ

is being formed and, when completed, will be taken

up to be with the Lord, and after that the Lord will

come to earth again to establish the kingdom of heaven.

The Lord's ministry and that of the apostles who

followed Him being a proclamation and offer of the

kingdom of heaven, and this kingdom being Jewish,

is an added proof of the objects of the Lord's earthly

mission. This fact is of tremendous importance to us.

Every believer should be clear and precise on this

point.

Certainly results follow logically. But there is so

much prejudice than we hardly dare mention them
except in the briefest reference.

(1) Take the Sermon on the Mount. It is the code

of laws given by the King for the subjects of His king

dom. But till the kingdom exists the laws cannot be

enforced nor do they suit. When the kingdom comes

the Sermon on the Mount will be the principles to be

obeyed'by all. Till that day it results in confusion to

interpret these laws of the earth kingdoms of today.

So with our Lord's teaching generally. The special

statements belong to a time when the kingdom will be

set up and not before.

' (2) The commissions the Lord gave were not meant
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for the present time. That in Matthew 10 was for a

mission to the Jews. That in Matthew 28 is for the

millennium when the Lord's people, the Jews, will have

to teach and discipline all nations, and the Lord will

be with them on the earth all the time. To take this

as the commission for the church today results in. con

fusion. There is no mention of the gospel in it-at all.

So with the other commissions given in the gospels.

The commissions for us are found in Paul's epistles.

Today our mission is to evangelize and not to govern

the nations.

(3) There is the vexed question of baptism. This

was a Jewish rite and is usually translated "washing"

in the "Old Testament". A Jew who broke the law

had to bring a sacrifice to God and be baptized before

approaching God. This for every time he sinned. The

Baptist made it a rite significant of acceptance of the

Messiah. No person can enter the kingdom without

immersion in water. But now, baptism in holy spirit

by our Lord alone can make us members of the body

of Christ, and water baptism is no longer obligatory

or of any use. To perform this command of the law

now, is to fall from grace.

(4) Lastly there are rules of guidance for right

living. For the Jewish disciple they are in the gospels.

For the member of the church today they are collected
in the exhortations given us by our Lord from

heaven to keep, and found in the latter portions of

Romans and Ephesians, as well as in Corinthians, Phil-

ippians, Thessalonians, and Paul's personal epistles.

Those laws in the gospels do not suit us today; these

entreaties in the epistles suit us exactly and cover

every detail of our daily life.

All Scripture is for us, but it is not all about us.

Give the Jew what belongs to him. Then there will

be no confusion and no difficulty.

W. T. Broad
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Everywhere the cry is preparedness and conservation.

"Conserve the nation's resources for future generations

and present emergencies."

The Lord Jesus said, "The children of this world

are wiser in their generation than the children of

light" (Lu. 16:8). God has put within reach of every

believer in the Lord Jesus Christ unlimited resources

for every need and every emergency, for every attack

of the enemy, and for every doubt and temptation; a

test for every doctrine and experience; a knowledge

of His will and His purpose. Yet, the saints are un

prepared for scriptural and acceptable service, and

unable to stand in these troublous and skeptical times.

Many of the saints, and also many of the recog

nized leaders and teachers, have become disqualified

to use these " mighty" and " all-sufficient'' resources,

and to withstand the assaults and strategy of the com

mon enemy of God and man. They have been unfaith

ful and indifferent to the resources that God has pro

vided, and blind to the power and strategy of Satan,

the slanderer.

They have not allowed for the weakness and insuf

ficiency of the flesh; but have depended, on their own

qualifications and wisdom. They have beeii" blinS io
the will and purpose of God; therefore many of the

saints and the whole professing church are being swept

from the foundation truths of God's "Word.

God's Word says:

We are not ignorant of Satan's devices (2 Co. 2:

11).
The flesh profiteth nothing (Jno. 6:63).

Lean not unto thine own understanding (Prov. 3:5).
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"Christ sent me ... to preach the gospel; not in

wisdom of words, lest the cross of Christ should be

made void" (1 Co. 1:17). "And I, brethren, . . .

came not with excellency of speech or of wisdom, pro

claiming to you the mystery of God" (1 Co. 2:1).

"And my speech and my preaching was not in per

suasive words of wisdom, but in demonstration of the

Spirit and of power: that your faith should not stand

hi the wisdom of men, but in the power of God'9 (1 Cor.
2:4, 5).

"Our sufficiency is of God" (2Co. 3:5). We are

"complete in Christ", "In "Whom are all the treasures

of wisdom and knowledge hidden." "For in Him

dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily" (Col.

2:3,9,10). ■ ,.

In order to be prepared for every emergency, for

spiritual work, service and warfare, we need to know

our "standing" in Christ and our relationship to God.

Our Past:

We were children of wrath by'nature (Eph. 2:3).

We were enemies of God (Col. 1:21; Ro. 5:10).

We were children of Satan, and taken captive by

him for his will (Jno. 8:44; 2 Tim. 2:26).

We were subjects of the kingdom of darkness (Col.

1:13).

We were unable to please God (Ro. 8:8).

We were without Christ, without hope, and without

God in the world (Eph. 2:11, 12).

Our Present:

Our standing, position and relationships are en

tirely changed:

All is new (2 Co. 5:17).

All is spiritual and heavenly (Eph. 1:3).

All is on resurrection ground (Eph. 2:6; Col. 3:1').
, All is of faith and according to grace (Eph. 1:6;

2:7,8).

All is in and for and through Christ Jesus (Jno.

1:16-18; Ro. 11:36; Eph. 3:16-21).

We were crucified with Christ (Gal. 2:20).
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We-were raised with Christ (Col. 2:11-13).

We are seated with Christ (Eph. 2:4-6).

We are translated into the kingdom of the Son of

His love (Col. 1:13).

We are not of the world even as He is not of the

world (Jno. 17:14; Gal. 6:14),

Why as though living in the world. . ." (Col. 2:20-

23).

We are to walk in newness of life (Ro. 6:4).

We are. not to walk Nas the gentiles walk (Eph. 4:

17-24).

We are the Circumcision who worship God in spirit,

rejoice in Christ Jesus, and have,no confidence in flesh"

(Phil. 3:3).

It is only by the "Spirit" that we can accept of and

understand "spiritual" things; for they are foolishness

to the natural man (1 Co. 2:9-16).

We are in the world but not of it; therefore we are

to obey and honor those in authority, to obey the laws

and to pay taxes; but not to be a part of the world sys

tem (Ro. 13:1-7; Tit. 3:1).

Our citizenship is in the heavenlies (Phil. 3:20).

Our blessings are in the heavenlies (Eph. 1:3).

Our position is in the heavenlies (Eph. 2:6).

Our warfare is in the heavenlies (Eph. 6:10-18).

Our warfare is not carnal (2 Co. 10:3-5).

Our weapons are spiritual. "The Word of God"

(Eph. 6:17, cf. Heb. 4:12; Jno. 6:63; Jer. 23: 28, 29).

So far as our physical life is concerned, we are stran

gers and sojourners in a foreign land and in the usur

per's kingdom; and if faithful to our home government,

we will not be very welcome nor popular in the enemy's

country (1 Thess. 2:14-16). * •
Christ the Son of 'God was rejected in the world He

had made, and by His own people, because they were

ignorant of God's Word (Jno. 1:11). Paul was an

ambassador in chains (Eph. 6:20, Col. 4:18). Everyone

that liveth godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution

(2 Tim. 3:12).
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We are to hold forth the word of light and life

(Phil. .2:16).' We are to be as sons of God, without

rebuke in the midst of a erooked and perverse generation,

shining as luminaries in the world (Phil. 2:14, 15). We

serve the Lord Christ (Col. 3:24).

He is Lord of heaven and earth (Acts 17:24; Col,

1:16). He is Lord of the living and the dead (Ro. 14:

9). He will be Lord of lords and King of kings (1 Tim.

6J.5). He has triumphed over all the power, of the

enemy. He will conquer every foe and all .will yet be

put under His feet (Phil. 2:9-11; Eph. 1:10; 1 Co. 15:

24:28).

Therefore we always triumph in Christ (2 Co. 2:14).

Therefore we fight from victory and not for victory.

God's Word prepares and fits us for every emer

gency, every good work, every trial and temptation, and

every assault of the enemy (2 Tim. 3:16; Eph. 6:17).

It is "living and powerful" (Heb. 4:12). It is a "lamp

unto our feet and a light unto our path" (Psa. 119:

105; 2 Pet. 1:19-21).

If we study it, and rightly divide it, we are skilful

workmen and approved of God (2 Tim. 2:15). There

fore ff we are faithful and take heed to these truths, we

are fully prepared and our resources and energies are

conserved. We are sure of victory and God's commen

dation (1 Pet. 1:8; 2 Tim. 3:14, 15; 1 Cor. 15:58).

Geo. A. Barrett



DISPENSATIONAL TRUTH AND

THE SOCIAL GOSPEL

As the foundations are sapped on which are built the

future hopes of the church, for itself and for others, the

church naturally turns its attention from "things to

come" to the "things that are". The tense in which

the church expresses its hopes gradually changes from

the future to the present. Its onlook becomes an outlook.

If the prophetic scriptures relating to the future are

deprived of final authority then all the church has left

is the ethical utterances of such, prophets as it chooses to

believe. Let us hear what one of the prophets, of the

"Social Gospel" has to say:

"It is profoundly pathetic to see how a people, paralyzed,
broken on the rack, and almost destroyed, still clung to its
national existence and believed in its political future. Even
the crudest dreams of apocalypticism have a tragic dignity
and a lingering touch of vital force. In those dreams the
Jewish people kept alive both their memories and their hopes,
much as an impoverished aristocratic family will preserve
the tarnished swords and the faded uniforms worn by illus
trious ancestors, and nurse the hope in its sons that they
may some day regain the old position. . . Yet the unhis-

torical and artificial schemes of apocalypticism have been and
are now more influential in shaping the imagination of men

about the future course of history than the inspired thoughts
of the great prophets. Men still rival the rabbis in learned
calculations that somehow never turn out correct, and follow
wandering lights which have thus far disappointed and led
astray all that have ever followed them" (Christianity and

the Social Crisis, P. 36).

Naturally, if the value of the Old Testament prophe

cies be reduced to that of "dreams"—no, not that, these

are not even "cultured" dreams, it seems they are

"crudest dreams" in the authoritative finality of the

above writer's judgments—then we may concentrate our

puny efforts on the task before us, and eliminate from
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our thoughts such unproductive humbug as is to be

found in the '' unhistorical and artificial schemes'', say

of Daniel the Prophet. Of course it is true that the

Christ, Whose name we still like to use in connection

with our "Social Gospel", also indulged in apocalyptics,

even quoting this same Daniel with approval, but then

He was deluded and ignorant on these points, we are

not, the difference between Him and us (should it be

him and Us?) being the difference between the First

and Twentieth Centuries!

Paul must be convicted of *i crudeness'' as well, for

he also seems to have been caught in the apocalypticism

of the Man he loved to call his Master. If Paul had but

met Rauschenbusch how different our New Testament

would have been! But let us note another expression

of prophetic evaluation:

"When religion was driven from national interests into

the refuge of private life, it lost its grasp of larger affairs,

and the old clear outlook into contemporary history gave

way to an artifical scheme. Instead of reading present facts

to discern God's purposes, men began to pore over sacred

books, and to piece the unfulfilled prophecies of the dead
prophets into a mosaic picture of the future. The sunlight

of the prophetic hope gave way to the limelight of the apoc
alyptic visions of later Judaism" (Social Crisis, P. 35).

The "prophetic hope" must be interpreted as a

prosperous state of society, achieved by mean of ethical

practice. This hope of our "social evangelists" is "sun

light", it rests on man, depends on man, and is to be

effected by man. The "limelight" is the false hope

which rests on God, depends on God, and is to be effected

by God. Rauschenbusch's "hope", resting upon man,

would be Paul's despair as Galatians explains, but then

Paul was not a Professor nor was he mentally or cul

turally equipped to express a judgment on such matters!

He was in fact only inspired and divine inspiration, as

valued by the "Social Church", has been supplanted

and its place taken by human perspiration.

The disparagement of "apocalypticism" by all writ

ers of this school is logically in place in their false
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gospel. If you despair of man then you will hope in

God; and if you despair of God you will pin your hopes

to man. Apocalypticism leaned all its weight upon "the

everlasting arms". It was divinely placed in the faith

and vision of the men of God who had seen the failure

that ends every trial of the "arm of flesh". "Man

cannot: God can and will'' was the message flashed on

their waiting minds by the inspiring Spirit. "God will

not: man can" is the result of our modern movements of

thought.

Our author again refers to the God of Israel's

prophets: "Israel had the strongest of all gods for its

champion" (Page 36). The diminution of the G in God

naturally capitalizes the P in people.

But let us have the rights of God and the rights of

man weighed in the balances of "critical insight". It

looms up in the same writer's opinion of Ezekiel, though

we cannot help wondering what Ezekiel's opinion of his

critic would have been!

"His ideal city was no longer a city of justice so much
as a city of the true worship. The older prophets had con
demned the sins of man against man, especially injustice and
oppression. Ezekiel dwelt on the sins of man against God,
especially idolatry. Not justice but holiness had^ become the
fundamental requirement, and holiness meant chiefly cere-
monical correctness. The righteous nation was turned into

a holy church. Ezekiel was a prophet by calling, but he was
a priest by birth and training, and in comparing his literary
style, his outlook on life, and his spiritual power with that
of the older prophets, it is impossible to avoid a sense of
religious decadence" (Social Crisis, P. 30).

In our critic's opinion it seems more important that

man should be right with his fellow creatures than with

his Creator—but why not if the God of Ezekiel was only

a god? Social justice, too, seems to rank higher than the

truest worship: '' His ideal city was no longer a city of

justice so much as a city of true worship." This ap

pears to be classified and labeled as "Religious Deca

dence!" Ezekiel seems to have exaggerated the impor

tance of God, and unduly exalted His claims.
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Our "Social Gospel" preachers prefer the prophets

to the priests. The latter smell too much of '' blood and

entrails". They like to trace the similarity between the

priestly religion, against which the later prophets pro

tested, and the religious conceptions and practices of a

priest-ridden Christendom:

"Under the influence of non-Christian customs and con
ceptions Christianity early developed its own ceremonial sys
tem. It is, of course, far more refined. Our places of

worship have no stench of blood and entrails; our priests are
not expert butchers. But the immense majority of people in

Christendom have holy places, where they recite a sacred
ritual, and go through sacred motions. They receive holy

food and submit to washings that cleanse from sin. They

have a priesthood with magic powers which offers a blood
less sacrifice. This Christian ritual grew up, not as the ap
propriate and aesthetic expression of spiritual emotions, but
as the indispensable means of pleasing and appeasing God,
and of securing His favors, temporal and eternal, for those
who put their heart into these processes. This Christian
ceremonial system does not differ essentially from that
against which the prophets protested; with a few verbal

changes their invectives would still apply. But the point
that here concerns us is that a very large part of the fervor
of willing devotion which religion always generates in human
hearts has spent itself on these religious acts. The force
that would have been competent to seek justice and re.lieve
the oppressed 'has been consumed in weaving the tinsel
fringes for the garment of religion'" (Social Crisis, P. 7).

The "stench of blood" perhaps accounts for the ap

parent repugnance of our "Social" writers to any men

tion even of "precious blood", and explains why the

cross on which God's Prophet-Priest was slaughtered is

absent from any place of prominence in their pseudo-

evangel. As to the priests of Christendom not being

"expert butchers", with this writer's volume before us,

so sadly indicative of the "slaughter-house" methods of

so-called criticism, we can hardly refuse the title to its

author. The word "critic" means "to cut" and our

butcher has surely done that.

Having associated themselves in a false parallel with

the prophets of old they like to praise their supposed

forerunners. We are told
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. "The prophets were public men and their interest was in
public affairs. Some of them were statesmen of the highest
type. All of them interpreted past history, shaped present

history, and foretold future history . . ." (Social Crisis,
P. 9).

If the inspired prophets of old interpreted past his

tory it is surely more than our critical professors -of

today can do; and, as to foretelling future history, it

only has to be suggested of our moderns to compel a

good-natured smile.

Our modern church leaders are neither priests nor

prophets. They do not bring man to God, nor God to

man. They are merely religious politicians, their churches

clubs, and their sermons speeches. They degrade the Bible

in their methods of attempting the uplift of humanity.

They dishonor its Author in the way they handle His

Book. They question the veracity of the apostolic his

torians, or else contemn the eschatological utterances of

the Christ. They reduce the Olivet discourse to a par

with Grimm's Fairy Tales or the Arabian Nights. When

they reject the key to Bible truth, need we wonder if they

find the doors of revelation unopened to them? Like an

aged man looking for the spectacles that are meanwhile

resting on his forehead, they at times handle the key

to Bible knowledge without perceiving the fact that it

is the key they hold. This is the valuation of Paul in

the book we have been quoting from, which summarizes

his worth to the modern "political" church:

"His outlook is almost devoid of social elements"

(Social Crisis, P. 105).

And Paul is God's appointed apostle for today!

Paul knows nothing of "social programmes", "civic con

sciences", "ethical politics"—and a little of Paul evap

orates a great deal of Rauschenbusch.

The Jew is God's earthly politician, and no gentile—

however learned—can take his place, or fulfil his office.

Israel is God's political nation, not England, or the

United States, and as Israel—God's politicians—at pres

ent is laid aside, Paul's epistles are "almost devoid of
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social elements". In order therefore to find even a

nominal Christian basis for the "Social Gospel'' Paul

has to be ignored, in the attempt to get "Back to Jesus",

as they say. The Sermon on the Mount is wrenched out

of its dispensational setting in order to modernize its

application. The "Social Gospel'', of course, has no

Galatians in its literature, for it does not wish it to be

known that it is really "Social Law" masquerading un

der a Gospel name.

Dispensational truth puts the "Social Gospel" in its

place which is a future one. Those who will administer

the longed-for social justice will he Abraham's despised
seed. Such a happy state of society will be attained

under the theocracy alone—the coming kingdom of God.

The "Social Gospel" has only, and knows only, the king

dom of man. It is the delusive hope of deluded men—

futile activity of a Christless church. But "our citizen

ship is in heaven, from whence also we look for the

Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ" (Phil. 4:20). That in

a nutshell is the difference between Rauschenbusch and

Paul; between God's gospel and man's despair.

Alan Burns



THE SALVATION OF THE

UNBELIEVEE

As God is the Saviour of all1 mankind, especially of those

who believe (1 Tim. 4:10), we may confidently rest on

one grand and glorious foundation truth—that all salva

tion is of God, and neither believer nor unbeliever has any

part in it. On the one hand this assures us of the possi

bility of saving all men, for God alone is able, and, on

the other, it bars out all human schemes for their restora

tion, whether by works, or suffering, by giving them a

second chance, or by any cause whatever which origin

ates in man. Those who believe are saved by His grace

(Rom. 4:16), those who do not believe are saved through

His judgments, but in both it is He alone Who is

Saviour. Faith is but the channel of grace; it plays

no efficient part in^ salvation. Judgment is but the

means He uses, the process which leads to the salvation

of the unbeliever. It does not remove his guilt or cleanse

a single sin. That is done wholly and solely by the

blood of Christ. Every effort to bring about the ultimate

salvation of all through the purgatorial or penitential

sufferings of the sinner is a denial of this great truth.

Judgments do not save, but the God Who judges is also

the Saviour and all His dealings with mankind are

governed by the grand goal which He has set before

Him—to become All in all His creatures.

In setting forth the process by means of which God

brings the unbeliever back to Himself we must remem

ber that few believers are able to analyze the method

used in their own salvation. Now, if we are not able to

explain our own experience, how shall we understand

His method with others? Yet, strange as it may seem,
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God's dealings with the unbeliever are much more easi

ly apprehended than His way with us. The very simplic

ity of faith baffles us. Most theological'systems seek to

base belief on evidence, and speak of "Christian evi

dences" as the foundation of the believer's salvation.

This is, rather, the method He uses in the deliverance

of the unbeliever.

When we reflect how few of those who actually heard

our Lord and His apostles, who saw Him and perceived

the signs and miracles and powers which He performed,

and had ample opportunity to test their genuineness,

how few of those actually believed, we are tempted to

lose confidence in the efficacy of "Christian evidences".

Yet they had their place and were used in the procla

mation of the kingdom. They produced a hybrid sort

of faith, generated partly by tangible evidence, and

partly by confidence in those who wrought then!.

The case of Thomas is an example of the overpower

ing force of evidence where faith is wanting. No man

can long withstand the testimony of "his senses, even

when his interests are opposed. But today the doubt

ing Thomases are offered no proof to correct their credu

lous questions. It is either sheer unfounded faith or

fatal unbelief.

The tangible proofs given to support the proclama

tion of the kingdom affords a rich field for the study

of the effect of evidence on the -human heart. The un

believer will be saved by sight. He will yield to the

force of facts. He will be convinced by logic. What

evidence is most suited for this purpose? In our Lord's

ministry we can see both the helps and the hindrances

offered by the senses. The consideration of a few cases

will reveal what most moves men and what makes them

obstinate.

The rich young man was hindered by his possessions.

The Samaritans were helped by the Lord's words. The

resurrection of Lazarus led many Jews to rely on His

acts. These illustrate God's method in the judgment of

the unbeliever. He removes hindrances—no earthly ac-
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quisitions interfere with the decisions of the heart, for

both heaven and earth flee from the face of Him Who

sits on the throne. He works the greatest possible mir

acle, by raising them from the dead. He reads the

inmost sec'ret of their hearts. He appears in their very

presence* in soul-dismaying splendor. They cannot

doubt His power or His perfections, and no motive

remains to lead them to deceive themselves.

The judgment of unbelievers takes place in the

interval between the passing of this present earth and

the creation of the new. Every tie which bound them

to the earth has been burned up. They are the subjects

of the most astounding miracle ever wrought, having

been raised from the dead. They are in the presence of

the Divine Majesty. Their secrets are bared to His

awful gaze. The character of their judgment, being ad

justed to their acts, not simply as to severity but so as

to correct them, will reveal God's purpose to save and

reconcile them to Himself. This, followed by their death

in the lake of'fire and subsequent vivification at the

consummation, is the basis of their reconciliation.

First, we will consider, the hindrances which have

held many from becoming followers of Christ.. The rich

young ruler (Mt. 19:16; Lu. 18:18) desired eonian life

but was kept from it by his acquisitions. "Will this

hinder him in the judgment? No. For then all his

riches will have vanished; not only thrqugh his own

death, but by the fires which have engulfed the world.

' Examples abound. The excuses offered by those who

were bidden to the great supper (Lu. 14:18) are all re

moved before the great white throne. No fields or oxen

or wives will intrude between the spirit and the great

Judge.

In the judgment day God will judge the hidden

things of humanity (Ro. 2:16). We are prone to con

sider this a mere exhibition of His omniscience, to facili

tate the trial of the sinner and to insure his' condemna

tion. But more than this, it cannot but have a most

powerful effect on the unbeliever's attitude toward
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Christ. What was it that impressed the woman of Sa

maria? It was His knowledge of her hidden secrets.

When she left her water and went into the city she bore

witness: "Come hither! Lo there is a Man'Who told me

all that I do. Is not this the Christ?" (Jn. 4:29). As

a result we read that many of the Samaritans of that

city believe in Him because of the woman's word that

He told her all that she did (Jn. 4:39).

But more believe on Him through His own word.

The Lord bared only a few facts in the woman's life.

In the judgment all of men's secrets will be exposed. If

men could be moved to believe through the word of a

dissolute woman, how much more readily will they bow

when all their own secrets are brought to view! And

not only so, but when the lives of all their fellow crea

tures are subjected to the same superhuman scrutiny,

the overwhelming evidence will banish all doubt of the

identity of the One before Whom they stand.

The blessed results achieved by His exposure of the

woman at Sychar's spring will be multiplied by many

millions at the great white throne. There is nothing

hidden that shall not be manifested* (Mt. 10:26). As in

Corinth, the hidden things of the unbeliever's heart be

come apparent, and, falling on his face, he will worship

God (1 Co. 14:25).

Perhaps no miracle wrought by our Lord and His

apostles created a stronger conviction than that of rais

ing the dead. When Lazarus was raised many of the

rulers believed, and the chief priests were concerned

lest all should believe on Him because of this sign (Jn.

11:45, 48). When Peter raised Dorcas it also was used

to convince many who believed on the Lord. Can we

imagine what conviction it must have brought to Lazarus

and to Dorcas themselves, if they should have had the

slightest tendency to doubt ? Could there have been any

stronger proof of divine power than that their very life

had come back to them at the bidding of One Who is

stronger than death ? In the process of winning the un

believer we judge their resurrection and final vivi^ea-
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tion to be ample to account for their salvation and

reconciliation.

/ The salvation of the"unbeliever wijl be by sight, not

by faith. Otherwise it is effected in the same way as

that of the believer, by the word and power and pres

ence of God. The means which proved most effective in

the past are repeated, but accompanied with unparal

leled power and under circumstances infinitely more

impressive.

The apostle Paul's case is of surpassing significance

in its bearing on the salvation of unbelievers. He was

the* foremost of sinners, and it cannot be denied that,

among men, there was no case quite as desperate as his.

All question as to God's ability to save vanishes in the

light of his call on the Damascus road. The miraculous

cleans employed in his case surely .would suffice for every

one of God's enemies. And who will deny, on sober re

flection, that the appalling power atnd glory of the august

judgment session into which the unbeliever is ushered

by his resurrection will be unutterably more impressive U

The apostle's vision passed. He came back to a scene

where all was as before. He alone had changed. But

the unbeliever sees the power and presence of God not

only in his own deliverance from death, but in all around

him. The vision does, not vanish. The divine presence

abides.

One of the leading lights on eternal torment crystal

lizes the prevailing insensibility to the mighty dealings

of God with the unbeliever in the following question and
answer. "Is there going to be any tremendous power

in the moral sense in eternity to change a character that

it could not change here?" "There is no hint in the

Bible of a change of character beyond this world."

These very leaders would shudder if we should sug

gest that salvation is based on character. Yet they do

not hesitate to damn mankind for lack of it!- But we

will let that pass. Unbelief in the saint is just as irra

tional as in the infidel.

The appalling nature of the blindness which lies on
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Christendom with reference to God*s great ultimate can
hardly find a better illustration than in thp question and

answer we have quoted: So far as they read their Bible,

the unbeliever is not raised from the dead at the judg

ment, nor vivified at the consummation. They contend

for the genuineness of miracles, yet ignore the most tre
mendous and stupendous of all miracles—the resurrec

tion of all mankind. They are making a firm stand for a

whole Bible, yet practically expunge the great truth that

"all who are in the grave shall hear His voice, and shall

come forth." All the significance and power of the res

urrection of the unbeliever is totally ignored and denied
by many who consider themselves defenders of the faith

and supporters of the Bible.

We consider, and rightly too, that our resurrection

and vivification will be an essential part of our salva

tion. It will be the crowning glory of our deliverance.

Yet when the same mighty power of God acts on be

half of the unbeliever, resurrection becomes damnation

and vivification death! These, we are told,, will have no

effect on the character of the unbeliever at all! Since

that is so it logically follows that character is not af

fected by resurrection or vivification, and, as a result,

the saints will have just the same character in glory

which they have today. The tranformation will be

entirely physical, not moral or spiritual. Our likeness

tb Christ will be limited to the brilliancy of our ap

pearance. All the heartbreaking defects in our char

acters will be with us still, only unutterably more

apparent and painful in His presence.

But enough! It is not true! Every experience

through which we pass affects our characters, even in

the present life. And we may rest assured that our

character (how I hate to use a non-scriptural term!)

will accord with the presence of His glory.

Our resurrection and vivification are simultaneous,

but the unbeliever will be raised long before he is

vivified. The change which eventuates in the ultimate

salvation of the unbeliever is wrought, not only by
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his resurrection, but by the august judgment session,

when he stands in the presence of Christ, with all his

unbelief swept away by the awful realization of His

power and the justice of His throne. We are asked,

Is it possible for them to repent? Eather, we would

like to know, Is it possible for them not to repent, or

change their minds ? We cannot conceive an unre

pentant sinner before the great white throne.

God's thoughts and man's imaginations are nowhere

more at variance than on the subject of judgment, or

punishment. God is love: man is hate. David was wise

when he was given the choice of fleeing before his ene

mies or falling before the hand of Jehovah. He uttered

a great truth when he exclaimed "Let us fall now into

the hand of Jehovah, for His mercies are many: and

let me not fall into the hand of man!" And surely his

choice was vindicated, for, when the angel stretched out

his hand upon Jerusalem to destroy it, Jehovah' repented

Him of the evil, and said to the angel that destroyed

the people: "It is enough! Stay jiow thine hand7'

(2 Sam. 24):

Jonah went through the streets of Nineveh, crying:

"Yet forty days and Nineveh shall be overthrown!"

"But God saw their works, that they turned from their

evil way; and God repented concerning the evil that

He said He would do unto them. And He did it not"

(Jon. 3). And what did Jonah do ? Was he not pleased

at the success of his mission? Did he not glory in the

character of His God? Alas! he was like the majority

of the Lord's people today. Like Jonah, they imagine

that God has a streak of hate in His character and that

He wanted to destroy Nineveh to give it exercise. But

He had an object in threatening its destruction. Now

that they repented and the object was attained, why

should He belie His character and destroy them from

sheer vindictiveness? Jonah thought He ought: and

so-think those today whose prototype he was.

Is it not too bad that Jonah's God was a gracious

God, and merciful, slow to anger, and of great kindness;
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and repenting of the evil which He had threatened?

(Jon. 4:2). What did Jonah care for Nineveh? What

pains had it cost him? What comfort did it bring to

him? But God looked at it from His standpoint. In

it there were sixty thousand souls more in tune with

Him than sulky Jonah. He was their Creator, and He

had not created them for naught.

The thought that the resurrection and judgment

of the unbeliever is only a prelude to his final "de

struction" in the lake of fire must be judged by its

moral effect, for it has no support whatever in the

Scriptures. In the first place '' destruction'' (by which

annihilation or extinction of being is intended), is

never used of the lake of fire or of the second death.

It is always used of the sinner before his resurrection

at the great white throne. Those who are "destroyed"

in Gehenna will be there.^ Those who "perished" in the

wilderness and at the flood will be raised. "Destruc

tion" is never annihilation. It never precludes resur

rection and salvation. Indeed, it is a necessary precur

sor of salvation. The Lord came to seek and to save,

the destroyed" (lost). So that, even if there Were

a single passage telling us that the unbeliever is "de

stroyed" in the second death (which* there is not) we

would still have every reason to believe God when

He assures us that all who are dying in Adam shall

be made alive in Christ.

Let no one suppose that we plead for the repeal of

God's word regarding the doom of the unbeliever. Far

from it. But we do plead for the removal of those harsh,

human perversions of His word, which seek to make

Him a man like ourselves, hateful and hating one

another, vindictive and vicious in our views of the so-

called "penalties" of sin. We plead for a revision of

our vocabulary on this important theme. Many of our

words and expressions are not only unscriptural but

positively anti-scriptural.

Let those who constantly refer to the lake of fire

as a place of punishments chastening, destruction (apoU
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lunti), extermination (olethros), and the like, reflect on

the fact that these terms are not used specifically of the

burning lake. "With the possible exception of the destruc

tion of the wild beast (Un. 17:8, 11) all refer to previous

judgments, and none of them preclude the resurrection

of those to whom they are applied. In other words, the

strongest terms to be found in the Scriptures are avoided

when speaking of this final infliction. The true scrip

tural phrase to use when we desire to describe its action

is "the second death".

The terms destroy and destruction are so often used

of irrecoverable ruin that a few examples will be given

to show how far this is from the truth. The rendering

"lost" is always the translation of the word for destroy.

It would be the utmost folly for the Son of Mankind to

seek, much, less to save those who ^are annihilated. The

lost sheep and the lost coin and the lost prodigal all had

been destroyed, yet all were found and saved. Were

the whole world lost or destroyed in the lake of fire,

that would be no hindrance to salvation. Rather, it

would be the very sphere in which alone salvation can

operate. Christ cannot save anyone unless first he is

destroyed, or lost.

, Such is the salvation of the unbeliever. It is not

only in absolute accord with every passage in the word

of God, but in utmost harmony with the God Who is

revealed through that word. How can anyone who

truly loves Him rest satisfied with less than this, the

only true, the only scriptural solution ? # How infinitely

it lifts Him- above the defeated, vindictive deity of

Christendom! How grandly it accords with all those

attributes which theology gives Him with its left

hand and fi'ches froni Him with its right! Is He love ?

Then how can He bear the very thought of eternal tor

ment for a single one of His creatures, much less for

myriads of millions? Is He omnipotent? Then why

is, He unable to rescue them? The Buddha of Christen

dom is great in name, but small in deed. He makes

great claims but does not live up to his reputation.
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Let those who are fond of reasoning about the des

tiny of the universe accept their own premises and fol-*

low them out logically and the inevitable conclusion

will be a universal reconciliation. Try it and see. All

will acknowledge these premises:

God is love I therefore?
(rod is ompipotent |

God is not love if He will not do all He can for His

creatures, neither is He ojnmipotent if He is unable to

save them. Hence the God of theology is magnificent

but the god of eschatology is a myth.

Both revelation and reason are arrayed against the

false delusion of unending torment for the unbeliever.

It degrades the sacrifice of Christ to a mere attempt to

remedy an evil which it cannot cure. 0, my brethren,

why do you limit His love, why do you paralyze His

power? Is the Christ Who saved you capable of com

pleting His work by saving all like you ? Or, if He can,

why will He not? Would you, if you could?

Confess that this terrible doctrine cannot but lead

you to doubt His perfections. It brings you up to a

blank wall, to a pit of dense darkness. But the blessed

truth opens up a glorious vista flooded with the love

light of God. ,

This leaves the way open to consider the moral

effect of this doctrine^ as it relates to our conception

of God's love. The sinne;r is dead, and, apart from the
power of God in resurrection, quite as good as anni

hilated. What possible benefit can accrue to the sinner

to expend unmeasured power in his resurrection and

unstinted force in his judgment, only to return him to

oblivion? From the sinner's side* it would be unutter
ably cruel and vindictive.

But, we are told, God's justice demands it. There

is an element of truth in this. But if God's justice

must be displayed at the expense of His love, the ex-

tinctioi?. of the unbeliever in the lake of fire, far from

forever removing an eyesore from the universe, places
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a blot upon His character which eternity itself can

never erase. If we do not doubt His willingness to

save them, then we must acknowledge His inability.

If we cannot question His power, then we must limit

His love, and then we endanger the very foundation

on which all eternal bliss must be established.

Once more we affirm, without the slightest fear of

contradiction, that the judgment of the unbeliever is

confined to the period between the resurrection and

the second death. If this is the end of the unbeliever,

if the mighty miracle of resurrection and the awful

judgment session have no other object than the inflic

tion of the pains and penalties each deserves, we des

pair—not for the unbeliever, for his fate is not the

paramount consideration—we despair.for the character

of God, "Who uses power unstinted to satisfy the stern

demands of justice, yet outrages every instinct of His

love. No amount of sophistry will ever annihilate the

stubborn fact that they are His creatures, and their

final fate is just as much His work as was their crea

tion at the first. As creatures, they had no more com

mand of their destiny than they had of their birth

or their environment. All was of God. • He held the

reins. And let us remember that salvation depends,

not on character or attainments such as might be

within the reach of mortals, but upon the knowledge

of the One Whose very name will be unknown to the

great majority who stand before Him in that awful

day. They are not saved because God has not saved

them, and for no other reason whatever. If their ex

istence has been futile and a blot upon the universe, the

final disgrace falls upon God, Who was the only One

Who could have averted the disaster.

The resurrection and judgment of unbelievers leaves

no reasonable alternative but their ultimate salvation.

Without such an outcome, so great and stupendous an

exhibition of hatred and futile rage would throw a

pall of settled gloom across God's glory for all eternity.

Only the wickedest of men are unsatisfied when their
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enemies are dead^ and would bring them back from

the grave to endure still further torment.

But we do not need to rest on reason. At best, it

is usually the refuge of unbelief. God has spoken,

and real reason rests on His revelation. He is the Sa

viour of all mankind, especially of those who believe.

God give us grace to glory in such a God!

In that marvelous revelation concerning the vivifi-

cation of all found in the fifteenth of first Corinthians

there is a notable omission which has a vital bearing

on the Resurrection of judgment which we are con

sidering. The words "And if anyone was not found
written in the scroll of life," has led a few kind hearts

into the supposition that some, perhaps many, are not

cast into the lake of fire, but live on with the saints

during the eoi\ of the eons, which follows. This would

transform this resurrection into a partial vivification.

But the 'great outline of vivification sketched by

the apostle includes only three classes at three distinct

epochs. After the Firstfruit, Christ, all who are His

are made alive at His presence. The last class is vivified

at the consummation. There is no class in between.

The resurrection of judgment, before the great white

throne, is ignored altogether. No one will be vivified,

in the full sense of that word, when the unbelievers

are raised from the dead. All die again. All return

into the domains of death during the eons.

The death which/ comes at the close of this life is

the effect of natural law, not of a divine decision. Sin,

in Scripture, is represented as a great Slaveholder.

He does not pay wages, as our version puts it (Ro.

6:23). Who ever heard of a slave getting wagesi He

deals out rations. Sin's ration is death. The sting of

death is sin. Sin, fully consummated, is bringing forth

death (Jas. 1:15). Only in the case of criminals, is

death the result of a judicial decree, yet, even then,

it is at the hand of man and not of God.

The fact that the believer and the unbeliever share

alike in the first death ought to be sufficient proof
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that it is not, in any sense, a judicial infliction on God's

part. The saint is assured of immunity from all judg

ment, yet he does not escape the first death. Death as

the penalty of sin cannot be inflicted until after judg

ment has held its session. If God's decree calls for

such a penalty for sin, this is not satisfied with the

death common to all in Adam. Hence judgment is

followed by the second death.

In the opening chapters of Romans Paul lays the

foundation on which God's just judgment is based.

He closes his indictment of mankind with these words:

". . . God's just statute, that such as are committing

them are deserving af death . . ." As the first death

cannot be the effect of any judicial preeedure on God's

part, it is evident that the death penalty awaits all

who come into the judgment. Whatever may be the

variety and degree of the tribulation and anguish

meted out to each, one common end awaits them all—

the second death.

This divine decree is in fullest harmony with the

great truth that eonian life is only for the believer.

Only those chosen by His sovereign grace have the

privilege of living with Christ for the eons of the eons

and of being associated with Him in His work of rec

onciling the universe to God. A result of the unbe

liever's judgment consists in exclusion from these

blessings and dignities. "He who is believing into the

Son has' eonian life, yet he who is stubborn as to the

Son shall not be seeing life, but the indignation of

God is remaining on him."

These words are awful enough in their bearing on

the unbeliever without changing the inspired original,

as most or all of our versions do, to the indefinite, thus

denying the great truth that all shall be made alive

at the consummation. "Shall not see life" denotes a

fact and is timeless. "Shall not be seeing life" is def

inite, and confines the sense to the future eons which

are in question. The unbeliever can have no share in

the life of the eons.
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God is light and God is love. The unbeliever learns.

the first at the great white throne. He realizes the

second at the consummation. Just as, in the epistle to

the Romans, we are first acquainted with the just God,

Who justifies ,us, and later with God the reconciler,

Who invites us into His heart, so the salvation of the

unbeliever divides itself into the judgment session,

where he is judged in fact as we are by faith, and

the ultimate vivification, when death is abolished, and

God becomes All in all.

But, some will ask, if they were condemned to

death, how can they be raised again? What right

have they to the grace and life that will be their por

tion? We answer, none. They will have no more

claim on the ecstatic bliss of that unending day than

I or you, or any believer! What right have we I None

at all.' But in Christ we have a perfect title to every

favor. So it will be with the unbeliever. It m not

Written that "As in Adam all are dying, so all shall

be made alive," but "so, in Christ, all shall be made

alive." Adam's death involves all, irrespective of their

deserts. Christ's life extends to all, apart from their

personal merits.

And here is where the unbeliever learns to love

God. The judgment has exposed his own unworthi-

ness. The grace of vivification will illumine his heart

with the love of God in Christ. Then shall be fulfilled

God's universal goal:

". . . to Me will bow every knee,

And every tongue will be

acclaiming God."

This is the method He will use to bend the stubborn

knees. He will not use physical force but moral suasion.

Neither will He wring out a confession of sin from every

tongue. The word here used means more than that.

When our Lord said "I thank Thee, O Father" (Mt.

11:25 ;Lu. 10:21) He used this term. It includes a com

plete acknowledgment and acquiescence in the divine

will.
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This is God's way with the unbeliever. We are

fond of recalling God's dealings with us to bring us

to Himself. Some have been driven to Him through

the loss of earthly possessions. Others found Him in

the midst of trials. His written word alone has led

myriads to see themselves and the loveliness of His

Christ. But no believer today has passed through any

experience which even approaches the stupendous re

alities which await the unbeliever. With the very

earth swept from beneath his feet, with his sins staring

at him and open to every eye, with the awful Presence

on the great white throne, all superimposed on a per

sonal experience of the greatest of all miracles—what

more could possibly be done to turn him back to God?

Who ever doubts that Lazarus or the widow of Nain's

son was" saved f Others believed who merely heard

and saw*, but had none of the personal knowledge they

possessed. So, who can doubt that such an awful scene

and such a stupendous experience will turn the hearts

of all unbelievers toward the God of their salvation?

Some have sneeringly asked whether punishment

will reform the sinner, and have pointed out the har

dening effects of judgment. But this rests on the

vulgar and unscriptural notion of punishment apart

from resurrection. Others make judgment the end and

an end in itself, little heeding the effect of this on God.
But this judgment scene is not the end nor an end.

When we see a sinner, convicted of sin, burdened with

fear, we rejoice to behold the work of God, knowing

that it is but the beginning of His operations. So

the great white throne judgment is but the prelimin

ary to God's greater work at the consummation

The crowning and conclusive exhibition of God's

power and love toward the unbeliever awaits the con

summation. The eons are past. \ All sin is banished.

Evil is no more. The Son of God has nearly completed

His mediatorial work. All the living are in perfect

accord with God. Nothing remains but the conquest

of death and the reconciliation of its denizens. It is
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the only enemy left in all God's universe. Then, and

not till then will the vast concourse of mankind emerge

from the domain of death never to enter it again.

Then that voice for, which we wait, that will call His

owji from the graves, and that once before had called

them back to life, will speak with power, and death

will be despoiled, the last enemy laid low. . Then shall

all awake to live in the light and love of Him Who will
have become in truth the Saviour of all mankind.

A. E. K.

JERUSALEM TRODDEN DOWN

This unfortunate rendering has given rise to the thought

that the " times of the gentiles", or eras of tlie nations,
have come to an end now that the oppression of the Jews
in Palestine has ceased. ' It should not read trodden

down, but simply trodden. The word down-tread oc

curs in the following passages: Mt. 5:13; 7:6; Lu. 8:5;

12:1; Heb, 10:29. It means to trample under foot. But

the simple tread, which is used here has not this mean

ing. It occurs in Lu. 10:19; 21:24; Un. 11:2; 14:20;

19:15.

Un. 11:2 shows that the eras of the nations will cul

minate in a closing period of forty-two months in the

time of the end, long after the body of Christ has left

the earth. There will be a gradual reinstatement of

Israel in the land under the suzerainty of the nations,

but the eras of the nations will not close until the glori

ous appearing of the Messiah.

During the crusades the city of Jerusalem was taken

from the Turk and ruled by a "Christian" monarch.

But he was no less of the nations thanx the " infidels".

Only Christ can restore to Israel the sovereignty which is

hers by God's immutable promise.



THE LETTER KILLETH

Few passages are as freely quoted as this with as little

regard to its context (2 Co. 3:6). Even when quoting

from Paul's writings, if the truth should not be agree

able, we are rebuffed with his words, "the letter kill-

eth". And this in the face of the fact that he insists that

he is a competent dispenser of a new covenant, "not

of the letter, but of the spirit, for- the letter ip killing,

yet the spirit is imparting life".

"The letter killeth" is further explained as "the

dispensation of death by letters chiseled in stone". It

was the "dispensation of condemnation" which came

through Moses.

That the law kills is fully unfolded in the seventh

of Romans. There we found the precept for life to foe, for

death. Through Sin the law kills. But in the eighth

chapter we are assured that the spirit's law of life in

Christ Jesus frees us from the law of Sin and Death.

The letter of the law kills, but the source of all spiritual

life is God's declaration, which; of necessity is com

posed of letters.

Our Lord said "the declarations which I speak to

you, they are spirit and they are life." We are to

have on the word of life. So far from fleeing froln

the outward form we are exhorted to have a pattern

of sound words. The revelation God has given us is,

in its last analysis, composed of letters. Through these

the spirit of God communicates with us. These letters,

chiseled in stone, may kill, but graven on the fleshy

tablet of the heart, give life. Through them Moses

ministered death: but through them our Lord and

His apostles dispensed the life abundant.



WONDERFUL LOVE

Oh wonderful love, the Scriptures proclaim,

Revealed in Immanuel's wonderful name,

That love through all ages is ever the same.

Oh wonderful grace—redemption is free!

A safe hiding place Christ has purchased for me,

By faith in His word at rest I can be.

Oh wonderful hand—God's "outstretched hand",

Which holdeth the mountains like small grains of sand,

His matchless power I'll ne'er understand.

Oh wonderful peace—in this hiding place,

Where the light of my life is the light from His face,

My soul is entranced with His marvelous grace.

Oh wonderful words by prophets of old,

As the plans of our Father so strangely they told,

But now to faith's vision such glories unfold.

Oh wonderful day—the time swiftly flies,

Christ's glorious light shall illumine the skies,

And out of sin's darkness creation shall rise.

' —M. W. Peellb, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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